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ABSTRACT

An echo of elastic origin in the MHz frequ.ency range of

1O-1OO MHz was observed. from powders of various materials- lftre

, , echo originates from t].e nonlinear response of the'vibrating
, -t,

particles to RF driving Pulses'

This echo is observed in a wide and continuous frequency

range and is formed by the. excitation and refocusing of

single particle resonance modes. The ecl.o amplitude depends

strongly on the intensity of the biasing magnetic field H,

for normal metals it. increases steadily with magnetic field'

(O 50 KOe) and. for ferromagnetic metals it passes tTrroug-Ïr

a maximum. The excitation process is different for normal

and ferromagneti-c metals, being "direct" (tTre electronic and

ionic motion are directly coupled to the RF-field in the

presence of a static magnetic field) for the former, and

"magnetostrictive" for the latter-

This kind of echo can also bé excited in piezoelectric

powd.ers- Ec¡oes from Rochelle salt'a:e reported, in both tÏ.e

piezoelectric and the ferroelectric region-

Apart from the differences originating in the

excitation process, the echo from a1l powders behaves similarly

The relaxation of the echo is determined by the elastic

energty l-osses of the particles. For normal metal powders

the losses are dominated,in most of the cases, by surface
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energy losses whil-e for ferromagnetic metals the microedd'y

current losses are usually dominant.

The echo formation depends strongly on temperature,

sample purity, and mechanical or magnetic (ferromagnets)

tristory. For most of the normal metal samples the variation

of the echo amplitude follows the variation of the electrical

resistivity. For ferromagnetic metals tl-e echo amptitude

is related to domain structure and domain wall mobility-

The echorfol-Iowing two RF pulses (at time t : o, c )

2-

of intensities Ìr, and Ïrr rvaries approximately as Ìrrh,
?a(hrl-r'H* for normal metals). typically, more echoes

(at t: 2t,3(-...) with different relaxation tirnes Tr, Tz--l

follow a two pulse excitation. The relations TZ = 3/4 TL

and T- = 1T.r, for a stimulated ecl-o fo].]-owing a 3-pulse
s - L'

excitation (a third pulse at time T leads 
": 

a stimulated

echo at t = T *?), wtrich follow from a simple model are

appro><imateJ-y satisfied for al-l the samples.

eualitatively the ecl.o formation can be understood on the

basis of a model, where individ.ual particles of tl.e sample

represen¡ oscillatons with their owrì resonance freguencies.

parametric interaction between the RI' field and the amplitudes

of the oscillators leads to components in the oscillator

amplitudes which can refocuse aL times t : nTt me I lf ,ITl
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integers, independ.ent of the oscillators frequencies, and' Iead'

to echoes. The ecl-o properties and possible origins of

t1.e nonlinearities leading to the parametric mixing are discussed

f>r different materials. The observed echo pattern for a

3-pu1se excitation requires a 7-ih order mixing process to be

present ì -

This echo, in many aspects, is -similar to elastic ectloes

observed from bulk solids, ..t d e>ççrimentally it is verified

that the echo from bulk solids and powders behave similarly*

The mechanical qua1ity factor of the powders depends

on the size and the sha¡re of the particles, but it can be

of the order of 1O4 which makes t}-e relaxation time of the

ecl-o sensitive to the intrinsic anelastic losses in powd.ers-

This makes the ecllo technique a convenient method for the

study of powdered materials.

.":':):
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ChaPter I

INTRODUCTION

The term rtechorr refers to a partial reradiation of energy fron a

,...' saurple sone time after. the application of a two (or nore) -RF-pulse r ':':::

excitation. There are nany different processes in solids which can lead

to an echo and sone of then become valuable tools for the study of

: different naterial properties. The best known of these is the spin-echo - j
' ....,

.: which is used to study spin dynamics in naterials 
,,i:.,.i,' It v¡as assuned for a long tine, after Hahnts discovery and descrip- :'r:

tion of spin echour(l), that echo fomation was a property of a quantr:m

. (t\
system. In the early 1960fs the discovery of a photon echo'-', arising

, from a traniition between energy levels in a 2 level system' was not

] r"rprising due to the formal identity between a spin r¿ and a 2 LeveL

energy syst.t(3)
( tl\

fn 1965 a cyclotron echo from an ionized plasna was observed\*r.

,,, fonn n li or, requires a very large n) and its discovery stintllated ,.,,.:¡
'...-'--a-_---].- .-.r":)-

It.-..:.:

interest. in echo phenomena nore general than the spin echo,l¡-hich resulted ,

-. ,.. ..
'.-_i.

; in a nr¡mber of echo models (see, for exautple; Refs' (5-7))' The basic '.:'

principle involved in all these nodels is that energy can be stored in a

systemindifferentmodesandpu1seexcitation,underfavorab1econditions,

,,1 leads to a spontaneous reradiationr or an echo' 
., ...,'

Echoes involving nany different modes in solids have been observed

t8)
or described. Some exaq¡lles of these are: magnetostatrc modes- -,
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fluxoid modes in type II superconductors(9), polarization modes(10), and

various elastic modes in butk(11-13) or powderG4'17) materials.

In this work a mechanical (elastic) echo observed from powder

materials in a wide range of teurperature, frequency, and particle size is

discussed. This kind of echo certainly is not new. It is observed

quite often in pulsed NlrlR experiments, when powder samples are used, and

effort is usually directed towards its elinination. This echo has been

repoÌted for nany substances at fixed frequencies. While å11 obr"tt"t,

agree that the modes, required to store energy, are elastic in nature the

actual microscopic mechanisn which leads to echo fomation is not known.

In order to fa¡niliarize the reader with the problem of the echo fontation

fron powàer substances.a short srxnmary of the reported observations and

conclusions regarding the echo origin is presented

An echo from piezoelectric powders was nentioned by Livingrton"(18)

in connection with NQR pulse experiments where this echo obstructed the

spin-echo. He pointed out its mechanical originr"i.e. refocussing of the

elastic mpdes of particles, and.suggested the subnersion of powders in

liquids as a means of the echors elimination. He did not attenPt'to

explain its origin.

In 1968 Stauss and Rubinstein(ls) reported this echo from ferro-

magnetic substances. They observed d. 
- relationship between the particle

sj-ze and the echo apPearanceras t..'ell as a correlation between the

frequency rangeé of the presence of the absorption lines in CI4l (continuous

wave) and the echo in pulse experiments. Èor the echo.process,- th-ey

proposed the refocussing of single particle modes excited by ma€Fetostriction.



This suggestion vras strongly supported by the observed dependence

of the echo anplitude on the biasing magnetic field, lr'hich passes through

a maxi¡num and continuorrsly disappears above r mag-netic saturati.on.

T\ey discussed the echo for¡ration in terms of paranetric mode

hixingUy,an anplitude dependent driving force. This echo process was

rlql
discussed þreviously by Herrunann and hhitmert^-' in connection with the

cyclotron echo.

Echoes fron ihe nomal netals were first reportéd by Alloulr and

Ftoidrua1r"(14) at a low temperature and fixed frequency. They observed

which

An
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an fi? dependence.of the echo anplitude on the'biasing nagnetic field, H, and

different relaxation times of the first and second echoes after a two-

pulse excitation. They did not discuss tie echo origin. In 1970

Srodgrars(2o) reported.a strong echo fron ÅÉNi, Ag.t'ftt (' 0.1%)

was absent in pure Ag without a.ttenpting to explain its origin.

echo fron different metals at 16MFlz was reported by Pacult et a1(16). They

also observed an HZ dependence of the echo amplitudes, and a dependence

of the echo anplitude on the repetition rate. They observed the echo

from particles snaller than the nininr:ur size required for free vibrations

and later reported(2l) ah"a the decrease of the echo anplitude after nixing

the _powder of nornal metals with inactive powder is size depèndent., These

observations led them to the conclusion that collective vibrational nodes

are respónsible for an echo. They suggested that the driving force

hras the torque, due to the interaction of the eddy currents, induced

by the RF rnagnetic field, with the static nagnetic .field. They did not

atterpt to explain the echo mechanis¡n.



Table 1..1 lists the normal metals for which an echo has been

reported.

Table 1.1

Material Ref (16) L6 ÌtErz Ref (14) 5 Wlz

In

Cu

Zn

Sn

A1

V

Pb

CuCo

Pb Hg

Ag

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes,

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Apart fron the fact that some kinds.of elastic modes in powders are

responsible for the eðho, i.t is not clear how and which elastic nodes

lead to an echo. The purpose of this study is to compare the echoes from

different materials, identify the character- of the elastic vibrations and

their excitation mechanign, and determine the echo fornation process. îhe aim of

this study is also to investigate the usefulness of this effect for the

study of material properties.

The experimental evidence indicates that elastic vibrations in the

sarnple ultinately lead to the observed echo. The sanple, therefore,
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can be represented by a set of nondegenerate oscillators (resonance nodes)

which sonehow partially refocus after a two pulse excitation leading to

the observed echo.

It should be stressed that a linear systemts (sinple harnonic ,.,.
' ,:.:-f.

oscillatorts) resporrru to a nulti-pulse sequence does not lead to an echo.

This follows because a linear systenrs total response is the direct sun

of the linear responses from the individual pulses and thÌs provides no-: - ::..-..'

', possibility for the eventual echo fomation. A nonlinearity in the system, ' ','''

,-1..:..

: r{rhich is effective during or after the application of the second pulse, ,.,,,..,,

can provide the proper nixing of elastic modes, which then leads to an

echo. )

i fhe energy reradiated during the echo is only a small fraction
' -ln(10-") of the energy purnped into the system by the ¡p pulses. Therefore

i 
the ncnlinearity which is requ.r-åred to forn the echo can be snall. This l

i ,uggests that these echo phenomena. 
"o,rid 

form a powerful nen- tool in

I solid state physics

This thesis is organized as follows:
: 

'r'ì 
: :t:t 'i fn Chapter II various nonlinea.r processes which can lead to an i,,;:¡:;

: echo fron a nultioscillator systen are discussed. The discussion leads 
,;;,,,;,,;.:

I to the developenent of a sinple rnodel which can describe all the experi-

mental data, if siñplifying restrictions are relaxed. The model can

, relate the relaxation tine óf individual echoes to the anelastic losses : j :
t,t,t:."t.
: :t...of the particles, æd it also aids in the selection of physical non-

linearities which can lea<i to an echo. Neither the relanation time nor

i the origin of the required nonlinearities have been discussed prior to this
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work. This chapter also includes a short discussion of the elastic

properties of the powders and possibl'e coupling nechanisrn¡between the RF

field and elastic nodes of the sanple

chapter III describes',the apparatus used for the ecJ}o observation

and lists the sanP1es.

chapter IV lists the experimental results and their discu-'sion'

Both are divided into thê following gloups:

P.. Properties conmon to all powders

B. Properties specific to normal nietals

C. Properties specific to ferronagnetic materials

D.Propertiesofthe:'onepiezoar¡dferroe1ectricsirbstance-

Rochelle sa1t.

E. Experinents related to the identificatlon of the elastic modes

involved.

This division is nore illustrative th.an th,e list of the propêrties

accoróing to the naterials, because the najority of the echo properties

are identicaf in all powders but sone of the materials are nore suitable

than cthers to demcnstrate a given effect. The final conclusions are in

Chapter V.
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. ECHO FORMATION PROCESSES

2.L. Classical Echo Processes

In the well known'vector nodel for a spin-echo the origin of, the

echo can easi.ly be visualized as a flipping and refocussing of spins in

a rotating frame of reference. A sinilar piótorial model of oscíllator

. echoes was.proposed by cout¿(3O). The basic idea of his nodel is that a

classical system, in some ways, can be viewed as a set of nondegenerate

oscillators with closely spaced frequencies in the tä4qirlth of an

\ exciting pulse. In the presence of nonlinearities a two pulsq excitation

i leads to a periodic phase refocussing, and hence an echo.

was origina'lly proposed for cyclotron echoes where the oscillators a¡e
:

i electrons moving in circular paths and the degeneracy is renoved by in-

i , ----^-: -::- :- +L^ -+a+.i t After the aonlication of a
I nonogenrrrés in the static magnetic field. After the app
l/

pulse of electric field intensity t and duration t* the electrons

gain a velocity ',, = 9. ¿ t* and move in a circular path u2 * u2 = u2

,i where z.is the direction of the static.magnetic field in real space.

By the canonical transfo:rnation (v*, vr) * (q, p) (q,. P are

canonical coordinates) the. notion of any linear oscillatol can be described

by a closed Path in Phase sPace

For example, a hamonic oscillator can be described by the closed

',,, path @/ñ )2 *(q ,,6. )2 = 2¡F where F is the energy and a = fk/m'

the natural frequency of the oscillator'

Anecessaryconditionforechoformationisamemoryinthe
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systen, i.e., the systen at the tine of application of additional pulses

must remenber the initial excitation. This is guaranteed by the high

resonance Q, qualiti factor of the oscil.lators.
' Since oscillator interaction can be ímportant to an echo process, it

is necess ary to distinguish between echoeb due to the nonlinear resPonse

of individual oscillators to pulse excitation and those due to nutual

oscillator interaction. In the first case the echo origin can be studied

as the response of one oócillator and the echo anplitude is the sum of'
/

responses for all oscillators. In the latter case a nany-body approach

is necess aOQZ). In the present study no evidence of nulti-mode

interaction !ùas observed.

The te:m ttoscillatort'' r'efers to one resonance mode which need not

be spatially local ized.

Gouldrs nodel of echo formation can also be used to visualize the

fo:m4tion of elastic echoes.

The nodel is based on the fact that all oscillators, having
t

particular coordinates (q, p) r, r ât tine t after a coherent excitation,

will rephase at the same position (g, P)rrr êt time 2t' independent

of their frequencies. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition

for the formation of oscillator echoes.

Let us assume a linear two pulse excitation. After the first pulse,

at t = 0, all 0scillators have the same energy and the same phase.

After the second pulse (II) (t = t) their energies will depend on what

their phase, 0, was prior to pulse II. Because the energy increnents

due to pulse II for all oscillators with the same phase 0 are equal, it
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: is convénient to int{oduce the term rr0 - classfr referring to the sub-

set of osqillators with phases in the interval 0 to g + Â0.
'..

ì One_can.intgoduce the term rrmonent of 0 - classrr to refer to the

.sun of coordinates of all ¡nernbers of a 0 - class lN^) as-g'

uc = xi 
"ru ft;- *-.'0 

r ¿.2.,t-. , 
(2'L)

' ... !i = Ai = t,ty'4q +[í//n ,ÏP

(where the symbol e means contained in). Because the different members

a 0 - class have different Ìesonance frequencies they defocus quickly.

(ftt a time + where Ao is the angular frequency distribution of the
Aû)

oscillators) .

At tines t r#, af,ter the pulses, the nembers of a 0 - class.

are approxinately equally distributed along a constant energy curve in

phade space and

' ro=o

The menbers of a 0 - class rephase at times nr where n is an

integer and only at these tines is uo I 0. It nust be emphasized thatU'

this rephasing-by itself, does not lead to' an echo because the total

moment of the seÍrF1e,

U= t Uo= X U.' =0 (2.2)
all o " ieN

(where N is the number of oscillators) is identically zero. However,

certain nonlinearities can destroy this balance between different

0 - classes and an echo can appear.
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The process described above is shown schenatically in Fig. 2.L.

Prior to pulse I, the energy of all oscillators is zero and the systern

is described by a point at the origin. (ô - pulse excitations are assu¡ned

(infinite bandwidth) ) .

Figure 2.la shows the situation innediately after pulse I. defocussing

')*at t , ffi leads to an equal distribution of oscillators along a

constant enelgy curve Figure 2.Lb. 'Because of this homogeneous

distribution,

*u = #*
the effect of a second pulse at t = r is a shifting of the entire

distribution in a particular direction, Figure 2.Lc. (Points 1-20

represent particular 0 - classes)

All rnenrbers of a 0 - class travel through an angle 2T;n + 0 in the

tine r, where n is an integer.

Imnédiately after pulse II they have a new phase and anplitude

(At, ot). The new amplitude is given by the sun of the amplitudes due

to pulse I and II.

oå=orutt*on

(2.s)

(2.4)

i.e. in the special case in Figure 2.Le.

i ,t ,,;..., .,,,.'.1.

lo;l = 
,i..r:::;;;.;-,.,:

I
cos -€ .=>l

oL-o|.,r- o!r'

and

2^2 
^o

(2.s)
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At tine t > t, t f m each 0 - class is defocussed and its

members are equally distributed on a constant energy curve. Figure 2.ld

shows four 0 - classes at 2r > t > r, which are completely defocussed.

Ar,, Ag,, e.t.c. represents the anplitude of the individual menbers .'-''.'' ''.'.' :..:.:'-:-.::-:.ì'a::-:

of the particular 0 - class

Figure 2.le shows the entire distribution at tirne t = 2'c, when

all 0 - classes are refocussed in position Ot +. O and have moments :'. .::-,
. '... 

i,,,, 
..,,.,.,, ...

ue = Noro 
e.6) i,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.

where üo is a moment of one particle 1'''"''"''''"'

The total moment is

N l' ;â iÊ=;l (Ar"'*All)e^'de=o (2.7)

- 
'" Jo 

.

where a uniform phase distribution of 0- - classes

.Nn(o) = 'il Q.8)
,r,,1;,ì,, j,,j,,,,,;.,,,

was assumed. Different processes which can lead to an echo will now ,',''-''..'.
i :.: : ._:-:.,:, ;,

be discussed. 
" " 

t.' '

As can be seen atl 0 - classes rnutually compensate their moments

in this two-pu1se linear nodel. If the shift of the energy-curve due to 
:;:;:r.:,,:..ì .,

pulse II differs fron 0 - class to 0 - classr due to a nonlinear inter- t',;,:1-,r,:.

action, U(2t) can be different fron zero and an echo occurs. For

s¡¡mF1e figure 2.lf indicates the distribution of 0 - classes at t = 2t

2l
_ N ( ¡ ;ô

u= t lla=ïl deAoe*"
arr e u t'lo 0

2n
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assuming that the second pulse has the forn O'r, = A{1 - cos 0). In,il
this case

nf = nteit * orr(1 - cos o) (2.s)

and

(2.70)

In the mechanisrn described above the echo originates fron the ,:''r: :

incomplete compensation of moments of different 0 - classes. The fact .r.,]'ì.,',-.' .':.

that U^ is non zero only at t = nt, n = 2r3 clearly puts a.U

Testriction on possible echo times. The origin of this incomplet

compensation of different 0 - classes can be either the properties of the

oscillators thernselves or the nature of the driving force. In both cases

the echo is a result of a nonlinearity in the systen. Different processes

which can lead to an echo will now be briefly discussed

(a) If the relaxation rate depends on anplit.rd"(6'25), thun th"

moment of a particular 0 - class is given by

¡r,.'¡-t.--,fr ',',':,-.':i

ur(2r) =.: ur(2t) = ue(r)e'\"/ (2.r1)
' irN, r e ,.. '

and generally

r2r/ 
v(z-c) = * [' Arl (1 - cos o) "i0 uu = ] o'

.,' Jo

rr r2n
u(2t)=hl uu(2t)do

Jo

= X I'" ae(Rreio * Arr)"i' u

o

I

T@r"to *ArtD le

(2.r2)
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However, for a zero pulse separation the te:m causing the echo

disappears and therefore this echo increases with pulse separation.

(b) The resonance frequency of individual oscillators may depend

on their(24,25) anplitude. Then different 0 - classes, because of their 
'..,r,ti,,,,.different amplitude, exhibit a different additional frequency shift

rl
Âtr'(Ar). Thus at.tirne t = 2t they will have phase 0 + 0 + Atrtrt

which leads to an inconplete compensation of their moments and : .

. I I .,; 

"...' 
', 

'

N Pn noio,n .,^io+iÂr,rqni)r¡e e.ts) 
':'

u(2t)=2n\ld0(AI"*+A,')e."lÀuw\¡¡U.,./e(2.13)
t¿

,' ,.-t,.t,.t

Agair¡ this echo increases with increasing pulse separation.,

In addltion, because the different nembers of a particular 0 - class

have different resonance frequenci,err'tT" frequency shift varies

from member to member and therefore leads to a partial defocussing of the

0 - class.

The noment of the 0 - class is given by

u,(2t) = .,iuI uil cos(À,. t) =

i-::r:.:-,:::
:.:: :.: r.
:::::::..:::r.::

= fr, | ¡ cos Âto.r . N^lu-l C2.L4)
. l._.:'l.:- 

:_'-o' irNu 
g'o 

,...i.

Thus it should'be stressed that these arrylitudè dependent-processes,

(a) and (b), require time to develop and therefore the echo anplitude

will increase with pulse seParation (neglecting relaxation effects) ' The 1,.ì,.,:,,
;:,..:.:,,r:,,,:

specific form of the dependence of the echo on the amplitudet AI

A-- depends strongly on the chosen relationship T(A) or o(A).
II ;



.Two specific çases were discussed in the literature:

a) the attenuation linearly proportional to the anptitrr¿"(26). In

this case

ua AI AII r (2.12a)

b) the frequency shift proportional to the square of the arrplitude(24)

leading to

u a n, Af, t 2.LSa)

c) another possible origin of inconplete compensation is nonlinear

(paranetric) coupling of the auplitude of the oscillators. d¡:e to pulse i

to the external periodic RF field during the pulse II. In this case

the effeet of the RF pulse II at tine (t = t) depends on the phase of

the. oscillators and is different for different 0 - classes. The physical

interaction leading to a possible echo in the s"rnple occurs during the

second pulse. Llnlike the previous processes, this process does not

require tine between pulses to develop and the echo ¡nFlitude is
i,..,

independent of r (neglecting relæcation effects). According to experi t,.

-l

mental evidence, this nechanisn seems to play a do¡ninant role in the ,,.

':
formation of elastic echoes from solids and will be discussed in greater

detail.

l5

2.2 Echo due to parametric nixing

Let us demonstrate this process with two exanples:

a) a¡r oscillator with the restoring constant dependent on the RF



field h.

The equation of motion of the oscillator has the following form

* * r2çr + ef(h))x.= 0 (2. 1s)

where e << I and f(h) represents sone fi¡nction expressing the

dependence of the restoring constant on h.

The sinplest forn of f(h), for x a¡rd h having appïoxinately : : ;.

, it¡lt ,.:,..,,.,,,,,,.,the same tine dependence €*-", leading to an echo, has the fo:m ::¡;':::::.-:

¡..1,:..,,,.i 1.

f(h) =h2 
:1:'1.-:

b) An oscillator excited by an ampfitude dependent force.

The eQuation of notion has the form

**12*=F(l+ef(x)) (2.L6)

where again e << 1 and f(x) e)q)ress the dependence of the force on

l

the arnFlitude x.

For the sâme-tine dependence of )f and F the sinplest font

. of f (x) leading to an echo is ''t'''' l'''"t"'t'

'... .. . .; -. .

2 
r'tr':-:";::::'
,' ,.ra,,,, t,_',,f(x) = x-

( 171
Case a is a classical exaûp1e\o'l of a pararnètric oscillatot ."U 

i::-
functio:r as a par¿unetric amplifier is discussed in the literttrrt.(28).

Case b was analyzed in great detail by Herrrmann and lUhitt""(l9).

In both.cases the parametric nixing occurs during the seco:td pulse'

because the response of the oscillator to the second pulse is modulated
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by the elastic vibrations excited by the RF puLse I'

To illustrate the echo -fornation it is convenient to use the nornal

mode for¡ralisn (appendix I). The advantages is that in the equation of

motion for mode a = a^ei6t only terms varying as "itrrt 
are of interést.

o

Therefore, the derivation is more illustrative and-can be easily extended

to higher order echoes

In case a the first RF pulse of intensity hro and duration twl
#-

produces a force flo = dh.rO on the i-th oscillator, generating the node

itrrt 
_ 
it'ltt

"i="iI" 
- =dhl't*l" (2.r7)

which interacts with the RF fieldr h, due to an interaction of the type

(2. 18)

= Q otherwise (2.le)

'I r: *.? -tí-2Hi'r = Zl. ("i * ar)'(h, + hr)
I

)?
where Hirra represents the nonlinear term in th.e interaction (x'h') and

. iro^(t - t)
hZ = h20" v for t.< t < , * tr,

The haniltonian of the systen has the following fonn (Appendix I)

r

H = x "."1 * * r'(t, * al)'(n * h*)2 * RF Energy
i iI 2 i '1 l- - -

The equation of, the notion for mode a. has the forn (Appendix I)
1

à, = iri a\ = ir,:r(a, * ,'{r1 * .il qrr * n*12¡ ;
t .ð"" r r

.t**?
: ir¡.fa. + e (2a. hh" + a,h")) (2.20)--it-i - \--r ]-

# Footnote: Factor d is used'to relate the force acting on the oscillator

to the RF field intensitY



l8

where we neglected terns with tine dependence other than "i".
Seeking a solution of Eq. (2.20) of the forn

a. = ; a. .tn (z.z')
1'Lnn=o

and comparing the ter.ms of equal power of e, one obtains a fanily

of equations, from which we need only.the first ttro to describe the echo.

a. -ir¡. a. -0r_o 1 t-o
(2.22)

t' ,2 i20lt - -ìa. - it¡. a-. 3 a-,^ h-^ g---t- 'ri for t < t < T + t-il --i- -il -io -- 0 - ,z

= Q otherwise
*

where in the second equation we neþlected the term a.hh which does not

contribute to the echo.

The solution of Eqts. (2.22) have the'forn

itl. t
1a. = a.-e

-l-o 1I

and

In the second equation we neglected the frequency difference ûro - o.

during the second pulse of the duration t .*z

The sun of amplitudes of all nodes I .i is li::,,",1:'/:lt
1_

(2.23)
* ? (¡)i(t - 2r)

"i1 
*it'roa'hioe - t for t<tt'*"*,

* 2 io,(t - 2r)
=iroa.ohl'e ^ a*ratof t>t*rr,



to,I

.'''..''
. - '.,,,.--,.-:

¡l., r+\ - ç 
".ltJ = f, (a. + E a.,) =F LLJ - L a. i" i 

- io 1r-

| ) itl, (t - 2r)
-l_=1eo n^^E La--eO ¿U t^¡^ 1I

¿L

.:i.,,.,.
i.e. it is zero at t I 2t and equal to ',ri-,"''

u' (rr) = i.tro .r n1, * "r, 
(2.24)

for t = 2'r, in Eq. (2.24) we assumed that "iI = "I 
for all i'

Using Eq. (2.L7) Eq. (2.24) can be written as

rr2
tt (2¡\ = 2e u: t t dh. h' N (2.25)F \¿ r,, - o. -o r*, 'lni, *'.10 ,r2o "

i rrre second exanple is the anplitude dependent driving force.

i fhe equation of the rnotion for the i-th node has the fonn

i (h - io)a. = r, (1 + e'r6",.*1¡ Q.26)

with t, = dhr, where hz is given by Eq. {zJs) '
Let f¡a,a"j = aa*, then the tern

dhro ei,t (l'+ e 
t 

."*) t::l.:::

.,',. .:, .,,' .

on the right side of Eq. (2.26) can lead to an echo. Prior to the second -' -',"

pu1se, the "i has the fo:rr

. ir¡. t
ti = .ir = tir(o)"ttt = flot", " - .-t _

:-: j -: _: -: :a j -,.,1 1r rr 'LU wl 
,.,,,,r,-,,,;_l

Solving Eq. (2.26) with rhe substitution (2.21) and comparing the terms



(þ - irrl "io = aro "t'o 
(t - t) (a) (z.zJ) 

..,,,.r:

.tfo - irrl "il = ,ro"ito(t 
- 

"rro .îo ' .(b)

where -we introduced the ã,-- = f^^ t-- 
"t"(t 

- t) 
and neglected the]-LL ¿U *2

. f¡equency difference ro - ,i.' dúaing the second pulse.. The solution of
' Eq. (2.27)b has the forn for t > t + t-- .

ht2

'

"ir = rzo t*r(\u "ir * tirrt| * "i" tir *

. * io.,(t - t)
"ill"irt)e' 

(2.28)

i-*. * - 2 * * 2
= "ir '"ir tirr'* "ir tirr * "ir t¿lr "ir 

* "irr tirr

the term

has the ?ine dependence \ \

io. ft - 2r'l - ^--i\- --t I

I
of equal power of e one obtains the fanily of the equationsr'the first

two of which are

and

r'..i4-: :
:_ :1. :.



2l

ut(a) = r a' = x (tro * ,t"rr) - (2.2g)
1l_

=Q for tl2r

= Nr! "i ^1, = Nr't*rtlrnrn?ras ør t = zt

The third equation in the expansion of Eq. (2.26) in equal powers of .'¡rr21

has the for¡n

rP : \- c io^(t - t) *
,.h- iri)":_z = f2o " " [("r, * .irl)"it

* (rir * "irr)* .rrl

and therefore

and contains a terrn

*22
"irtirr

(2.30)

(2.3L)

which leads to- a component of ,iZ of the forn

x23
4il airt

ir, (t - 3t) :;,:';':;..:.,

varying as " 
t and leads to an echo at time t = 3t . ¡;:;',',.,:',,i,:

This echo is of the order .'2. ':.:"::'
.,.:; 

,: ;.. ,

-.:. 
. ., .,. r :

As can be seen, the fornation of the sinplest echo at t = 2t is a

third order process. Different interaction terms lead to echoes at

different times with different dependence on hf and t.Z- For example: a 
,r::;ì:-:.:.i

, *') .,..-:. : .'

tern of the form ata""h, in Eq. (2.26) leads to an echo at t = 3t (linear :':'::

r tt*3
in e') or a telÏ of the forn a trltrj in Eq. (2.2O) to an echo at t = 2t varying



das hrhà with the RF pulses intensities. As can be seen,the echo is

produced by the products of the elastic rnodes generated by pulse I.

22

a, a dh]. a", u

with the elastic modes generated by pulse II

"rr o dH2 tw, "io(t 
- t)

or the RF field h2 = hzo "io(t 
- t). Let ^L ïepïesents aI which

varies as a, = ar(o) uitot and ^z 
represents . rII or hzl

dependent on the character of the echo process rand varies as

a, = ar(r) 
"io(t 

- t). Then a paranetric nixing of ^L and ,z forrns

terms of the fonn (for the i-th oscillator).

n*mk*n
"il tir ^íz ^iz

higher order terms contributing to the same echo are formed by nultiplying

the basic tern by ça, ai)s and çrr^i)" where s, r are integers.

The above formalisn can be easily extended to the nixing of

(2.32)

where .0, m, ft, n are integers, which will refocus for all oscillators

when

9.t-nt*t(t-t)-n(t-t)-O (2.33) 
,:.i;,,:.,,

:.'. :.'l ::'.

The lowest te::øt leading to an echo at time t = nt, after the two pulse ;:' -:'

, - ....: .. :.

excitation, has the forn

""(n 
- 1) 

^;
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nodes with

and

then

will for¡n an

,i^r'= "icol arî)

echo at. t = 2'c, or
i (o(t -

a, = ar(r) e

"iur(t 
- 2r)

let a, = ar(o)e
r) - l rlil

example, let

(2.34)

and

(2.3s)

various frequencies or travelíng waves. For

. - it¡tal = altoJe

^ ¡._\ ^i2o(t - t)
^2 = ^2(rJe

i (ot ->+-- bl*)

then the

"i "3

will forn 
"r, ".ho .t 

t = 2r with the

È=zt:-t-zt

t"rq

t vectol

Secondary echoes ca¡r be formed by the higher order.alproximations in
the solution of ¡the equation of notion (Eq. 2..3L)r.or.highei order te:ms in the

hamiltonian: Eq. (l.StLror by allowing rhe echo ao if.y the rote of a ;

pu1se.Thefirstand1aÀtilossibi1itiesareof--.higherorderin.(.2)



3 Pulse Echo:

Aftef the application of.3. puLses at tine t = or r,
ffstimulated echo!!.is excited {f1Su1e,2.Z) at t = r +,'t

responds to a tfl.n -f.atliqe r-eåëration Jneasu::ernèn-t iL.therII m

E,
¡t

't

Figure 2.2: Echo Pattern FolJ.owing the
This echorin-the lowest o:nderris produced by a

the fo:crn

,î^zas =.iCol ar(ù a.(r) 6itot

-..

T the s.o-called

(this cor-

spin echo case

E
3

3

ld
Pulse Exgitation 

-

order'process of

io(t - t)
xQ_

.*
= ar(o) ar(r)

where ,L, ^2,.^i have the sane generaLízed meaning as.in Eq. (2¿32)

wiih tine variation a, = ar(o) "i" , 4z - az¡.1uito(t - t¡ and

a, = ar(T¡ "io(t 
- T). This echo is hard to visualizê in tems of rephasing

of oscillators. However, Gould presented a graphical iepresentation of

this process involving a 3-dirnensional distritrrtiorr(29). the 3-pulse

echo is discussed in great detail by Herrnann and lìihitner(lg).

The informat-ion-leadiág--to a 2-pulse-echo is.-gtored-in-the-.phases--of

ît e |'¿'
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the oscillators, while in the 3 pulse case two mechanisns of info:nation

storage are possible: One is similar to that in the 2 pulse echo and

involves phases of oscillators, the second involves their enetgiur(19) -

In the first case the elastic nodes ^L and aZ are nixed together

during the pulse III, in the second, the nodes a, and ^Z are mixed

during the second pulse to forn a DC node, which after rnixing with '3
leads to an echo.

2.3. The Relaxation Tine

In the previous discussion we neglected the finite Q of the

oscillators. The presence of losses will na¡rifest itself through re;

laxation. Fornally this can be described through the introduction of a

conplex frequencY

I ir 
:

o = oo(1 *æ)

The equation of notion has 'the form (Appendix il'

.-rAH.*,t*âH
a=1(¡) ãã a =-1(l) 

;J

and the normal^ modes for a harmonic oscillator are

. ¡ r * * _-irtt
.a= a(o)"itt-, a = a (o)e-- -

rto tt /t¡^t I
,l =g I ir.q * * -e_ frgrf."_t.o.

a= a(o)i\2Qle u: a ='a (o)

., (2.38)

i.e. the nornal nodes relax with a characteristic relaxation-tine given

by

(2.36)
t

(2.37)

.l



T =2Q
oto

To is linearly.related to the qualiti factor, Q, of the oscillator.

ExperirnentaLly the logarithnic decre¡nent, ô, is measured as an indication

of the a factor, where ô is defined as

ô =ä=#Ú,fi# (2.3s)

here ¡il.: is the energy loss per cycle, W is the total energy ,and. a..., is the 
:. :,.t: :"

anplitude of the n-th cYcle. 
.

Pictorially, the relaxation can be, represented in Figure 2.L by .1.1'j l

allowing the radii of the individual energy curves to decrease with
---- ------.- - : e.

time.

2.4. Relaxation Tine of the Echoes

i Substituting (2.36) into (2.32) innediately Leads to an expression for
'!

the echo relaxation time. Mode interaction takes place only during the
.\

, short interval t_-. at the tine of application of the second pulse. At
w¿\

that tine

: -t /T ^ :'1 ::.'-:i'

, "t = .fo)u o

..''...
x,

The tem contributing to an echo, a',a1r, has the form
JL¿

* _./T o ..2
a,(o) e a:tf (2 -41)r-' ¿

.l

and after pulse II it rêlaxes. with the relaxation time of the oscillator.
. * ).

At the tine of the echo the term a',ai has the form
L¿

1- tT
* t -'rl L^

a,¿fla!1ee Q.42)
L¿
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and the echo decay can be des.cribed by

t/Tt
E(t) = Eo" (2.43)

ConparingEq.(2.42)with(2.43)for-anechoatt=.2tleadsto ,,ir;,r,r,.,

Tt = To Q.44)

: 
The first echo relaxes with a relaxation time, TI, identical with 

lhose ,.,.,
,,,, of th-e oscillators. Sinilarly, the lowest terÍi leading to art. echo at tine ';-:,,.

*?1 -i. t = 3t 
- 

has forn .u{ "á. Mixing takês place at tine r 'i'.:,'-'
;.;-'. . ,

' -¡lT 
\

xZ 3 . t( -'t'o) 3-ar 
^z = r{ (q) e o) t 

"}cü e.4s)

and at t = 3t this te::m has the fo:m

*2 -= -4r/To
af'to) ar(r)' e v

Conparing Eq. (2.46) with Eq. (2.43) gives 
\

T^ = 3/4T- = 3/4T, Q.47)Z O I :,:.:.
. _,:;i:¡-.

''

The secánd echo reläxes with an increased rate. Sinilarly, the stinulated :::

echo, for a phase sensitive process, relaxes with the characteristic tine '

. T =T /2 (2.48)so'
' .:-r

- n€ mnãoc q qná e with A et '',"]This is obtained fron the nixing of nodes ,L and ^2 with ^3 at

t = T (T is variable) then



r'j,':'ìl.ì',í,:::i:

* -T/T^ -(T-r)/T^ -r/T^ -(T + ù/T_
aiCol " 

o ar3)e

( 2.4s)

.T
which leads in¡nediately to T, = f ='rz Tl (r. is held coñstant)

2.5. Echo Patterns Próduced by Para¡netric Coupling

As was.seen, the anplitude of the i-th oscillator, neglecting the'

linear .respoflse, contains teins proportional fo :

xx
IJf-,. =Q ¡=l
9,=0

m *n+n-l
a(o) a (o) a(t)
i 10 'i 10 i

.C+n * o

a (t)"
20 i20

ito= (t - nt)
1-.x e

+ C.C. + te:ns varying as nto, n > 2 
:

(2. s0)

hamiltonia¡

the equation of

X à,. is nonzero
-L'
1

which are produced by the appropri-àte tern 'in the

or by higher order approxinations'in the,solution of

motion. The sum of anplitudes oî all oscillators,
'l

only at t = n t when it is proportional to

(2. sl)

The subsequent echoes relax with diffeïent rates.

If one assumes weak coupli¡-¡g, i.e., the-energy transfer between

modes per cycle is snallr.one c¿ul neglect all the tirne-d,ependent lqrns 
i.

in the systemts hamiltonian. î?ren for the phase dependent processes. (3 pulse

ecÌ¡o fomed by nixing al ,Z with a, at t = T) one 
:aÌ 

identify

.

æ

NX
m=o
t=o
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the origin of the individual echoes in the conplex echo pattern. This

is shown in Table 2.L up to the 7-th order interaction. T^ is the.o
relaxation tine of the oscillators, ,

: 
', :,,: 

::,:,:,.:...:¡,:

The echo anplitude as a fi¡nction of tine is fo:cmally described as ::ì'::':i:i'r:'::::ì

.R
Ee(te)=E"(o)e ê.

, .:.:
, 

t:,',,.i,:;:1-.;;;,.
::,::; 

.t.';...-. ;;. ::

,_ri-::::.::::. ' 1__2.6. Other Echoes Descriptions .:...:-::.::,:::.

It has already been shown, Eqts. (2.L2) a¡rd (2.15) that the echo

results fron the inconplete compensation of.the 0 - classes, due to some

kind of phase or anplitude dependent nonlinearity Q(A) which nultiplies
:

the 1r^ in Eq. (2.7), i.e.'tt

rr l2T 
:

u = ä; .J" tr Q(A) de (2.s3) ,

ths enFlitude of the inenber of the 0 - class after pulse II is related

to the phase

A=Areio*Arr

i.e.)?)
Inl' - Aí oí, - zar\r cos o

(2.s4)

and therefore Q(A) can be replacéd by Q(e). The echo formation due

to the ernFlitude dependent frequency or.aitenuation has been shown in

Eqs. (2.I2) and (2.13). The nonlinear driving force can be described by
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Q(A)=¡r-eR2)

leading to an echo given by

(2. ss)

(2. s6)

(2. s8)

ux nrnf, rl e

This approach can easily be extended to a 3-pulse echo.

The anplitude of a particular oscillator at t = t is

A(t)=Ar"io*AII
I At tine T this oscillator will have a phase rp and therefore the

A(T) = A(t) "iÚ 
* Ar' (2.s7)

During the time interval t it travels through an angle 2nn + 0 and

i 
.herefore

the noment p has the following forn

tzTT Í2r'
u(r + t) * | do | ¿v n(rp) n(o) A(r + t) (2.se)

Jo Jo

where n(e¡ = "(ú) = ä"
Again

A(T + t) = A(T) "i0 =

= ¡¡Rreio + Rrr)"iü * Arrr) "io

¡r(T+t)-0 (2.60)



and a nonlinearity Q(A)

produce the echo.

or q(0,{,) nultiplying A in (2.59) will

phase relations between coherent RF-pulses and echoes were discussed

by Goldberg et "r(S). Phase shifts between the RF-pulse and the echo

signal are: T/2 for oscillators with an :nplitude dependent frequency

shift, n for oscillators with a nonlinear attenuatiolt, and 0 or ?i

for oscillators parametrically coupled to the driving ioree.

The experinental arrangement used here produces noncoherent pulses

and therefore phase relatignships' could not be experimentaLly dete:cmined.

Now we are in the position to discuss the eqrected

the echo produced by the various echo mechanisms.

_t_. 
Oef¡1aenèe 1n 

thê,Ptltu separation:

behavior of

For an amplitude dependent attenuation or restoring constant the

arnFlitude of the echoes is expected to increase with pulse separation-

parametric mixing predicts an exponential delaf of the echoes anplitude

with characteristic arr¡rlitude independent rel4xation times 
?

II. Dependence on the strength of the RF-pulses.

îhe echo ernFlitude for the anplitude dependent processes depends On

the particular choice of the relationship between the oscillator

a:nplitude, A, a¡rd the relaxation time, T(A) , or restoring constant,

2. .^ a^-' --,,riA), respectively. For the sinple choices :in Eqt s. {2.12a ot 2.L3a)

Phase Relationship Between Rq-lulqg! 3nq lebegg

st of the Various Echo Mechariisns
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the first echo depends linearly on the first pulse and linearly (T(A))

or quadratically. (o(A)) on the second.. In the case .of paranetric

rdence of the echo amplitude on the intensity of the RFnixing the deper o amplitude on the intensity of

pulses has a special significance, because according to Eqts. (2-.50,51) .r,
,,,.:-ì.:.-

the echo can depend on h, and hZ as nT hä, where m + n gives the

order of the process involved in the echo formation.

To be concrete, the siurplest first echo can be for¡ned by the tern ' . .,..
,- ,.i',- ,

lc) , ? j:.r'..

^t ^i, 
Eq. (2.27) therefore it is expected to vary as hffiã. The higher :.:rr::

(s-th order) processes leading to the first echo are 
+ 

;"'1""",
:. -'..,. -,

¡arai) t"i"lt or ";"?, ç"r"i)

i.e., they vary as n1"1 or nrnï respectively. It is inportant to

note that this relationship between the echo arnplitude and the intensities

of the RF pulse is not dependent on the actual nixing process

. In all echo processes discussed it was assuned that all oscillators

interact with the second pulse. Artificial choices of interactions in

which only certain 0 - classes interact with putrse II, can also lead to

an echo. A rather trivial case can be visual ízed by assuming that only 
t.t|,

one 0 - class interacts with pulse II. Then this 0 - class will refocus l,l"

in regular time intervals t ., giving rise to the subsequent echoes 
t'

2.9. Echo frgn a Real Sy.sten

Ttre real system (set of particles) differs in nany ways from the

ideal oscillator system assr.¡med until nottl.

a) Particles have a finite a and therefore if driven at



'.-: 
.-.a )

resonance their amplitudes saturates. The anplitude of an ideal oscillator,

driven by an external force f = fo ("i" + c c) , 4t resonance, increases

with tine without limit while a darnped oscillator has'a final anplitude
.fQo'of A = t . Therefore an oscillator c¿ul be considered to be tridealtt 

,..,,,,.,
0)

only if the pulse duration tu,, is less than Q/,¡.

b) Particles are not identical, therefore they will have different:

arnplitudes and relaxation times 
,,1,,
'1"::

c) The RF-pulse is not a ô pulse but has a finite duration i.e.
t-.',t t,,tt,

finite bandwidth. "-;',

Let us discuss the points (b) and (c) in greater derail.

b) Amplitude and the relaxation tirne of the non-identical

oscillators.

Let each oscillator be defined by its .arnplitude, Ai, resonance

frequency, oi, md the relaxation ti¡ne Ti.

ir¡. t -t/T -' A, = A.(o) " 
t u t (2.6L)

1 l_- -

The moment of the particular 0 - class at t = 2t is
-.- .: 

.-:.' 
.::-:

i.:1-1.:'

u, (2t) :rriroi. :. :,:,.. t. i.j..-

,4.:,4;.:.:

= f, (Ar.(o) 
"t' "-t"i 

* Arr.(t)¡"ie"-tlTi
ieN, ^r *-r

= lie f, A, lo)'"Z'/'i * " 
i, i Af? -t/T¡ .,'.,

;..:. -'
ieNU ^r ieN, --¡

(2.62)

This expression is conplicated, because of the unknown distribution of

AIi, AIti and Ti through the sYstem.

31



A large sírnplification can be achieved by assuni4g that all Al

and AtI are the same and by introducing a distribution fi¡rction of the

relaxation times P(T) such, that P(T)dT represents the probability

of finding the oscillator with relaxation tine in the interval T to

T+dT.
:

ObvioirslY

f-I P(T) dT = I
Jo

Then Eq. (2.62) has the forn

u, (2t)
a - l.fl

(T) e- 
o't r dT *

-¡ lT
P(T) e "' dT

are usually written as

G (t)

= Ar Nu"2tt 
J" 

t

¡@'Arr 
Ne "tu .|o

last expression,

e-t/f dT = l,_

(2.63)

Ttre integrals

where G(t) is the so-called relaxation ftrnction. G(t) varies

0 and l with'increasing t.

(2.64)

betwèen

ltre fo:cn (2.63) for ue should be used

moment u(2t) (Eq. (2.53)).

G(t) is often used to describe the relaxation of nulticomponent

systems. Extensive discussion of the usage and calculatiort of G(t)

for various distributions P(T) appears in the þook of NowiÕk and nerrr(3l)

'Distribution of T. leads to an nonexponential decay described by G(t).

ç) The response of the oscillator system to one pulse of finite

lèngth.

in

,æ

,o

the

P (T)
Ì1

for calculating the total
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' Assuning the systen is initialTy at rest let us apply a force pulse

F(t) at t = 0. The linear response of an individual oscillator is

¡t iur. (t - r)
ui(r)-= Ki I rcrl e ' dt (2.6s)

I -æ 
,'j, .,..

where K. is a coupling coefficientI*.

Let
(2.66)

=Q t>t

(2.67)

Defining

u¡

For t>t ürecanhrrite
ItI

itl. t r@ -it¡. tr

ui(r)--Ke t 
l F(r)e 1dt
J-@

î@ -it¡. t
r.(o) = | F(r) e t dtrl r-@

(2.68)

At this point it is convenient to define thg anplitude spectrun ur(o)

a5

ui(o) = K F.(o)

l-. e.

(2 ¡ 69)

(2.70)
-ir¡. t

ui(o) = ui(t) e

The systemrs response is

u(t) = | ui(t) = x ll I n(o) F(o) ui" d, (2.7L)
i - ,-_

where N is the nr¡mber of oscillators and n(t¡) the nomalized
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: ..,,,,. a.'.. 
-

, distribution function, giving the probability that'the oscillator has the :':

resonance frequency between al and ûJ + do,

f-
I n(r) du¡ = I (2.72)

J

-o

:::-::..:- r"
,:,:ar:,:rl- 1:.',1 Writing ::;.-r..:,:..

./@

n(r) = + | "(rl u"t dr (2.7s)
.r J :@

, Eq. (2.7L) can be written as the convolution of F(t) and h(t)

= 2n KN F(t) *-n(t) (2.7 4)

Itreoretically it is possible, by studying the response after I pulse, to

determine n(o). (This is the basis of high resolution N M R.) . Typical,

echoes fron powder szmPles are observed in the frequenc¡r r¿mge of 10 - 50

ltfrlz: i.e., n(r¡) is constant and n(t) t 'ô(t).
'

Therefore u(t) '. F(t)'

and 
u(r)=o for ttlu

and one does not expect any free induction.

The experimentally observed free induction, has a fo::n of spikes

decreasing in amplitude and.can'be visualized as a réduction in an

otherwise broad distribution n(o) . or as. a result of " 
' dis-crete (or

discontinuous) spectnrm.

The Fourier transfom of the pulse F(t) Eq. (2.65) is

@

lrrr
u(t) = 2r KN I e(t ) n(t - t ) dt =

J

-æ
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then the response, Eq.

38

1<_t
w

(2.74), has the forn

; ,..+e'-' sin (t/tw)
t-

I

(2.7s)

bandwidth of

satisfiing.

(2.76)

(or gaps)

(2.77)

(2.78)

dependence of

can qive
*2

the echo;

of the r€sponses,

(2.7s)

sin(ur^ - u)t'/Z
t(r) = Fo õ :"õ ,*

o

If one assumes that on1y, the oscillators inside

pulse are excited. such, ihat ur(ur) : const. for

the

u)the

Then

which qualitatively resembles the observed induction.

Similarly,if the spectrum consists of separate lines

n(o:)=#r!,ô(u:-urr)

- N¡
u(t) = l( r Jrf (o:) e

i=l
N

K f F (r,rr)
i=1

ian differ fron zero. Bilhnann et a1(121 showed that'the

the echo width on the length of the RF pulses t-- .and t*1

infornation about the order of the nixing process causing

. Theæcho-anpl-itude .is--alw,ays'€xpres's€d- as a.product

to individual RF pulses

For exampler let ui(t) have the fo:sn

ui (t) = rf ttr) rrn[,,rrF io, (t - 11)

.i,..r-*" 6lo - o.l do' l-'

i¿0. t
1

e
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Then fron Eq.

where

ui(t) j

(2.73)

u(t) =

@

|.I n(')
J

_æ

s

i
rlt.r) rrn[to) 

"iur(t 
- rt) do

= Zr¡n (t - rt) * Ft(t - rt) (2. 80)

( (2. 81)

.Q,-times m

Because the convolution of the two 5q¿¿re pulses of the ãuration

t-- has a duration 2t- the duration of r'(t) is approxinately Í:-.-w 1{1 Ert,4v^¿¡uevvÁ/ n 'W 
I

m t-- where t,, and t- are the durations ór.tnu force pulses r*2 *l n2

and II. Thus the dependence of the echo width on thepulse.duration ca¡r

givertheoreticarly, additional infornation about the nixing process.

2.LO. Nonresonant Excitation

rn the previous discussions it was assumed that a spectrum of

reson¿r¡lce nodes was excited and the echo resulted fron destructive inter-
ference at all tines except t = nr at which time there h¡as a net moment.

An echo has also been observed fron a continuous mediun(lr-PÐ. rn this
case' instead of sinple oscillator modes, one can introduce propagation

modes. These have the form

A = a(x,r) = A(x) "i(ot 
- Û*)

and the equations of motion 
^".(32)

tines
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.:

whereaandàrepresentforwardandreversetrave11ingnodes,p

is the linear momentun, and B paraneter relating a to A.

Expanding p in terms of a]s we have
t_

p = "T.i . ãiãr. * Ka.ar* ã, * sirnitar reïms (2.84)

'

from Eqi.'(2.82,2.83) one.obtains a-set of equations for a and a. Paranetric

terms in the rnomentum will lead to an echo. This is analogous to the

echo process for oscillator modes.

The quanturn mechanical analogue of the discussion, also called 
j

trphonon echo'r, hras described in great deta.il by A. Billnann and cowortutr(l2) l

and is briefly outlined in Appendix II.i

A differànt echo origin vras proposed by Lu and Fedders(53). Their

nodel is based on the foLlowing idea: Pulse I generates a short travelling

wave

=u(x t) =, a cos t(t - Þ

ror lC. - il I . L" tw'

(2.82)

(2.83)

(2. 8s)- 0 otherwise
L

Interaction of the type u2h2 during the second RF-pulse leads to reversal

of the propagation vector and the echo is produced by the backward-travelling

hrave. This process does not require the presence and superposition of
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many modes. Formation of an echo due to

in powders because of their snall size.

travelling modes is unlikely

2.11. Elastic Properties of the Particle

Free vibrations of an isotropic elastic body must satisfy the

Navier equation

¡rì _2(7+o) Ì
E

m

where u is a displacenent, o the Poisson ratio, Eo'

modulus, ãd' È the volurne force. For free vibrations

È à2ìo = oniF

v. vü.1;Çv (v. (2.86)

the elastic

F is given b¡r

(2.87)

where pD is the nass density. The resonance modes can be obtained by
+

solving (2.8ó) and (2.S'l) for proper boundary conditions: 5 = U, for 
/

a free, and u = 0, for a fixed, surface (il is the vector llrlo"r to

the surface). The calculation of the actual elastic modes using (2.83)

and satisfying the boundary condition is a difficult 3-dinensional

problem and has no irnnediate value at this tine.

An elastic body has a spectrum of elastic modes satisfying (2.86)

The spectmm has a low cut off frequency but .no upper linit (in the

continu¡m approxination). Many different nodes involve both transverse

and longitudinal displacenents.' Generall¡they can not be decoupled and

resonance nodes contain a combination of both.

For example, an Ísotropic sphere has two types of resonance modes Ga) 
;

Class I modes having purely transverse displacements and Class II having



.t 'r.:::.:.' :.: : : -. :.: ,,

a combination of transverse and longitudinal components. Sone sinple

nodes for a sphere of radius, dt are given below

Class I: Rotational nodes with frequencies

t=
t = r"^/ 4 k ft = 1.83; 2.sB; 2.92

Class II: Radial modes where

r = h,lQoo h h = 0.82; L.92; 2;93

and a spheroidal node for which

. f =.084a,18M/gD

:

here uM is 'the shear modulus

rt can b" ,ho*rr(3l) that at a frequertcy close to a particular
/

resonance mode a multiresonant systen is equivalent to a harmonic

oscillator, vibrating at the frequency of the resonance mode; therefore,

the- systen of particles can be represented by the set of closely tuned

oscillators discussed in Chaptef tI.

The lowest resonance frequency, corrcesponding to the basic modes

of vibrations of the particles, occurs when its diàneter is approximately

equal to half of the acoustic wavelength. gtasiic constants of the snall

particles can differ from these of bulk material. Even rrideailr whisker

crystais exhibit reduced elastic moduli (90% of the bulk(ss) .r"t,.rer) and

larger reductions can.be expected fron the' I'nonidealrt particles.

Therefore the 1ow rtcut offrr -frequency of an echo fron powders can be less

than that expected fron the bulk elastic modulus.

42

'ffi;t
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For highly irr.egular particles, there exist low frequency torsional

or bending modes, whose resonance frequency depends ïnore on the actual

geonetry of particles than their size.

Sinple oscillator behaviour of the particles can be èxpected only

as long as individual resonances in the particle spectrum are well definedri.e.
/

untill the individual resonance lines do not start to overlap. (due to

finite Q), which requires the separation. of the resonance modes to be larger
than the resonance line width.

(¡)

tn - t.-'1 t 
Qa

For a

ncQ.

linit.
\

Collective Properties of the particles:

collective vibration of particl.es was recently proposed as a

possible mechanism for the nodes responsible for echo fo::nation(16). Thus

it is worthwhile to consider the elastic properties of a large congionerate

of loose particles. The interaction betwegn particles is very,weak and

neasuremettr(36) as well as theoretical estinations(37) indicate a sharp
g

Footnotei for ex'mple, the frequencies of the bending modes of a unifo:m

circular bar are

' 
f =1 -' ñT- 2T" ? l"'oo c

where R is the radius, e the length of the rod and s = 1y + tz"

n - integer. For R/e .. I this frequency can be low.

spectrum of the forrn trtn = n trto

Because o- ; 10MHz, Q : lO3
o

the fo.mer leads to the limit
ðn, is above the experinental
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decrease of the elastic constants (10-4 of the bulk nodulus), a \arge loss,

and a very strong dependence on the particle environment (pressure,

presence of the other substances, etc.) for a large conglomerate of loose

particles

The acoustic velocity in this loose nedium is typically comparable

with the velocity of sound in gases, which makes the existence of a

collective node unlikely, since À for collective.mode would be less than a
particle díâmeter.

2.L2. Various Echo Mechanism in Powders

All rnechanisms discussed previously are possible in powders.

(a) Amplitude Dependent Frequency

The elastic potential energy of soLids can be expanded in terms of

strain e as follows

; f=are2+aze3+ase4 +... ,

where the o,o correspond to the (n * l) order elastic constants. d,z

leads to thernal expansion while o5 trsoftensil the stress-strain relation

and leads to the anplitude dependence of the frequency. The solution for :,;:;;,¡:,,,:
i'....1,-.- :,

the frequency of an a¡rharmonic oscillator is readily available(38) 
'i,',,.1't:'t'

can be written as 'j'"''1" 
-

, fir/zr=+l'- u,2 ', .,Oõ t o 2oI * og A' + cta A' sl-n g

where A is the anplitude of the oscillations, for 'l.t'.''f'l'"t'

orÃ2 ..1 the equation above leads to -
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5

c'-A2
f=fo(t+I¡

"ol
i.e. the resonance frequency varies with the square of the arnplitude.

The fourth order elastic constants of the materials are.not known. For

a sinple estination, let us assume og = o1 and A : 10-5, for this
J¡

case the resultant frequency shift (fo * lo-to) is negligible. This

rules out one ¡rnplitude dependent process for echo fomration outlined in

- Eq. (2,L3),

(b) Anplitude' Dependent Attenuation

This process plays a doninant role in the cyc.lotron echo in gases.

In powders it is difficult to inagine that external losses, due to collision

re strongly anplitude dependent. As far as intrinsic 
\losses are concerned there ane always hysteresis losses present, and '

these are strongly autplitude dependent. Some exanples are: irreversible

notion of donain walls in ferromagnetic powders and unpinning of dislocations

in other materials. Many defects move under the influence of elastic

defomations and the character'of this motion differs for small and large

amplitudes. However, a qualitative estimation of this effect indicates

that it is negligible and rules out the other "nplitude dependent process

for echo formation outlined by Eq. (2.r1). (The echo envelope in ferro-

nagnetic and nornal netals is siurilar, while the aTplitude dependent losses

differ by. orders of nag4itude),

(c) Nonlinear coupling of the elastic modes of the particles to

R.F. field.

The existence of tems of the form .2h2 or .h3 or higher in
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the haniltonian iurnediately leads to ¿rn echo in the pulse excitation;
The interaction between the RF field and the elastic vibrations can

be expanded into the general series 
., ., ,

F(hre) = gll n" + g12 he? * c21 h2e + ... (2.gg) r,,,,,,,,i,¡,

Physicall)¡¡two illustrative cases can be obtained by grouping the terms

in equal power of e or h' i'e' 
. ..,; ,.l

F(h,e) = (grre * Etr.2 * ...)h'l ( )hz (2.g9) ,.,,,,., .,,,

. :1:-.r'

:,'.4|1,,l

or

then individual terms can be visualízed as anìFlitude.dependent coupling

' constarits or field dependent coupling and elastic.constants.

All previously discussed echo prgcesses are possible in the solids.
They can exist simultaneously but the last one is expected to be doninant.

- 2.15. Oriein of the Loss

The tine, for which the particles are able to store the elastic
energy depends on ìh"it quatity factor' Q, (Eq. (2.36))

The a is deternined by the type of particle materiar, Qi, and

also by the particles environmental Qe.

tr=1 
*l

aQiQe

Forpurecrysta11iieso1idstheQiisveryhigh:105but
sharply decreases in-the pïesence of defects.
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Extrinsic losses, Q", are dependent on the particlest shape aird

síze, t¡re of their contact and presence of the attenuation nedia.

Two extrenes are of interest:

/ Q"ttQi

in this case the Q t Qi and the intrinsic properties of the material

are reflected on the echo relaxation ,

Q""Qi

in this case the echo relaxation reflects only the properties of the

environment or particlesr geometry.

The anel.dstic losses in solids often have a relaxation character,

i.e., they depend on frequency:and are acconpanied by'a change of the elastic

i modulus. They can be described by the conplex elastic modulus El,t

EM = EMo

)(1-kro-)+ikrur
T (r) -0)

Y

ì where o is the characteristic frequency and k,. and'. k, are constirnts:..Y-I

The real part of El¡ represents the modulus and the inaginary part

the losses.

2.14 Driving Force

all previous discuss.ions the echo v¿âs expressed as the ' 
:.,,::,'..t1.,11
.:1.:...: tt: 

.. 
. 

:

product of the arnFlitudes of the oscillations, excited by the linear
.:driving force, rnultiplied by some factor.elcpressing the nonlinearity

leading to an echo.
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Therefore the variation of the amplitude and the rela:cation time of

the echo ruith the variation of the external parameters re.flects both the

linear coupling ¡nechanism between the RF fíeld and the elastic vibrations

and also the echo pïocess.

The RF field produces a force f = dh which excites'the oscillators.

The amplitude of the elastic node has the form , /

aclft=dhtr : ,,,, 
.

. : _,

where d depends on the mass of the particle, I.e. the echo ernFlitude ,,,,.ì,.,' :: ..:;
:. ::.-.:

depends on a higher power of d. ..'.
--: .. '*2

For example, a term ,fî1, tr¡here a, and "If 
are elastic modesrwhich

leads to an echo at t = 2t (Eq. (2.2g)), has the form
,/

a = .aI 
"7, 

=' ,at nrn3, t*rtl, Cz.sL) 
:

The experinentally observed quantity,, however, is not the sum of the

a¡rplitudes X a. but the effectiveelectric or magnetic rnoment, r,
1

l_

inducing the voltage in the pièk up system 
:

m: is rel.ated to the oscillator anplitude by the inverse ',tt',.i1;.,.
1

process to the excitation, therefore .,. '.

m. e du.a da.

and at the tine of the echo

m=f,mi=dU

+8

(2.s2)

i.e.intheexanp1eabove,Eq.(2.9I)theobservedechoEl,depends
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:.-:_: r_: -'i:_:_a_1..1-:

i_...t .1.. ì..:.

on the 4-th power of d. This nakes it very difficult to extract soné

infornation about e fron the observations of m, since d is not known in detail.

In different rnaterials'.-different driving forces are doninant, i.e.

d behaves differently and this is reflected in the echo characteristics. 
1,,.,:,_.,,,1,,,.

For all three types of powders (no::ma1 metals, piezoelectrics or

ferromagnetics) the RF field produces both torque, rotating the otherwise

rigid particles, -and a volume force causing defornation of the particles. :,,,.,.

The experinental evideriCe ,to be presented favours the- latter in all . caSeí. 'r' r ' ' ':
... .;..:....

":a 
;::. ,,..,,, .:,,.Normal metals:

The excitation of the elastic modes and formation of the echo

requires the presence of a..static magnetic f1eld.

. the RF field induces eddy current, . l, in the particle which

interacts with the static nagnetic field È to produce the torque :

r-) ->'
lÉ=Él

(2.s3)

This excitation process vras suggested by the Pacult et al(fO). The sa¡ne

interaction produc-es the Lorentz force.

.-)->' I ixB^c
(2:s4)

i =Ëlr!-* È) * î ¿3'

acting.on the particle w-hich causes its defo:cmation.

It is necessary to point out that the latter is a @croscopic

approxirnation of so-called trdirectn excitation of the acoustic waves in

metals.where the RF-energy is directly converted into acoustic waves

inside the netal(3g). The effect has been extensively studied in recent

.:.; l.: .-t. r'
''. ' .:. :.: :
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years frorn both nicroscopic(40-45) and macroscopic(46-51) points of vieu¡.

This effect certainly is not new, since eddy current excitation htas

used in 1940 for elastic measurements, 
(52) and nany different experimental

_:,. t;..

: arrangements have been used. Direct excitation is a consequence of the ,:ì.,;;,

coupling of eLectron and ionic motions in the presence of a static magnetic

field.

In the linit qt << 1 (l is the acoustic. wave vector and I is :.
:::.:..t.:.)-

. :: . t.';

thee1ectronmeanpath)theexcitationproceSSiswe11describedbya

sinple nacroscopic nodel, where the acoustic waves are excited by a t:|,,ti,ì',

, Lorentz force from the interaction between surface eddy currents and an

external magnetic field.

r The force in equation (2.86) can be written as

I ,* ÌËÈ..rr+ (2.es) 
lat-

]uq.(2.86jand(2.9i)nustbeso1vedforproperboundaryconditions.This
I solution is greatly sinplified if the skin depth

^ 
= p;Ë;õ¡ '2 J's6) ':'':':

:. 
j::i 

íl

where c is the speeC of light and o" the electrical conductivity,is :,,:.',,.' .:.'

far less than the dianeter of the particle a. Than the eddy currents

and therefore Lorentz force are limited to the surface.

I

Eq,s (2.86) anð (2.95) are solved in the literature for the

ì timple one dinension.l ".r"(47 '20'5L) .

50
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Caerttner and Maxfiuf¿(48) pointed out that the solution for the

vibration¿1 amFlitude depends on the. boundary conditions(48).. i.e. it

differs for the fixed and free surface

In particles the Lorentz force (Eq. 2.g4) excites predoninantly

longitudir"-l ï?y": for É lltt att¿ transversal waves for Fth. (Seq

Figure 2 J') .

h
'f¡ ùF

aÐ
Figure ?'.?-z "Direct Excitation Processrr þy Eddy Currents

(Schematically) (a) Longitudinal (b) Transversal
Excitation. (Hå B)

The vibrati.onal ernllitude depends on the material. only through its

mass density (op) electrical cónductivity and elastic constants.

The static magnetic field also affects the elastic properties of.

conductors by introducing increments to the elastic losses, Ày, and

noduli, Â C which can be written as(5"53)

h

l*
i

Y=Yo+41(B)

C=Co+aC(B)

t-

b

(2.e7)
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f is the angle between B and the propagation vector of the eLasti.c

waves. Â C, and Ày also depend on frequency through ß since

(2. s8)

(2.ss)^ znc2up=-
vo"

naking variations in ô and o, as well as those in B and p affect

C a¡rd y. The fractional change in the rgsonance frequency of the

particle (H = t0K0a) ,+r': 10-6 - t0-5 
("Ar"n 

is less than, the resonance

line width and lri1l thereforg be neglecte4..

¡ distribution and a

particular mode is not knowa, but it can be'assumed thet there is a

linear relationship between ¡mFlitude and force

d in Eq. (2.86)'has the fo:m d. e H and the node arslitude is

.
. a adht =Hhtwlr' (2.100)

For the s:me size particles, with the same electrical conductivity, the

absolute amplitude of, the vibraticns depends only on the mass density

and elas-tió constants of the particles. 
i:

Piezoelectric and ferroelectric naterials :

The RF-electric field, hru produees a torque on the particle
I-

# Footnote: h indicates both , the nagnetic and electric RF-field.
There is no an'.oiguity in the notation, because the RF rnagnetic field is
used tg excite-the echo from ferronagnetic or nor:nal metals, while the

- electric field is used to excite the echo fron piezoelectric material-.
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'ìl
,,,i... ,,,,:.

+
I posessing a constant.electric lnonent m^.

o.

l->++
(2. r01)F.=moxh: (2.rol)

r Piezoelectrics do áot have a spgrtãneä.r, ror"rrt but the torque can result i,.,,,,,

. ,: :.:.:.: :

frorn the polarízation or the shape anisotropy.
->The electric field Érstatic or. RFr, causes the def,ormation of the

piezoelectrics. There is a relationship(54) b"a*uen the nechanìcâj.
..'. -."'t variables (stress J, str"ir, ãl and the electr.ical variables (electric : .

- field intensity 'iÈ'/ and electric displacenent ñl given ,by ,...,'.'.;t

; =;.; -,ã;
:l':-->D=de+ec"É Q.LO')

"he"e ;u represents the elastic constant tensor at constant field, %

the electric pe:cnittivity tensor at constant stràin and ã the piezo-

electric constant.

The RF electric. field i proäuces ,a stress ã = ãf , which

tlo sinpie relationship. exists ..:. .

.: :. ":.' b"tween the temperature or biasing electric field È- and the value of . ¡;::1:.''
- O . .....:...

t., : 
:d. :,': 

,,

Ferronagnetic Materials :

-

-rLc irlaEeI].als:

The interaction of the RF-nagnetic field ï with the pemánent

nagnetic moment of the partiòle il{ff¡ , produces a torque :,:¡.:,':

,-j,r.,..,,.

++->T=px.h

The RF field also defo:ms the particle by the direct coupling of i to



Ë (stress). Forrnally it can bè described analogously as in the piezo-

electrics, replacing t and È by the È and fi (nagnetic induction

and field intensity) and êe by ¡16 (nagnetic pemeability) .

Physically; .however, the linear relationship between ; ancl fi

is rnot a true piezonâgnetiê effect but the result of the biased magneto:

stTj-ction. It is not a result of the deformation of the lattice by the

applied field but originates in the rearranging of the nagnetic'.donains

which are defonned due to magnetic ordering. Therefore a strong dependence
N

of d on the biasing nagnetic fie.ld is expected.

The external electric or nagnetic field also affects the elastic

proþerties of the pi.ezoelectric or ferromagnetic naterials, nanely the

elastic nodulus, Em, and elastic losses, ô. . '

All ferronagnetic conductors show a strong dependence of the relax-

ation times of the echoes on the biasing field, which results fron the

dornain structure. Elastic losses in ferro¡nagnetic conductors are usually

divíded into macroeddy, ni.croeddy and hysteresis losses. The loss mechanisns

are treated in detail by. Bozorth(ss) and only a brief outline, necessary

for understanding the properties of the echo fron ferromagnetic powders,

will be given here (for details see Refrs (55, 56, 57).

a) Macroeddy Currents

The strîess (o) induced

(^1"Ð is given by the following

written as

change in the net intensity of magnetization

equation analogous to (2.702), æd can be

*= (# o (2.t03)



This variable magnetization induces eddy currents in the 5amFle, and

Leads to losses which can be represented as a relaxation process. The

loss passes through a naxinum and the elastic modulus changes its value

for some characterístic frequency fc. f" is shape dependent and is 
,;, :::,:,,,.r::ì:;i:,ì 

r.: l

given by

a

f^ = g(:) lo-" 
( 2.L04)

" ^2 
ourr2, , 

- , ,,..,-,

55

., where o^ is the electric conductivity (v/cn)'e
,: a - diameter of the particle (cm),,

' u - relativepe:meability..T

i and g(s) is a function of shape and'is of the order of unity. f"
itt.reases inversellr with the square of the radius -and for snall particles

I ta can be in our exBerinental range.

For, o" = 101-- to8ö/cn, a : 50 ¡.rm, and ur : l0

f- is 5xto2-5xto6'uzc

(fc increases with decreasihg conductivity).

. These losses are zero for the full denagnetized and the fully saturated
::
..: states.

(b) Microeddy Currents

Microeddy currents result fron ene¡gy dissipation by eddy currents

iirduced by the variation of,the nagnetization due to the motion of,

individua1donain!¡a11s(58)ortherotationofthemagnetizationinside
r coìof the individual donains'"-'. In contrast to the previous process, there

ii no net change of the nagnetization. This process also has a relaxation

cha¡acter, with the characteïistic frequency

.:i i: i
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where E is the donain wall spacing (cn). The relaxation frequency is

different for donain wall displacnent and dornaín rotation and since

donain wall displacenent is nuch larger than donain rotation, for a given

stress, the characteristic frequency for wall displacenent is well below

that for donain rotation (there is a.different effectiv" x" for the

two loss processes discussed above)

If one introduces a distribution of dornain dimensions, then the

losses can be expressed as the sun of losses for different donain

dinensions and different process. Ttre logarithrnic decrement is given by:

f_1-c1' 10u, o" 6

Glfr)ô(f)=xK¡r+(a)
ij r+(f/frr)-

and the change in the elastic modulus A En by

ÂEM= ïr*r, ft

(2.10s)

(2. 106)

(2.L07)(b)

where the str¡nmation includes the two processes (i) (Wall displacenent

and donain_ rotation) a¡rd the different donain sizes (j). The coefficients

K= = are linearly related to the elastic and nagnetoelastic constants and
1J

to the susceptibility of the naterial. (For details ,""(59)¡ O has a

naximr¡m for the dernagnetized s.tate (naxi-mun density of donains) and

decreases to zero as the nagnetization increases. In contrast to the

macroeddy current losses, nicroeddy current losses are not shape dependent,

as long as the shape does not affect domain structure

Experinentat qualitative verification of the loss mechanisns outlined



above has been presented by nany authors(19'60'6L). However, ïecent

measurements, comparing the .variation of susceptibility with elâstic

losses or 4 E,,, indicate a lack of detailed quantitative agreement,. 
, - (62165)

between theory and experiment'"'

Microeddy and nacroeddy losses are anplitude independent bêcause of

the lineár relationship between nagnetization change and the arnplitude

of vibrations, x, and therefore stress o. . Since the induced-eddy

currents , í, are linearly related to the change of magnètization, the

ratio of the dissipated energy ('i 2) to the total elastic energy
.,

(- *") is constant.

In relaxation procesies the variation of ô(f) is related to.a

corresponding change in 
^ 

EM; therefore, for nultiparticle sanples,

different particles are tuned to resonance at different stages of nagneti-

zation.
.:

(c) Hysteresis Losses

Hysteresis losses are pr'esent in all ferromagnetic substances and

result f.rom the irreversible notion of donain walls (or donain rotation).

This loss per cycle is proportional to the area enclosed by the stress-

strain curve, r+hich is analogous to magnetic hysteresis loss due to the

fact that both are lineàrly r"t.t"d(Ss). Hysteresis. losses depend on the

amflitude of the stress and for low amplitudes the logarithnic decrement

is linearly proportional to the emFlitude (Rayleigh loop). For frequencies

below the characteristic frequencies of nicroeddy currents, hysteresis

losses are frequency independent and decrease with increasing rnagnetization.

57
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Chapter III

APPARATUS

3.1 Electronics

All the data are taken on a noncoherent variable

frequency NMR pulse spectrometer. Figrure 3';1 is a block

diagram of the apparatus. Its function is straightforward.
pulse generator modulate the Mat"" .n""trometer,#

the pulses from which are applied to the sampJ-e, pJ-aced

inside a coil. A single coi1 arrangement was used for most

of the experiments. The ecl:o signal, after detection

TRIG6 E R

58

Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of tl.e
#Footnote:I"1ode1 6600 with plug in

Inc. Warwick R.I. 02A86

Spectromet,er
model 760 and 765 lvlatec

Pulse
units

'n¡rtc'
s?Ect4.On í:TEe-

fccte! vct-

r€- Aonttol"r

bol eàr
nrlcgtclor
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and amplification, v/as displayed on an ocsilloscope and,

after processing by a box-car integrator¿ was plotted. on

either an X-Y or a chart recorder

For some measurements, ínstead of a single coil, ârr

inductively coup].ed resonant LC-circuit was used. Since the

built-in modulator of the specLrometer generated pulses whose

maximum widttrs were too short, an external mod.ulator producing

longer pulses leading to stronger echoes was used.ff

The tuning of the spectrometer \ñ/as somewhat ambiguous.

First, the receiver unit of the Matec spectrometer was tuned

to an external freqr:ency generator and the RF-pulse

generator was tuned for maximum echo amplitude. Because the

echo spectrum is continuous and, the Matec receiver has poor

i selectìvity the method. d.escribed above did not guarantee

proper tuning. rn the frequency range (1O-3O MHz) ít rl¡as

possibJ.e to tune the RF-generator by observing a beat

signal from the superpositíon of the outputs from both the

pulse generator and the calibrated Rf-generator.

The pulse repetition rate \''üas variable, but any rate

above 5OO Hz overloaded the Matec generator.

Besides the noncoherency of the ¡ür-puJ-ses, another

shortcoming of the spectrometer is a strong crosscoupling

between the RF generator and the receiver, which are botÏr

part of one unit.

- Th" receovery éime for the receiver \^/as approximately
# Footnote: To excite and. observe the echo from Rochelle sa]-t

a holder in. the form of a plate capacitor \Á/as used.
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6 microseconds (Fig. 4.?) and the receiver output was

, linear for a].]- input voltages rangíng from 5% Lo 9O% of the

,,j saturatíon value' 
,.,j.,'', The samp].e coil'h¡as p]-aced inside a custom made glass

helium dewar,praced in a magnetic fíeld (llKoe) produced by

an electromagnet. Some of the measurements hrere made using
i,, a superconductive magnet wittr a maximum field of SOKOe, in f,i,'r,

., which case a stainless steel j-nsert dewar was uSed. ',,,'ìi
. .',.t. i,.i

3;2 RF ivlaqnetic Field Calibrations

vary the amplitude of tl.e RF-field. In these cases a single
coil arranglement was used and the RF-magnetic field was .:

lmeasured by:

(a) ¡leasuring the voltage induced in a second small

(b) Measuring the RF-current through the sample coil.

't.1, and calculating ttre RF magnetic field from the coil geometry. ¡ii;,:
. 

": -1

The results of a and b agreed to better ttran I5%. In e>çeriments ,,,,,,,

where relative values of the RF fie'l d intensity v/ere considered

the uncertainty was less than 5%.

:. . 3.3 Measuring ttre Echo Spectrum
.1.: .:. ..

-, r:.;j..,:-,:' The. power output of the RF-generator and the input .:::'.:.'

sensitivity of the receiver vary drasticalJ.y with freguency.

Some attempts to compensate for this were made by keeping the i



receiver input and generator output at the same lever. This

was done by comparing each of the above with the output

from a calibrated frequelcy generator. The above procedure

did not compensate for the frequency variation of the coils
impedance; therefore, the echo spectrum, d.efined as a
d.ependence of the initial echo amplitud.e on frequency, has

only a qualitative character. Ivlore reliable information is
obtained from relative measurements, where the amplitudes

of echoes from various samples are compared with the same

"standard't sample.

3.4 Cryoqenic Svstem

Both the glass and stainless steel dewars were of a

standard desigrn. Ttre temperature range from 77o Lo 3ooox

was achieved by putting exchange gias into the helium dewar

. vacuum space (between the liquid nitrogen and the sample).

Blowing cold He gas over the sample produded. temperatures

in the range of 4.2o- 77ox. Temperatures berow A.2ox\,¡ere

obtained by pumping on the He bath.

The temperature was measured by a Cu-constantan thermocouple

referenced at either 273oR or TToK,depending on the

temperature range being used. Below 4.2ox the temperature

was determined. from the known p-T diagram for J.iguid He.

3.5 l'liscell-aneous

6t

To study the effect of ordering (in a].loys) on the
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Figure 3"2 Examples of the powder samples a) Cu filings
100-200 mesh, b) commercial mi, c), d), ") IAL mesh 60-100, ].OO-20O, 24O-32O.
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,1:.r.r¡ ¡:.,,. ,r.,¡:

echo properties, diffraction line widths and. the electrical r":"'.:

resistivity (4 probe technique) of the samples h¡ere

measured. The magnetization measurements were performed

using a vibrating sample magnetometer

3. 6 Samp1g Preparat.ion .,,.-',',1,,',','l'.',',

All the samples were in.powder form with diameters of

1O-2O0¡rm. Most of th.e powders were filed from bulk samples.
/

These were Ììigh1y irregular in shape and therefore the :,,.f ,..,,,r-r,

effective size was difficult to define. see_Fig. 3.2a 
¡¡.._,,,;,,.,,;1,,,,,

TO allOw SOme kind Of CO.mpariSon all the data were '":':':';':-:':'::-'

taken from powders sieved through a 10o-2oo range

mesh.. (r,res standard sieves).

Some conunercial powders, whích werè more regular

in shape were also used (41, Ni). lftrese were.used for
1

a study of the size dependence of the echo spectrum. They

vrere separated using the standard seives in the range

of 60-320 mesh. Fig- 3.2b. Shows the 50 þm Ni powder,
./

while 3.2crdrê shows the different sizes of Al powder.

Dilute alloys were prepared by melting in an argon

arc-furnace. A master sample was initially prepared and

later diluted. Thj-s method was satisfactory for more con-

centrated alloys (>L%) but unsatisfactory for dilute alloys,

when the dilute component either trad a mucTr lower melting

point or oxidized readily. In tTre later cases the total melting

losses v/ere approximately 30-50 mg which was an order of

magnitude greater than the total amount of dilute component'
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l."''. ''

Therefore, data for these cases should be taken with : '

reservation. The actual samples consisted of approximately

1 g of powder sealed in a evacuated glass tube ( 4 cm in

lgngth and 7 mm in diameter).

Table 3.I contains a list of the samples ;;-.'.i

The norm"f *"ttf samples were chosen with the

expectation of fínding a direct relationship between

theechocharacteristicsandt}ree1ectronicstructure.
' 

:.,: .:: 
t,

No such direct relationship was found. 
.,:.::,,::,

The magnetic samples used represent 3 major groups ':-':'-'

of magnetic solíds:

Cubic with the "easy magnetic directionttalong the

(fU)crystallographic direction, Ni.

Cubic with "easy direction"along(fOO)crystallograptric 
l

direction, Fe.

uniaxial with tïre "easy direction" along the hexagonal

c axisrCo and RÇo5 (n is Nd or Y).

The RCoU compounds are uniaxial with a very large anisotropy . i

i ....,'.'7 erg/cc)(65'66) and the ferrites used were :":energiy (10' erg/cc)\vJ'--' and tÏre ferrites used were 
,.,

high frequency commercial ferrites of unknown composition. ,','',',

The purpose \^/as to compare the echo properties of

the magnetic conducters with those of insulators. The

ferromagnetic metals exhibit large acoustic losses ""',.:..:,

':,r.,,,.r,,,:

d.epending strongly on the domain structure. These can

be reflected in the ec].o relaxation time.



. Hematite a( -F"'DS #r¡¡as used only for a comparison

of the echo relaxation time from the single crystaline

powders with the relaxation.of the free induction from

the bulk single crYstal.

,., &-ñ.. O¡ possess a net magnetic moment only above

z6Oox (¡,torin transitiorr( 67) ) and therefore the observation

which was made was performed at room temperature only.

RCoU materials extribit a strong aftereffect
':

' which can affect the echo properties.
Ferrities a]-so show an echo in bulk form and a

, comparison was made between the'eclroes from both bulk 
ì

i and powder materials

i 
Botl. ferrites and RCo- were sintered materials.)

I prepared by an unknown technique.

' *ochelle salt represents the piezo and ferroelectric
material(68)(rerroelectric between Ê -19.5o-c ana +24.soc.)

, The single crystals were prepared by growing from a

water solution and afterwards crushed.. The echo from
i.' piezoelectric materials Ïras not been studied previously.
:.

:, The purpose was to compare the echo properties with

those from ottrer powd.ers (normal- metals and ferromagnetics)

as weJ.l as to compare the echo in the piezo and ferroelectric

region.
, _ - (64).

#Footnote: Slmthetic d-ñ.0¡as grown by J.A. Eaton \ v- ' '

65
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, TABLE 3.1

Nornal Metals
Material Purity Structural

Tmax fr
:H = lOKOe Comment

Ag (Spec pure)

5N

(Alfa Inorg)

fec echo

Echo was observed
at 77oK only in a
high nagnetic field
H>30KOe

5N

2N5
(commercial)
metal

fcc
180"K

no echo

Very strong echo
and independent on
purity (impurities
< 0.5%)

Au 5N fcc 50"K Strong echo at
4.2"K. Gradual
decrease with
terrperature

cd 5N5 hex no echo

Cr unknown bcc 200K Very weak echo

Spec pure fcc 100"K Very strong echo
Constant at low
temperature,
Gradual decrease
with terrperature

Mg unknown hex 4.2" Very strong depend-
ent on temperature

IvÚri 3N cubic no echo

Zn nSN+ hex 100"K Strong echo
Gradual decrease
with tenperature
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued)

the upper temperature for the observation of the

10 MHz (at H=JO KOe for normal metal powd'ers and

bias for ferromagnetic powders).

Tismax

echo at

opt,imal

Normal Metals
Material PuritY Structure

Tnax #
H = 10K0e Comment

A8* hr-* fcc 200 0K Echo observed for
0.99 < x <

99.99, very
strong

A8*ct1-* fcc 150'K Echo observed only
after annealing
for x < 0.2

Au l"fn-x l-x fcc no echo 0.9 < x < I

AI*h1-* fcc 200 0K' x > 0.99 echo
depends strongly
on the:cnal history
x < 0.9 no echo

Ferro and Piezoelectric Material

Rochelle unknown
Salt

orthorombic 500"K Echo strongest in
the ferroelectric
region (between -20
and +24oC) single
crystal powder

#
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Table 3.1 (Continued)

Ferronagnetic
Materials

Material Purity Structure

T
m¿rx

0ptinal
bias (H) Cornment

Fe 5N

2N5

Crystalic
bcc

Magnetic

easy dir
ection
<100>

3000K Conmercial powder
99.5 and filings
fron high purity
Fe had the sane
properties (after
annealing)

Co 5N hex uniaxial 250"K Filed fron bulk

Ni Spec
pure

3N5

fcc easy dir
ection
<1 11>

3000K Filed fron bulk.
Cormnercial powder
has identical
properties.

NdCo,

Y Co,

unknown

unknown

hex

hex

uniaxial 220"K Ground from
polycrystaline
block

Ferrite unknown cubic
(fron
x-ray)

300"K Sintered poly-
crystaline bulk
or powder

Fe^ 0-¿ö r¡nknown hex planar 300"K Echo only above
Morin transition
single crystal
powder
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3.7 Echo Detection

The echo is observed through the voltage induced in a

coil by the oscillating net moment, m, of the sample. From

Faraday's law the voltage induced in the coil by the time

varing moment m = moeiwt" is given by

V = 41I¿r m oS

,: wherê S i-s the effective area of the coil

:. S = 'llt2r,

( 3.1)

(s.z¡

( 3.3)

n - number of turns and r - radius of the coil.

ïf the coil is on1y. partial-J-y fiJ-J-ed by the sample, the

induced voLtaqe V. is

V. = Ivil/
l_

where I"I is a filling factor defined as 'ratio of the volume

of ttre sampJ-e to that of the coiJ-

V.: is induced in the coi1, which is part gf a resonance
l-

circuit of quality factot Q, which gives an output voltage of
'I V, = QVi (3.4\

The vo1tage induced by a tlpical- echo at 10 MHz in a

coi]- where n : 20, r = O.4 cm is approximately 1O-1OO fV,
correspond.ing to mo = 1õ5

particles).

3.8 Effect of Repetition Rate

. The conversion of RF energy into elastic

vibrations is è very inefficient process, most of the RF
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energy is dissipated as heat. sínce the particles are in a

vacuum and the heat conductivity of the system is very low,

the samples tend to warm up during the applfcation of
RF-pulses. To reduce this effect the repetition rate must

be low, especiarry in cases where t].e echo properties are

strongry temperature dependent. At low temperatures the
heat capacity of the sample is smalI and the effect is much

more noticabre (rigure 3.3). A drastic example of this
internal heating of the sample was observed from powders

inrnersed in liquid He below its I point. There v¡as a

critical repetition rate, depending on pulse intensity and

shape, beyond which the echo suddenly disappeared.. (rtre

echo is observable from powders inrnersed in superfluid He

but not from powd.ers inunersed in normal He. )

The presence of gas in the sample tube changed the echo

characteristics' (relaxation time and temperature dependence

of the echo amplitude). A compromise between losses due to
the presence of gas and giood tl.ermal- conductivity resulted
in the use of ¡partially evacuated samp].e tubes (pressure 5-1o [orr

at room temperature)
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C}IAPTER TV

EXPERIMEI\¡IIAL RESULTS AÀID DISCUSSTON

4.I Introduction

Prior to discussing the experimental results it
is necessary to mention that al-l data related to the

echo amplibrde are relative. They depend on the

sensit,ivity of the apparatus, the quality of the pick-
up coil., whi'ch is temperature d.ependenL and the filling
factor of the coil, which differs for different sizes

of particles.

ft has a J-ow reproducibility (there are differences
up to 20% afLer subsequent removal and reinsertion of
the sample in the spectromet,er). The observations of
the echo amplitude as a function of the various external
parameters have a purely qualitative character and

therefore they wiJ-l be illustrated only on sorne examples.

A majority of the echo properties is conrnon to a large
group of samples, but some samp]-es are mor" suitable.

to -demonstrate the effects than others.
The different echo models discussed in Chapter II

re].ate the echo amplitude to the intensity of the

driving puJ-ses. Therefore its dependence on the external
parameters is investigated, but ttre implications of the

e><periments should not be overblown.

:.':.: -.: ì :' t:
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In cases where the sample is not moved during
the investigation or otherwise disturbed, the

reprodictíbility the echo amplitude is 5/".

The relaxation time of the echo, on the other hand,

is an absolute parameter. ft is measured as a decrease

of the echo amplitude with the pulse separation.

Therefore the error in its measurement depends on its
magnitude (tong relaxation time alJ-ows more measuring

points. ).

The fact that the echo decays exponentialty with

increasing pulse separation þoints out thát some kind

of parametric coupling is responsi-ble for the echo

(see section 2, Chapter II).
It is convenient to divide the properties of the

echo into two groups A:and B,C,D.

A describes the varíation of the echo amplitude

and relaxation time with RF puJ.se strength, length

separation and frequency and the particle size. These l-'
properties in a large degree depend only on the echo |,',,

.'4 .'

formation process and are similar for the alJ. powders.#

# Footnote: The amplitude of the echo depends on the
presence iand magrritude of the ext.ernal biasing electric
or magnetic field as well as témperature, but these -::.:.i.:affect the magnitude and not the character of the ,,_,.
effect.
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B,C,D describes tÏ¡e echo parameters as a function

of the temperature and the biasing field.

These properties depend on ttre coupling mechanisms

between the RF field and elastic vibrations and therefore

will be discussed separately for each group of materials.

4. 2 Experimental Results

A Conrnon properties of the echo from powders

' The following properties do not depend.on the

character of the driving force and are comrnon to all

powders

AI Induction following .one pulse.

A2 E>rponentí-ajl echo decay.

A3 Sensitivity to the enviroínm"rrt.

A4 Echo pattern following i a' 3 pulse excitation.'

A5 Decrease of the ecl.o relaxation times with frequency.

A6 CompJ-ex dependence of the ecl:o shape on pu1se width-

A7 Ðependence of the ecÏ¡o amplitude on tÏ¡e intensity of
the Rf'pu1.ses

AB Dependence of the echo on the particle size-

-!! nesponse to one force Pulse

AII powd.ers, even those which did not e>rhibit the

echo pltenomena, Ìrave the same response to one Rf-pulse;#

this is a series of spikes, fol-J-owing the pulse, witTr

roughly exponentially decreasing amplitudes-

#Footnote: Normal metal-s requirerin addition to RF,
the presence of a static maginetic fieJ-d.
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The exact structure of this signal is well defined ;,:,,,.,

for a parti-cular e>çerimental set-up, but j-t is not

reproducible. The spikes are more intense for large

particles and almost completely disappear for small

ones 
:..,:,i,r,:

A2 Echoes. fo]-lowing a two or more pulse excitation, ';'1::'::''

iEcay ai)proximately exponentialllr with the pulse
separation.

Thj-s can be seen in Fig. 3:3. 
:..,,

For short puJ-se delay the echo amplitude does not ,.',...'''' 
, 

t,

decay exponentially, but rather Ïras a gaussian envelope. 
,,i;.ii.
:: -: _'

For a pulse separation longer than IL/2 the echo decay

can be fitted to the exponential relation ,

E(t) = n^e-t/T1
U

Figure 4.L a shows the echo decay (Lj-near scale) for a

Ni sampJ-e in different biasing magnet,ic fieJ.ds. The

deviation from exponential is clearly visibJ-e. Figrrre

4.1b shows the echo amplitude for A1 ( 10 MHz,10 KOe,

and size LTO7l'rm) for various RF pulse intensities.

As can be seen, ttre shape of the echo envelopes does

not depend on the ampJ-itude of the d.riving force. This

deviation from e>çonential decay r¡¡as a]-so observed for

other powders, (for example Cu at 4.2R or Ni) only at

J.ow frequencies, where ttre relaxation time was large.

The shortest pulse delay in our apparatus is limited

by the dead time of the receiver and further observations

close to zero delay are desirable.
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: :.....:.:..,...-, , . :,,:.:ft is necessary to point out that at short pulse

delays the echo amplitude interferes with the induction
signal following the pulses, and. therefore the true
echo envelope is not known.

.,.',¡,1,¡,,¡,',¡,..l,'rn this study it will be assumed, that the echo 
:.:ì.:,:¡:,::r.]:,:,::.

decay is e>çonential and echo.'amplitudes refei to the

extrapolated amplitudes from the e>çonential d.ecay

region ( "4 , t A çT ) to zero delay. ,:,;',,; ,:,,,,,;,',,,;;;,;,

;-.i:'':..:.;. -'.'

A3 Variation of the particles environment affects ttre echo 
,,.,,,r,_,1.,,,.r:i,

The echo phenomena ,j-s extremely sensitive to aJ-]- "".""''" 
""

forms of attenuation.

The folJ.owing illustrations are given:

"{ ) compression of t}re powder in the sample tube reduces

both the echo amplitude and its relaxation time. (rigrure 4.2)
A normal sample consists of the sample tube J-ncompretely

filled by powder.

Compression of the powder with a plunge affects.-
the echo- Excessive conìpression (above æ O.5 - 1 Lq)

completely eliminates the echo.

/3 ) ûrrnersion of the powder in liguids also eriminates
the echo (with the exception of superfluid. He). pacult

and coworkers observed an echo from powder immersed in
liquid n "(ro¡.
T- ) Freezing in ice also leads to a complete disappearance

of the echo.

f, I varying the gas pressure in the sample tube affects
the relaxation time, Figure 4.3.
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Another example of the effect of the environment

on tÏ¡e echo properties is the dependence of the

relaxation time on particle size and shape, Figure 4- 4

a & b. Relaxation times, obtained from filings (pig. 4.4'b),

are shorter than, those obtained from smooth commercial

powders (Fig. a.4a) .

A]-l these observations i-ndicate that ela.stic

víbrations are storing the energy and eventually lead

to an ecïro

A4 The two-pulse excitation (pulse at t = 0,? ) Ieads
E more than one echo, each Ìraving, a different relaxat.ion.
timeq -

The secondary echoes are very weak and quantitative

observaLions can be made only on samples with a strong

echo and J.ong relaxation time. The ratio of the

initialamplitudes of the first and second echoes depends

on the relative RF pulse intensity. For h, = hZ it is

approximately 10:I and varies only slightJ-y between

samples. The third pulse at t = T lead.s to the stimulated

echo E- at t = T *?. Fig. 4.5. shows the echo paÈt"rt,
S

followj-ng the three pulse excitation from Ní lZZox)

A similar pattern from the Rochelle salt at 29OoX is shown

in Fig. 4.6

El and E, shown in Fig. 4.5 indicate first and

second echo following pulses I and. Ir. Ell-ïII and

Et_tlt indicate the two-pulse echo produced by the

pulses II and III and I and III respectively.#

#Footnote: ïn the higher orders of the echo formation
the Etl- Itt and Er- fïï can involve alJ- three pulses.
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Formation of E" and Erinvolves al-l three pulses. '

The relaxation times of the first, second and

stimulated echo ( *f, 12, Ts) for some selected sampJ.es

are presented in Tab. 4.I. These relaxation times
:.. _... .,, ._

are independent of the intensity of the RF pulses .:.,r..,1.,.:.,,.:...i

There is a reasonal¡1e..- agreement between the e>çerimental
.tT.1T|ratios -2/T, anð, -s/Tt and the theoretical values

O.75 and 0.5, Eq. t s ( 2.47) and Q.Ag ). ,,,,,i.'l)',.,,1,,,,i,,1,1,

A5 The reraxation times of tl.e echoes decay approximatery-Fnversely with' the frequency.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 where the

relaxation time of the first echo is p]-otted as a
function of the frequency for Lld.j-fferent sizes of
particles of the same material (AL)ìy particles of
the salne size and shape (fi1ings) of the different
materials.

A similar Tt(f) dependence is observed from Roctrelle
salt (rig. 4.7) or ferromaginetic powders, the latter

has already been shown by Rubinstein and ^Stauss. 
(15)

A6 Itre echo shape depends on the pulse length.

The ectro Ïras a regTular shape for narrow pulses

of the same width. fncreasing the pulse width leads

to a comp1ex echo shape. An example of such a compJ-ex

echo shape is shown in Fig. 4.8, wtrere the first
J.ong and Second short pF puJ-se (dispJ-ayed in the tH
Iow corner) produces the echo consisting of four peaks.
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The fact tl.at these four peaks form the echo is apparent

from their constant arrangement for the 3 different pu1se

separations (rig. 4.8 a,b,c).

After the first pulse of "infinite width"

(continuous signal) a second short pulse excites a

very weak echo.

An echo can al-so be seen after onJ.y one pulse.

It is superimposed on ttre induction following the pulses

and appears at a time equa-l to two pulse widths after

the beginning of the puJ-se (see Figure 4.9), For

comparison, the pulse width as observed from the receiver

output is also plotted. Its length is longer F 6 ,þsec),
corresponding to the recovery time of the r:eceiver.

For the partj-cles with J-ong relaxation time and

long RF puJ-ses, continuous variation of the delay between

pulses results in a period.ic modulation of the echo

signal. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.1O, where ttre

ecfio ampJ-itude from Ni powder ( 77oX, H i 10 KOe ,

.ri':', 
'f = 1O urrz) is monitored whi1e the pu].se delay is :.

srowly swept 
i'''

''"
A7 At J.ow RI. fie1d intensities the echo amplitude varies

ãþproximateJ-y linearly with the intensity of the first
and quadratically with the intensity of the second puJ-se

These dependencies are illustrated. in Fig's.  .Ll 
i:,1,,,¡,'

for Cu and Ni and 4.12 for Rochelle salt. In Fig. 4.LI
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the echo amplitude is plotted as a function of the

relative strength of the RF puJ-ses h, and h' keeping

one constant. As can be seen in Fig. 4.LL this
relatj-onship is highly nonlinear and for h, = h2

( 4.1)

the símpJ-e relationsirip

El

does not ÏtoJ.d. For h, = h2: h the echo amplitude

varies approximately J-inearly with h (Fig. 4.13)

i. e.

El o< h (4.2)

The secondary echoes are too weak to warrant a

study of their amplitude dependence on the driving
pulses. Theoretically, it is e>çected that they wiJ.l

vary ." tr2hr3. Although one e>çects ttre ratio
I1)"Z/Et to vary as Ïr-, for h, : h2, a linear relationship
between E, and E, is observed, Fig. 4.L4.- However t
for small amplitudes the data .can be fitted to E, - ,rU/
which is e>çected. for El* h3 and E2* Ìr5

AB The freguency range of the echo observation depends-õTi the particle size

For aJ-J- samples, the highest frequency for which

ttre ectro can be seen increases with decreasing pa¡ticles size.

the'only systematic study of this effect was

perfo:imed on cormnerical A1 powders, because ttre fiJ.ings
were highly irregular.
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As was mentioned in chapter rrr, absolute measurements

at different freguencies are unreliable. Therefore,

relative measurements were employed. Figrure A.Lsshows the
relative echo amplitude for different size A1 powders as a

function of frequency. rn Figure 4,l5the echo amplitude

peaks at different frequencies for different partícle sizes. #1

For the 'x ri, of^ sample the amplitude peaks berow and. for
t'}:e ao fm above the e.>q>erimental range ( not to be confused

with absolute amplitudes, which decrease with frequency for
'a1J- samples).

similarry for Ni powders, there seemed to be .a maximum

in the echo signal at l7irÍHz .for Loo-Lso/,m size and at
approximately zT wz for 3 o-7 o7 m ( absolute ampritude ) . #2

No eel.o was observed from particles larger -than

5AO¡*m for either material.
The samples consisting of bi-g parti-cles showed a

very strong free inductj-on but no echo
,r,'¡,rl.

The single crystal of Rochelle salt was crushed ,,.,¡;,-.

into smaller and smaller particles and when the size ,' 
',:

of the particles was smaller than approximately sooiørv,

an echo appeared. The aim of this e>çeriment was to

#Footnote 1: rn ferromagnetic powders stauss and
Rubinstein observed a correration between the frequency
interval for the echoes'appearance and þþç.presence ofthe a.bsorËtion lines in civ- e><periments. (15)-

#Footnote 2z Particle size refers to the mean of Èheparticle sizes'distrib¡ìon . particle size varíes
approximately + 50% of the mean.

ql
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produce an echo from particles big enough for a

comparison of the echo amplitude with the free induction

from one particJ-e.

A9 No dependence of the echo amplitude on the repetition
'iã-te *.s ãb"erved except for alignment effects

The echo shape is not constant. Using a low repetit.ion
-?rate (1O " Hz) ttre individual echoes following a single

pulse train vary in both amplitude and shape. The e>çerimental

data are average values for many excitations. In our.

experimental range (10-3 - to2 tlz) the echo .is not a

function of the repetitíon rate. No depend.ence of the echo

appearance on the repetition rate as reported by Palcut

et aI. (16), was observed.

If puJ.ses are applied to a fresh sample, the echo

gradualJ-y develops with a rate depending on the pulse

repetition rate, FigUre 4.L6 This process takes more time

for ferromagnetic than for normal metal powderq. Once the

echo is established its amplitude no longer depends on ttre

repetition rate

Additional erre"t or particles alignment, so called

permanent echo, is described in appendix IrI.
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Þ Echoes from normal metals. i

The echo formation requires RF pulses of
duration of 5 -15 /^-sec. The optimal .echo was

observed for pulses of a duration of ty{ = fO / sec.
The absolute echo amplitude at 4.2ox varies from

sample to sample. The strongest echo ís observecr-from

Al followed by Cu, Au , ZÍt, IvIg , Cr.
.. : ..

Regular particles of Al showed a stronger echo than

irregular powder.

Al or Cu powders are the onJ-y samples warrant,ing

the study of the echo ampJ.itude for various puJ-se

strength or :length since they have a signaJ. to noisè rat,io
€ 10O. In other powders the siginal to noise ratio

i is æ IO-2O . (at 10 MHz and IO KOe)

Alf. measurements, unless stated otherwise are

performed on filings of the "same size" (in the lOO to 2OO range

of the standard mesh)

The following properties were coÍurron to alr samples

of normal metal powders.

E}J. llLre presence of a static magnetic fie1d,H is
necessary for tire excitation of both the free induction
and ttre echo- Both increase with increasing magnetic
field. The explicite dependence varies and the echo

am¡rlitudê E-, as a function of H depends on the int,ensities-J_

of the RI'puJ-ses Ìr, and h, the magnitude of H and on



q5

the material

82 In al.l samples the echo amplitude decreases with
increasing temperature. This depend.ence varies
drastically from sample to sample and depends aJ-so on

frequency and part,icle size.

83 At J-ow fiêld intensity, H, the relaxation time

of the echoes is not field dependent.

The statements above are illust.rated in details
below.

Bl The echo amplitudg as.a function of H for various

ratios of ?;a/h2 and h,zìr1 for A1 is pJ-otted in Fig. 4.L7.

As can be seen, the echo amplitude cairnoti be e>q>ressed

by a simple universal power dependence of the form.

EL.o n l' (4.3\

with /J constant, A:ut 7t varj-es betweên 2 and 4. To

make a comparison between the various metals the echo

amplitude at hZ = L.h, ís plotted as a function of H

in Fig. 4.L8. The curves in Fig. 4.I8 are vertically

shifted for a clearer d.emonstration of the variation

of /I
The optimal- echo ampJ.itude_ is for h¡ - h2. In this

case al]. the samples show the n,-a H2 dependence

(n = IOXOe) whj-eh is a conseç[uence of the Er-< h

dependence shor,rrn in Fig. 4.L3o

Fig. 4.L9 shows the echo amplitude at hI = h2

for some sampJ-es at large magrnetic fieJ-d intensities.

Ttre echo .increases with H up to 50 KOe and in sbme

cases there is an indication of saturation.
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,. An echo was also observed at room temperature
from $g IvIn for large H.

. The nonuniform dependence of E' on H can be aI

conseçnlence of the variatiqn of the maLerial properties

i., with the static magnetic fie1d, H. Therefore, for A1 ,1,.ì.,,,,,i':i::-::l

and Cu the d,irect excitation process was also studied.,

' llsing the e>çerimental arrangement shown in Figrure 4.2O.

The amplitude of the excited ultrasonic pulse, linear
excitation, shows an H2 dependence for both 1ongitud.inal

'i,t, (a) and. t,ransversal (b) geometry. (rtre same coj-l was '.';:;;,'r,,',',,:

used to generate and detect the signal. ) The fieJ-d

i 
Uependence of the ampliùude of such a signal i-s shown

in Figure 4.2L (;fH)

lfhe amplitude of the echo d.epends also on the

i relative orientation of the RF" and the static magnetic

I fieJ-d (rig.. 4.22) and is maximal for h I H.

I - B2 Temperature dependence of the ectro 
-'. ,

,:t 
Apart f,rom the Ivlg sample there ås no cut off at a 

;..:',:.,.:,:,

'|)'t. criti.cal temperature, above. which the echo.suddenly disappears. i','.'.i,li',:','-.

. ... ..: 
rr.__i:'..', The ectro amplitude increases with H and therefore the ,,,.,.,,1.,,,

:

r temperature interr¡al fo:: the echo observation depends

on H and Ìr' It2.

ì.r The temperature d.ependence of ttre echo from the -:..:..:-::.
'' 

-: 
"j'1 _ :'::;: :l _

..- .1 : ::-l-:_:.:' :: :

l5O¡rtm A1 particles, for. various frequencies is shown

in Fig. 4.23a while in Fig. 4.23b this dependence

is shown for ditferent sizes of A1 powders at a fixed
frequency. The echo amplitude as a funòtion of frequency



B+
bJ

Figrure 4"2C: Block Diagram of the Direct Excitation of Ultrasonic
Waves a, Longitudinal b, Transversal, Excitation.
(1 -fJ-at coLI, 2 -bu1k metaL sample, 3 -4 - RF
pulse generator and receiver. 5 -box car integrator,

6 -scope, 7 -recorder, 8 -trigger. )

n30
MAGNETC FIELD ( KOe)

Figiure 4.2L: AmpJ-itude of the "Direct Excitatio_n" Sigrnal From
Al as Eunction of H (Transveral !ìIave).
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for filings of Al Au and Cu ( lOMHz, IOKOe) is shown

in Fig. 4.24.

The extreme sensitivity of the observed E,

vs T dependence to the experimental conditions can be

seen from Fig's. 4.23 and 4. 2A where two different RF

coils are used. Ttre temperature interval of the echo

observation from Al in these two arrangements is

different for different frequencies, size and shape

of the.powders. (Fig. 4.23 ís conunercial 41, Fig. 4.24-Fí1ings)
: ' :- ::- :1 :::_ :':':"':, The temperature below which the echo was observed :'.::'::'¡::,,::,.-,,

for tl.e particular e>çerimental set up at a field of
, H = l-O KOe and a frequency of IOMHz ftom various samples

is in Tab 3.1 (filings).

i The Mg sample shows a very strong dependence of

the ecïro amplítude on the temperature below 4.2oX

as can be seen in Fig. 4.25

i 83 The relaxation time of the echo as a function of H.

The relaxation t,ime is símilar for aJ.J. the filings
: i.:.: . .-: :.:.4.::, : : .,:

.iandisfu11ydeterrrrined.bytheshapeoft}repartic1es.
.. .l

;.;. :..:.'_.r..'
,' Therefore it does not have any intrinsic physical ',.,..,,,'..;-1,.1'

' significance. It also does not depend on the intensity

of the magnetic field 1H(]-OfOe) or temperature.

,, The relaxaiion time of regular particles is much ;,,..,;.r.;.,,..¡,
.., 

....'a- -',t.ta, ..

, longer and decreases at high field intensity H. Fig: 4.26

shows the relaxation time of the echo from * BO .,t^ m

! a - - -i ^1 :Eê C--------i ^-r srze AJ. regular particJ-es at differslt frequencies.
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Stze 70 p*./

?o 30
MAGNETIC FIELD ( Koe)

of Echo From Al Powder as a Function
Field. (Frequency ìs a Parameter.)

Effect of impurities or alloying
As was mentioned in the introductionrsnodgrass

did. not observe an echo from pure Ag,(2o) w-hile a

small amount of paramagnetic impurities enhanced the

echo. On the other handrPacult and coworkers reported

a strong ectro from pure Ag. fn this study no echo was

observed from pure Ag at H = 10 KOe for the entire
temperature range and only a weak one at HZ 3OKOe.

Small amounts of paramagnetic impurities (tqr¡, Ni)

strongly entranced the echo, making it comparable to

that from A1 (strongest echo).

This anomalous effect is observed from diLute

t
to
r6
30
45
60

(rtu'1

Figure 4.26: Re'laxation Time
Biasing Magnetic

B4
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..,-.:, .', ,t''

Ag Mn (0.01% - O.I%) alloys.

When the irnpuritiest concentration was higher than

O.7% (estimated frcm nominal concentrations) the echo

disappeared. 
:.:::,.,;.

The lack of an echo from Ag is in sharp contrast ":-":t:1"

to the observation of a strong echo from Au or Cu,

therefore two different "pure" Ag samples lvere used
,. ': 

"1-, 15N AIfa fnorganic and Spec Pure from Johnson Matthey ';'; ,

: ênd Mallory). To avoid the possibility of the presence ,..,.: 
,;.,,

. ....:: t. ..t .

of oxygen in the Ag lattice some samples \^tere anneal-ed

i in H^ but no samPle showed an echo
¿

Similarly, no echo was observed (H = IOKOe) from

j Ag doped with less than L% Ln, Aü, Cu.

, No enhancement of ttre echo amplitude v\ras observed

1 in dilute êgt"In (o,o5%) or cuun (0,o1; o.O5; o,1¡ o.5%)

i " alloys. SmaJ-J- amounts of impurities (over O-I%l

, "liminated. the echo, while the presence of impurities

. had no effect on the relaxation time r'.,'.ii:.l
- :/-:'i:::.::t:

The echo h¡as not observed from filings of metals of :::',:::-:',:

l.l l'' 
"',:'technical puritY (cu, A1).

Inìome alloys the echo amplitude increases

with increased ordering. ttre al3-oys were prepared by

melting in an arc furnace and tl.e echo from filings

increased after annealing them. This was observed

from I aq (9%, L3/", 2O%). An interesting case is

d.emonstrated in Fig. 4.27, where tÏre echo amplitude

from A1 i{n (L%\ is'plotted as a function of the annealing
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,l lltime (350"c) in a vacuum of (1O-* torr).
The increase .in the echo amplitude corresponds to

a decrease in the X-ray diffraction J-ine breadth
-fA( ¿112f line) and a deêrease in the electric resÍstivity.
These results are düe to an increase in ordering via
precipitation of l"ln. Duríng the annealing process.

new diffraction linesgradually appeared from the IvIn

precipitates :

Apart from Ag, impuríties always reduce the ,echo.

85 The effect of deformation or thermal treatment.

Quenchíng or deformation of pure A1 powder reduces

the echo. This is partially recovered after annealing.

Deformation changes the particles' shape, wtrich

naturally leads to a change of the relaxation time..

However, in the case of the regular Al powder the ,

relaxation time increased with the'subsequent annealing.

For example, at 77ox, a particular. sample of deformed.

Al powder Ìrad - Tl of 567u sec and after annealing a

T, of 6r.y' sec.

B6 The effect of temperature on tl.e relaxation time
of the echo.

The relaxation time is not dependent on temperature.

SmalJ- changes are within the experimental error.
B7 The effect of tl.e particles'insulation.

Insulation of the surface of Ag Mn by the solution

of Na.,S does not affect the echo. I"lixing the Al powder
¿

with inactive powder (gJ-ass) gradually-reduces tÏ¡e echo. .
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C The echo from ferromagnetic powders.

The coupling between the RF field and the elastic
vibration in ferromagnetic materials is stronger than

in normar metals and therefore shorter pulses can be

used. T1pical1y, the RI. pulse duration, tw, is g 57 sec.

The following properties of the echo \^/ere comrnon

for alJ. ferromagnetic powders used in this study:

cJ. The echo amplitude as a function of the biasing
magnetic fie1d, H, passes through a maxímum

C2 The relaxation time of the echoes ís affected
by the biasing field. The only exception is the echo

from the ferrite powder, where the relaxation time is very_

short and is fu].ly determined by the low e of the

sintered material.

Qualitatively, the statements above are demonstrated.

in Fig. 4.28 for Ni powder and two different orientations
of H and. Ïr. The detailed experimental results are

listed. below. ,:,;,:,,),'¡

!L - 
Dependence of the echo amplitude on the strength ';¡,,;;

. :::::.of the biasing field

The relationship of En to H depends on many factors:
a: relative orientation of H and h (Fig. 4.28).
b: macroscopic shape of the powder sanple (size of the ;::.:;'

tube hoJ.ding the powder). ;r':;.-:

c: mixing-of the powder with inactive substances (glass
powder ) .

d: temperature.

e: thermal and mechanical Ìristory of the sampJ-e.
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All the observations above indicate that the actual

coupling between the RF magnetic field and the elast,ic
vibrations depends on the degree of saturationrwhich in
turn depends on the d.emagnetization tensor, S, of the

sample.

The field#, at which the echo amplitude j-s maximal for

h J H is approximately 7 KOe for the RCoU compounds,

3-4 KOe for Ni and Fe, 5 KOe for Co, 1 KOe for the

powdered ferrite, 3OO Oe for tl..e buJ.k ferrite, and 7OO

oe for 4 E.Ds -
It is interesting to mention that the'same excitat,ion

process, which causes.the echo in powders, is abJ-e to

excite an echo in'bulk materiã1.(69) tigrr" 4.go shows

ttre echo amp1itude from bu1k and powdered ferrite as

a function of bíasing field H. The difference in the

shapes of the curves (curve a,b) can be e><plained by

the different demagnetization factors of the buJ-k and

powder san-nples. The macroscopic shapes of the buJ.k

ferrite core ànd the samp1e Ïrolder for powder sampJ-es

arîe similar. Therefore, the difference originates

from the fact that thë powder is not well characterizeil

by a uniform demagnetization factor. The echo from

buJ-k ferrites was observed from different samples (ferrite

coresusedforchokes,ferriteantennas)ofarbitrary

shape. Practical-ly aJ.J- sampJ.es that showed a ringing
(inductíon) sigrnal after one puJ-se produced an echo,

#Footnote: For identicaJ- sampJ-es with 'a ratio of diameter
to 1ength æ 4 leads to Þ, = U and S, ã O.5
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duríng a two Pulse excitation-

The relaxation time of the echo from bulk and powder

samples is different, but in both cases it follows the

general Ïrlperbolic decrease with the freguency that

was demonstrated in section A. Figiure 429) shows the

relaxation tíme from a bulk ferrite sample as a function

of frequ.ency. As e>q)ectec, the bulk ferrite tras a

longer relaxation tinie.than the corresponding powder

(negligible surface losses). Also, the relaxatj-on time

is only weakly temperature dependent, but it depends

on the e>çerimental arrangement (for example, the

geometry of the sample',s support or its orientation

relative to tTre biasing magnet'ic field) '

The pulse widttr required for echo formation is

LO ,/¿/-sec for bulk in comparison to z-3,y'sec for powders.

fhis t,íme is too long to produce travelling waves (the

pulse duration is much longer ttran the time required

for sound to travel through the sample), and resonance

mode refocussing is probably responsible for the echo

in bottr cases. In powder samples the individual modes

are localized in ttre particles, while in ttre bulk sample

different modes can exist simulÈaneousl'-¡r' The presence

of many mod.es in t}.e bulk can also be deduced from the

complex induction signal, rfollowing ttre RF pulses, which

is formed by multimode supea?osition
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No excitation of the echo from ferromagnetic

metals via interaction of the eddy currents with statj-c

magnetic fieJ-d (as in normal metal.s) is observed .!
high field intensities, H, and ]-ow temperatures.

E>çerímental observatiorrr ( 70 ) of the excitation
of ultrasonic waves by RF fields in Ni indicates that
this direct process does not play a significant role
in Ni, but that it is present in other 3d metals

at high field intensities. An attempt was made to
observe an echo, produced by the direct process, from

Co powder in higl- field intensities (up to 5O KOe)

aL 4.2oK. The echo amplitude passes through a maximum

at 5-6 KOe (magnetostrict,ive excitation) ( Ht h)

and disappears at approximately 15 KOe. No furtl..er

gcho is observed at trigh .field int.ensities (rigrure 4.31).

.t _.i:;:.:.-.J...ì ..:...:.. i.ì...1

lt2

:
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trJo
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o
-

Figure 4.3L
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( ¿. zox)-

p
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as a Function of
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The echo amplitude, as a function of H, is strongly
affected by the sampJ-els mec?¡anical or thermal history...:..... '- 1:_.1.': . Samples filed from buJ.k material have a reasonably strong echo r::: :1'r:,

amplitude, in zero appJ-ied magnetic field. After annealj-ng

this initial echo amplitud.e drops to zero. Figure 4.52- shows

the echo amplitude for a deformed. and an annealed Fe sampJ.e.

Proper annealing of Ni was not possible, since annealing at

4OOoc sintered the particfes and f,orce was required to

separate them. Ni annealed at 35OoC for 10 hours stilJ- showed

a weak echo in zero biasing fieJ-d. No thermal treatment, of

RCoU materials was performed (except for .Ïrvdrogien diffusion)

These materials are notoriously good gas absorbers

and oxidize quickJ-Y.

Annealing also reduces the amplitude of the ectro

for ttre optimum biasing fie1d. This supports the view

that the actual details of magnetization change are

responsible for tl..e echo.

A similar effect is observed in both Fe and Ni

powders.

Excessive deformation of the powder completely

eliminates the echo in all deformable powders.

The dependence of E, (u) on ttre magnetic history

can also be seen in I'ig.' 4.32 where ttre ectro amplitude

is traced for the increasing (up), decreasing 't (down)

and opposite polarization of the H (up reverse)
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The dependence of E, om the biasing field is drore

pronounced for'cubic materials (rig's. 4.28, 4. , 4-32)

tÌàn for the Ïre:*agonal (rig's. 4.3L, 4.33).

¡+¡z:)
c6
É.
J3
t¡.!
ff
Ê2
Jo-

=
o
-Hd 510

H (kOe )

Figiure 4.33: Echo Amplitude for YCo- as a Function
of H (1õ¡ærz, 77oK). f,

g ÍLre dependence of the relaxation time, T1 on ttre
Ëiasing fieJ-d.

.Tt depends on both the temperature and the biasing

fietd. Tl.e dependence of T, on H for annealed Ni-

for various temperatures and freguencies is shown in

Fig. 4.34. The T, vs H dependence is sensitive to the

history of t}.e sample. The T, vs H for annealed and

deformed. Ni is strown in Fig. 4.35. The annealed and

deformed sampJ.e Ïras a coercive field H" of 33 oe and

95 Oe respectiveJ.Y.

A simiJ-ar dependence of T, on H is o served in

all metal-s, i.e. the relàxation time is constant at

low fie]-ds H, increases with increasing H and saturates

as a sarE>le approaches its magnetic saturation. Tl
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as a functi-on of H for Fe (at 10 wlz) is shown in Fig.

4.36

Hematite ( '( - F.rOs ) a].so tras strong magnetic losses

which disappear at saturatiorr.(7L'72') The reraxation

time of the echo from o¿-F' , Ù 3 powder and also the

decay of the induction from the few big particles

(* 3 ttlrn ) exciteã by one pulse is.shown in Fig. 4.37.

The echo j-s observed in a biasing field internal of

4OO Oe to 2000 oe.

Ferrítes: All the sampJ-es r,,rere conrnercial cores

of unknown composition.# They all have a very short

relaxation time which is fie1d independent Fig. 4.38.

The relaxation time of all samples is independent

of tÏ¡e stre:rgtTr of tlie RF puJ.ses.

C3 Temperature dependence of tl.e echo

As tras already been seen, the echo amplitude depends

strongJ.y. on the degree of the magnetization of the,

sampJ.e. TÏìe same degree of the magnetization at

different temperatures requires the presence'-of a different H.

therefore monitoring tlre echo amplitude.as a function-

#Footnote: A particular f"=oit", data of which are strown
in Fig's 4.30, 4.3L and. 4.3e'has a composj-t,íon 46/"
Fe, þ% Ni , O .L2/" Co , O .O3% lvfn and oxygen as estimated
-U1"/ttre electron microprobe analysis (weight ?)
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of temperature for a constant H Ïras only a qualitative
character. However, the echo amplitude decreases

trongly with temperature in Co, y Cos or ferrite whose ,:..
.-__.-ttta t

r ! 
- --^-- - . . . :l-:.-..:.:: i magnetic properties are only weakly temperature

dependent in the temperature range below room temperatl¡re.

For example, no echo is observed from êo at room

.,i, temperature. This is illustrated in Figrure 4.39 ;,.,,,r,,,,t

. {-laa a^l^^ 
^**1 

.i !r..¡^ €^- - ,, ! ,, ,'',r'.:: where the echo amplitude for a const,ant delay is ,;...,::;.:,'.

monitored as the sample is warmed up. At low temperatures

I "" significant change of the echo amplitud.e is
observed. while for ferromagnetic metals the echo

i increases slightJ-y (in optimal biasing) as the 
r

i temperature decreases, for ferrites the echo maximum

occurs, ërt 15OoX. No change in the range 1.5 4.2o R

is observed.

c4' RCou compounds (65,66)

jll]o- r^têrê rìrôñârôÁ hrr lt.,''¡'t:t,, Two samples of y cou and Ndcou r^rere prepared by i::::,:ij:.::

I crushing. Both samples showed properties j-dentical . ..: 
,

. reratively weak echo amplitude. rn add.iti-on, both
these samples showed a very strong magnetic aftereffect

t 
, 

,, ,,, 
, 

t 

. 
, , , , ,.:ì and some anomalous behavior which wirl be described 

-:::i:':'i:i.:

in this section.

.lì,'--.
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(a) The amplitude of the echo from both samples at 77ox.

was dependent on the sweep speed of the biasing magnetic

fie]-d H(Figiure 4.4O). Curve a is the echo.amplitude for a 
::.: .:i:,,:,:-:

certain dH . lVhen the sweep i-s stopped (Point, A) the echo ::i::::::,:'--::r-.:-:

dt
amplitude increases with time. Continuing the sv/eep causes

the ampJ-itude to drop to its original value

(b) Memory of the sample (rigure4.lo cuwe b). The echo ,,',,;',,,' 
;,,,,,;;':,,,

amplitud.e during subsequent sweeps is larger- Figure 4-40 
,,,,,,;,1,:.,,,¡.,.1:.- .. .:.::."

curve b represents the following sequence of events: sr^/eep

forward, stop (a) with an increase of amplitude (e-g), reverse

sweep (e-c), stop (c) with an increase of amplitude (c-o),

sr^¡eep forward (D-E-F).

lrlhen the field intensity reaches the initial maximum fíeld '

(%) at, E the echo amplitude suddenly drotrs (n-r) to ttre 
l

ínitial amplitude.

Tl..is effect is cioseJ-y related to a simi-J-ar decrease in
the AC susceptibilityGog) or w¡tR signal in the presence of a 1,.,,,,L,,,i::,:.

sweeping magnetic field, and can be observed directly on the ., ,, ,,',,

fieJ-d dependence of the shape of minor hysteresis ]-oop"Ooo) ' ' "'

This effect disappeared after annealing the powder in vacuum.

A partial recovery of the effect is caused by diffusing 
.. .:::::..1

hydrogen into the sample. ( The effect of diffused D, on the l:l':::t¡'..'..,..

eclro ampJ-itude from Y CoU. is shown in Figure 4.4L,
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The o]¡servedaf¡ereffecù, is only weakly temperature

dependent as can be seen in Fig. 4.42 where ttre echo

amplitudê E, is plotted as a function of the rate of

change of tÌ¡e biesing field-

The presence of hydrogen also affects the echo

relaxation time. The changes in E, or T, due to hydrogen

presence, are not reproducible. The RCou samples are

polycrystaline powders and their elastic properties

are determined. by the preparation procedure, which ís

notknown. As an illustration of tl.e dependence of fr(H) on

the thermal treatmeñt tÈe Tt (H) of NdCoU is in Fig'

4.43. Curve a shows the iáitial powder(probably containing

H) wl.ile b shows the same powder after annealing in

a v-?guu¡tr, (gO9oc 24 Ïrours)-

5to
MAGNETIC FIELD ( Koe¡

Figrure 4"4Li Echo Anplitude for y cou ezoK, 16 ¡ætz)
(a) vacuum annealed (b) annealed,tr D2 
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D The echo from piezoelectric powder:

This "group" contains only one material, Rochelle

salt. The echo amplitude as a function of temperature
' passes through a maximum in the ferroelectric phase,Fig.

4.44. fn this figrure the relaxation time as a function

of temperature is also plotted !'Ðot 1ow temperatures

it becomes very long the longest of al-l materials

used in this study. The echo does not reguire the

presence of any biasing field and depends only sJ-ightJ-y

on the biasing fieJ.d up to O kV¡crt Fig. 4.45 (above

6 kV¡cxr-.duríng the RF puJ.ses h * ZkV/cn a spark

occurred between ttre capacitor pJ-ates).

E Determination of the E]-astic ltfodes:

rn order to distinguish between collective and single
particle vibrations, the following experiments were

performed.

(a) rerromagnetic particles (lqi) v/ere allowed to fall
freely through the. spectrometer coil. rll-defined echoes

v/ere observed clearly demonstrating the single particle
character of the observed echo

The observation of echoes from normal metal powders

requires low temperatures and longer RF-purses, therefore
similar e><periments using normal metal powders were not
attêmpted.
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(b) However, A1 powder was mechanically vibrated
aE L2O Hz in the spectrometer coil, using a ]-ow RF

pulse repetition rate of 3O Hz. It was e>çected that
the vibrations reducing the coupling between particles
would almost completely destroy Èhe echo in the case

of collective vibrational modes, but would not alter
the echo in the case of single particle modes. Only

a slight change of the echo amplitud.e $/as observed,

thereby strengthening the case for the single particJ-e

modes also in normal metals.

(c) Piezoelectric powder (Rochelle salt)
excited by an RE-electric field between two paral-J-eJ-:

pJ-ates produced an echo from a single layer of separate

particles, demonstrating its single particle origin.

0.5

rku/nl

LtJo
f
t-
=o-

o
-c)
LrJ

3

ELECTRIC FIELD
6

Fig. 1:4.5i Dependence of the Echo Amplitude, Et, on the
Biasing Electric Field (293eK, Rochëlle SaIt).
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- 1,:: Discussion of the E>rperimental Results

ft v.-as stated previously, without any proof , that
al-l the echo properties are consistent with the echo

"' .u.fgryutiot due to parametric mixing- ;r''

The following facts support thi-s model:

4' ¡ The echo decayse>çonentially and. the relaxation rate
'"..isnotamp1itudedependent,a1sointhefewcases

where a deviation from exponential decay was observed '.,.
,.:t.

for a short pulse delay, the ectroes decay exponentially
in the longer time ínterval.

The amplitude dependent processes were simulated

for a simple model of 2O @classes, on a computer,

assuming different simpre pov/er dependences of the 
l

.j
frequency or attenuation on the amplitude. The short

time required for the echo build-up (to fit tne

e>q>erimental data the echo raise time must be 1ess

then Is/sec ) leads to a strong depend.ence of the

resonance frequency W or attenuation T, on the

amplitude, which resulted in a faet dispersion of the

echo for{J(a) and to strong attenuation for Tl(A)"
Therèfore, the assumption that the echo amplitud.e

increases during the short time ínterval which is not
e><perimentally accessible can not be correLated with
the long relaxation time observed.

tt
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The independence of the echo envelope (rig. 4.Lb)

on the RF pulse strength directly contradicts the amplitude

dependent echo formation processes

,ß ) rhe relaxation times of ttre different echoes closely ,',t,';

follow the relationship predicted for the parametric

process which was derived under the assr:mption tl-at

the lowest possible echo formation process is dominant. 
.,

i-.e. The first and stimulated echoes are formed by 
:':t';

'| ..t 
-the}rdandthesecondechob¿the5:thorderprocesSeS.

/Pto""tsess in which only a few 0 -classes areI

excited can *also lead to complex echo pattern, but the

relaxation rate of the different echoes is expected
:

to be the ru,*". )

'r¡ I The dependence of the fj-rst echo amplitud.e ont 
s v¿ u¡rç !¿!Pu ç9r¡9 øtt¡J¿¿Ll

the strength of the Rf'puJ-ses also indicates that
the first, echo is formed by a third order mixing process.

i.e. 'It increases .linearly with the first and quadr:atically . ¡¿i;. :l:l::

with the second pulse 
.,,i,i¡,,

Two different 3-rd order processes can lead to ''::r;

the first echo

a 3 Fi-eld dependent eJ.astic const,ants (tq' 2-24') and (nq. 2.g2)
leading to an echo of the form "'::ï::i,a

f o< ø(N¿x, Ër{-a* d'Nel",lrl,{r, 1.. (4.4)
.t

i _ where X,o'oth,t¡r, is the amplitude of the elastic

I vibration due to pulse 1, d coupling between the RF

.fie1dandt}reforceactingonthepartic1eandtis
],t..,'

the strength of the nonlinear term leading to the echo.
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b : Amplitude dependent drj.ving force, leading to

an echo of the form (EÇ. 2.33) and (nq. 2-92).

E, udNe x, ,Ï * deN ,l".L:,¿,,,,+:. (4.5)

.';
:.: Both lead to an identical dependence of E, on h1 and

h., but they differ in their dependence on the pulse
z

length and on the coupling coefficient d'

,,.. under ttre assumption, that both ttre elastic amplitude
" i6tr ----, -- r-

x and tr vary -S e'-t. A presence of harmonics j-n x

i or h can lead to different dependencies of E1 on h]

and ïr ¿̂ /-
Ttre experimental results are compared with the

, "onclusions 
of this model with the aim of selecting

between tÏ¡e above two possibilities and determining the

, pttysical origin of the mixing process'

Beforediscussingt}reexperiment'alresultsitis

1,,,) worthwhile to point out the simplifications used ín

,l the derivations of the expressions above. '< ) ttre

, , frequency d.ifference between ttre elastic modes and the

I RF field is neglected during the RF pulses. p ) The mixing

i -.term=i-s"assr:rned to be weak (9<< l) ' Ì-) The amplitucle

i. .i of the elastic modes is assumed to be proportional to

the RF pulse duration (X"4dAtw )'
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cè ) The second pu3-se is assumed to be so short

that the . decay of the ampJ.itude d.ue to pulse I is

negligible -during the second pulse.

. It is clear that a better agreement between the

model and the experimental results can be expected

for short.Rr' pulses. The puJ-Se length required for

the ectro formation varied for different material-s,

bej-ng 2-3 Asec for the ferromagnetics and piezoelectrics-./
and æ 10 f sec for most of the normal metals.

- ê, Conrnon properties of the powders '.

lÍtre free induction foJ-lowing one RF pulse (AI)

is the linear response wl.ích points out d ) preserace

öf the resonance modes at the given frequency. /tr )

presence of a coupling mechanism between t'he RF 
.

field and tl.e elastic vibrations.
ì.rt-e>ccect.edi :modeFree'induction is not e>q>ected if ttre elastic

. distribution m ( æ) is constant. The signal following

the RF excitation is present, if m( ar) is nonr¡niform-

The disappearance of ttre free induction from the smaller

particles (which stíIl show the echo) indicates that

discontinuj-ties in the mode density distributionrwhich

is more pronounced for tÏre large particles, is

responsible for the free induction. The resonance

frequencies of the particJ.es depend on their boundary conditions.
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A redistribtuion of ttre partícles changes the fine

structure of this induction signäl'#

rt should be pointed out that not'alJ- powder

having a strong induction signat exhibited an echo r.r,,.,.':.::.i.i:.:.

under the two Pulse -excitation.
The exponential decay (described in part A2 )

of the echo is a direct consequence Qf its origi-n due to .,.'l
i'-t.,,:l:

a parametric mixing. The deviations from this extr)onential ::::':1:

:::r.::::::'.-.

decay at short pulse delay cannot originate from the ,:iji,ìl

distribution of the particles' relaxation times,

from the distribution of relaxatíon times one expects

A'tn' F,' >, ù . possible origins of this effect are, aL"

a) presence of higher order processes. contributing

to the ecl.o

b) Saturation of the amPlitude-

c) Superl>osition'of tl.e ectro with the free induction.
.l

The presence of mor¡e than one ecTro gfte_r a two

..+, pulse excitation clearly indicates that, at least 5-th

and 7-th order mixing processes must also be present,

.and can affect ttre echo decay. For example, 5-tÏ¡
_ '-._ z * g +

order processes; of the form cl,ai a'o- o'i '4, a;q;

contribute to the first echo and,

^Z'

because"rç"tT*"rrtalY <O t;tftif"
t¿- d þ'

#Footnote: Irreg:ularly shapèd solids trave a very complex
môde structure a; wasrfor example, observed by Lya1l
and Cochran (I/1'r.
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depending on their phases, they wiJ.l add or subtract

Lo/f:rom the basic ùO. echo process. The contribution

to tlre first echo by the process rc,a1"{ ) relaxes

as rj = 1L/2 and therefore it is significant only for

short puJ-se delays.

AnotÌ¡er physical process which can lead to a

reduced efficiency for echo formation is amplitude

saturatj-on. If the fj-rst pulse is J-ong enough foi a

particle to reach its saturation amplitude, the effect
of tl.e second pulse wiJ.J- depend on the degree of

relaxation of tl.e amplitudes of vibrations due to
puJ.se I. This case can be present onJ-y if the echo

is formed by the ampJ.itude dependent drivíng f,orce.'

The change of the mechanical qual.ity factor

automatically affects the echo characterj-stics (43);

cJ-earJ-y proving that the elastic vibrations of the 
t

particJ-es are necessary for tl-e echo formation.

Fixing of the particles' surface (eg /4,y)I't
eliminates the

The quality factor depends on both the shape of
the particles and al.so on ttre environment. For example.

the echo from alJ- fiJ-ings has a relaxation time which

is much shorter then from regrular particles of
identical materials. The relaxation time also depends

on tlæ particle size and generally decreases with

decreasing size of the particile.s (r.ig. 4.q).
The echo pattern and the ratio of the relaxation

times (tat¡. 4.f) is in good açtreement with the ex¡>ected
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(Eqs. 2.47 and

2.98) .

However, the ratio of the intensities of the first
and second echo is sura>risi-ng. The second echo originates
from highgr order approximatj-ons i-n the solutions of
the eguation of motion (Eq's .2.^tç, 2.t6) or from the

independent existence of the higher order mixing

terms in the system's hamilÈonian. For example

xtlrt or xçÄ

the first case ttre higher order approximations

are of higher power of Ð, therefore a strong second

echo would indicate that g is not small.

In the second case it is hard to understand the

same ratio between the ampJ-itudes E"/8, æ, 0. t f:or

al-tr of the different sampJ.es.

The estimation of the order of magnitude of the

paràmeter A is cruciaf, for the selecting of the echo

process. A direct estimation.is rlifficuJ-t, because

of.large unknown factors related to the number and

amplitude of elastic modes involved in the echo

formation.

It is thoretica]-ly possible to estimatê A from

,igr.f fottowing
one RF pu1se, inunediately after the end of the RF pulse

with tl.e echo ampliÈude. This could not be-performed on

our apparatus, due to the dead time of the receiver..

varues Í'/T 
r-- 

34 , 't4, = vz
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The lower limit on â is g > 10-6 because no

free incructíòn fióm á iew (f-fO) particles is obserwed

and a sampJ.e consisting of - loc - , o' particles shows

a strong echo.

The hlperbolical decay of T, with the frequency

f, is a conseç[uence of the constant Q of the particles
From Eq. (2.95)

ll

In some cases T, decr-eases wi-th f faster than

e>çected from nq. ( 2.ß). This is due to ,the fact that
at higher frequencies smaller particlês resonate
which Ïrave smaller e's'(Fig. 4.4,

: -- , "'
. Note on 3 pulse Excitation :

ït ,nras mentioned in chapter rï that, for a 3 pulse
excitation, the stimulated echo can be produced by two
different mechanisms reraxing with different rates

(a) phase me¡îory (tÌrode a]- and a, are mixed with aa

at the time of the third puJ-se. )

(b) energy memory (ltrode a, and a, are mixed at the
time of the second pulse to form a DC mode which,
after mixing with the third pulse, *irr contribute
to an echo.)

O
rrf
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For the phase memory process T" = TL/2, whi-Ie for the energy

memory process no such relation can be establisired and

because the energy scattering process can take place only 
,.,,.1,1i: :: _:

through multiphonon. scattering (energy dissipation) the

relaxation time in this casea can become very long at low

temperatures. This is observabre from burk sampres.(tz¡

"il'll"'
In the powder samples T" = rl/z ís well satisfied in the entíre
temperature range 1.5ot< - goo0r and therefore, the energy
process does not play any si-gnificant rore in powders.

Dependence of.the Echo on the Pulse Length: '

The dependence of the echo shape (a0) on the

length of the RF puJ-ses is complex.

The echo amplitude does not increase with pulse

d.uration for pulses > llTsec for any sampJ-e

This is clearly a conseçFrence of the finite Q of the

particles and indicates a limitation of the model.

For very short puJ-se lengths,the variation of their

J-ength also varies tl.eir amplitude (no sç[uare puJ-se)

and. therefore it is impossibJ-e to select between the

two possibiJ-it,ies of the echo formation described by

Eq. 4.4, 4.5) .
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The complex echo pattern (rig. 4.9,) is probably
due to excitation by transients at the beginning and.

the end of the RF pulse which acts as additional RF

pulses with a wide band. width. Fig. 4.46.
variation of the echo amplitude with pulse separation

(Fig.4.LO) is a conseçluence of the nonuníform distribution
of the phases of the particles' vibrations at the time
of the second pulse. The noncoherent pulse generator
starts each purse with the same phase, tÏ¡erefore a srow

increase of the pulse delay varies the relative phase

between the RF pulses. particres coherently excited
by pulse r wilJ- be ful1y defocussed. at the tim. f.7 9ft

4

+ ^,. !9.' * tõts.--' l0*

't For ú< Éo the osciirators phases are nonuniformly
distributed and therefore echo formation depends on

. the relative phase of puJ-se I and II

A weak echo is excited by a long first and a
short second pulse which suggests an amplitude dependent

force is responsible for the echo origin.



Eigrure 4-46 Modulation of the Echo shape by the transients.

The first pulse saturates the oscillators and therefore
the response to the second puJ-se is límited.

rn the case of the echo formation of the field
dependent elastic constants, saturation would not affect
the interaction between the RF fierd and elastic
vibrations.#

lftre variation of the echo amplitude with the
strength of the RF magrretic or electric pulses (ao¡

corresponds to the e>çected dependence for the third
order mixing process. ( h,h:. ) at low intensities.

ïn the large intensity -range the variatj-on
is much more comprex and can'ot, be described by a

*.ß
simpJ-e power dependence h, hn (q , þ constant;)'. The

linear dependence between the echo ampritude and the
intensities of the RF puJ.ses for h,= h, (Fig. 4.L3)
does not agree with any known echo model_ .,

l:.::-:l

#Footnote: This however is not a
because the J.ength of
number of oscillators

convincing proof,
RF pulses affects the
excited.

T¡2?' -Tt, '=
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TÏ¡e echo spectrrrrn strows a relationship between

the particle size and the frequencies range in which

ít can be observed (fig. 4.L5)

As can be seen in Fig. 3.2 no definitive limits
can be put on the particlesr size in any sampJ.e. Regular

Ni particles, Fig.3.zb show an echo at l4MHz and very

weak one at 1OMHz. The size of these particles is

* 50 !?:op¡'..t this leads to the estimation for the/
velocity of sound (L.4 ¡ 0.6) x 1O5 cnt/sec, which is
far less than for bulk Ni which is 3.105 cm/sec for
the shear and. 5.105 cm/sec for longitudinal vibrations.
The observations above indicate that the elastic

constants of the particles are reduced or that more

'than'one particle is involved in the eJ-astic vibrations.
The latter contrad.icts the experimental evidence

c]-eecribed in section E.

dependence of the echo amplitude on. the repetition ::::::.1ì.:.¡-:.r".

rate was observed in this study. The origin of the 
:r'::';'':'

,:::.t.-:...:

initajl increase of Ë, from a fresh samp].e is probably , ,;i,:,¡,

due to aligrni.hg of the particles in the sample in such

a !üay that a maximum number of particles can resonate.
once the echo is established its amplitude is independent :,.,.,,,::,

:-:.r:.:.:::'r::

of the repetition rate
Pacult et a]- (fO¡ reported the disappearance of

the echo for a repetition rate less than æ L Hz and

suggested. that this is a consequence of colrective
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vibratíons and that a certain minimum repetition rate
is required to maintain them in the sample. However,

the repetition rate lHz still represents an "infinite"
internal between the pulse seguence, because the relaxation
times of the echoes are'in the order of 10 - LO2

B The echo from normal metalsS
f sec,.

The driving force in metals Eq. (2.9¿t ) is 
:,.,..

proportional to both the intensity o.f the Rf-magnetic ,,,,':1.1,,

fie1d,h,andthestaticmagneticfie1d,H,.Therefore
t:.'l.t lt'

i-t is not sur'¡rrising that the presence of a static
magnetic field is necessary for the excitations of tl.e 

:

free induction and the echo. 
:

The. coupJing coefficient, d . in this case is
i

proportional to H, therefore from the dependence of 
i

lEl, on H one can distingiuísh between tl-e two possible

eclro mechanisms. 
.

Ttre modulation of the elastic constants by h

leads to an (Eq. 4.4)
L .z ..2, ,a 

tt''"'i;l:

E,4 Zd h,h.
(4.6)::

while the amplitude dependent force leads to (Eq. 4.5)

E,n ¿.1ç1,Àì o¿' € þltu'hl
(4.7 )

where it is assumed that the coefficient, I , describing

the echo process is independent of H.
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The second echo is e>çected. to vary with H

,as

E, n h;h; H

(4.8 )

for the amplitude dependent force and

E, 4 {tf" *r" (4'e)
for the field dependent elastic constants.

The e:çerimental evidence is inconclusive. As

can be seen on Figs. 4.r7 and.4.r9 the dependence of
the echo amplitude on H depends on the relative
intensity Hr and h¿ âs well as on the magnitude of H.

and for a constant ratio hy'ur- it also depends on the
material (Fi9.4.18). At low field int,ensity the observed

dependence of E',{u)i" E,.* t{Q . As v/as mentioned

earrier for h, = hr the E,-( h . From this empiqical
relationship it fo]-lows ttrat E, * h Ht this is
the dependence reported by the aforementioned authors
(Refs. L4, L6,2O)#

#Footnote: AlJ- previously reported e>çeriments used
h]- = h2'
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The free induction foJ-J-ows the H2 dependence as
L

e>rPected ( @t-h -< H} ).
A clear experimental distinction between these two

possible forms of the parametric interaction leading
to either E, o< H2 or H4 could be made wíth an

experimental arrangement where the second RF puJ-se is
' . 

_r:.-,applied wittrout the presence of the DC field (ff ). 
i. :::

In such a case only a mixing due to the field 
,,,,.,,.,,,

depend.ent elastic constants can lead.to an echo. ::':"

The temperature dependence of the echo amplitude'.

The amplitude .of tlie vibrations e:cited by the

volume force 
? -- LîtÃc-9

depends on tl.e distribution of the eddy currents
and therefore depend.s on tl.e ejlectrical resistivity

9 , of the powd.ers. The actual. relationship
between the ampJ-itude X and ç is very complex.

General-ly the amplitude decreases with increasing

I . In the macroscopic approximation the excitation
process depends on the mat,erial only through its
resistivity and therefore is identical for alJ. good

conductors and d.epe nds on a/a, where ; is the size
of particJ-es and â the skin depth.

The variation of ç with temperature in aJ-J. metals

is simiJ-ar. ft can be expressed by a univer:sal curve
T'¡ {t/!o) on a reduced temperature scale'k, , w}rere
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1 ir a characteristic constant for a given material
closely related to the Debye temperature (eloch -
Gruneisen l,a*('nl ) ,

i. e.

^tT/ \ Ff/tr) (4.1o)>,1-rT)=,r"D/

No one material exactly follows this relati-onship
To fit the e>cperimental data of S(1) to F f/-ro)
it is necessary for To to be tempe-rature dependènt.

However, the observed deviationsarê small, Tab. 4.2
shows the ÐeÏ-'ye temperature for the .samples used in
this study.

Because the Lorentz fgrce depends, for sj:nilarly
s}.aped particJ.es, on their electrical resistivity
only, the vibrational aqllitude for aJ.J- metals is
expected to behave identically on the reduced scale
1/',To . Thus the measurement of E, as a function of
the temper¡rture can reveal information about g.

Table 4.22 Debye T.eriperature of the Normal lvletal SampJ.es

Material TD('K) Material TD(.K)

Ag 225 CU S4S

Al 428 Mg 400

Au 165 l\frr 410

Cd 209 Zn SZT

Cr 630



Namely, íf ç- ?ras a purely geometrical origin, i.e

it originates in the particle vibration and is'

material independent, then the echo should be observed

from powders of al-l good conductors and. the temperature

dependence on the reduced scale T/to , will be the same

This is not the ex¡rerimental case.

The samples used can be di'vided into two groups:

onê, containing A1, Cu , Zrt in which the echo amplitude ì

decreases gradually with increasing temperature. And

Û1g, Cr in which the echo decreases very fast at J.ow

temperatures. A special case is Agrwhich does not

show an echo at H : 1O KOe for any temperatureÇ

In the first group, the echo amplitude is con-btant

at J-ow temperatues, where the resistivity of the

metal ís constant (residual resistivity) and then

gradually decreases with increase in temperature.. The

actual dependence ís size and frequency dependent, as
â-/e><pected. (both factors change t]ne 7a, ratio, where.'

a is tl.e particJ-e size)
- The faster decrease of El with temperature for

Au then for Cu or Al in Fig. (4.24) can be understood

from thei-r rli fterent Tp (tab. 4.2) . 'f(t) for Au

relative to Cu should be scaled by a factor of 2

in temperature.
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Assuming that the thermal component of the resistivity
is dominant, one can calculate the skin depth A as a
function of temperature. This is done in Fig. 4.47 for
Au and cu ( at 10 MHz) using the resistivity measurements

by white and Wood"!76) *t" thermal component of the

resistivity is dominant at higher temperatures.

The temperature dependence of the echo from alloys
ís similar to that from pure metals. i.e. A1 Mn

behaves like 41. The echo from å€ Mn varies with
temperature in the salne manner as that from A1 or Cu.

Contrary to expectations, ÙIg showed an anomalous

strongly temperature depenaent echo amplitude at
temperatures below 4.2ox (fignrre 4.25).

The temperature d.ependence of the echo from various

samples lêads to the conclusion, that g(W. (4.4, 4.5r)

is material dependent. Ag is the only sampJ-e in which

the echo is enhanced by the addition of impurities.
In addition, the temperature dependence of the echo from

Ag llIrr O.O5% is similar to other pure metals (Al, cu).
Therefore, it was natural to assum.e that for some

ll ll -reason the"pure Ag is not pure but Ïras a large resistivity,
This does not seem to be the e><perimental case.
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The lack of an ectro from Agi cannot be e:q>lained

by accidentaL impurities (for exampleroxygen) since the Ag -

samples were highly purl and some were also annealed 
:..:.,:

in H, gas (4OOoc). This rules out a simple e>çlanation that ']"''

impurities (¡A::) enhance the ecl.o in Ag.by purification of
the host through internal oxidation. fn the entire

,. ' 
'temperature range no echo was observed (H = 1O KOe) from g,g 

.,.,:.:

doped with less than L% 
''n, 

Au, Cu. Howeve-irNi and lvfn 
¡,,.,,,,,,,

both enhanced the echo. All our resurts agree with those
(201

reported by Snodgrass who observed. an echo at a fixed
frequencyof41lETz.rnaddition,there1axationtimeisindepend-

ent of. impurity concentration since it is completely dominated by

surface rosses and decreases with frequency. rncreasing the 
i

amountofimpuritiesgradua11yreducestheecho,whichdisappears

for c > O.Ls% I"fn in Ag ( c is the percentage of l¡r, aótua]-].y 
I

put in the alloy). No chemical analysis 'nrês 
pefformed on the

samples. lilris cut-off arises because of the increase in ,,.'¡,;:,

resistivity with Smpuritlr concentration ( o 9 /c æ lffu* /yJQ7 |

in the alIoy.

Tl.e echo enhancement cannot be correlated with any

other properties of $9H" aJ.J-oys and is

contrad.ictpry to the i*plity effects in tl.e other

materials.

' *ng following properties of dilute Ag l"lr¡ alloy are reported:
Mn rn.Ag Uã" - magnetic moment corresponding to S = S/2, (78) 

-rrd.
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. i,,.,

iL.orders (anti ferromagnetically) at J-ow temperatures (Zg).

(oue to the RKI(Y interaction). Ths spin dependent resistivity
shows a Kondo behavio.(ao) wiüh T*:z.o.1ox(zg) and fhere is no 

,;;;,:,,:;,

reason to e:çect anomalous properties for high temperatures -::''.

(r > zoox)

Many authors, however, have observed anomalies in thermal

conductivity( 81), *.grretic properti"" ( 
")ot NMR rine breadan. ( e:) , , i

This Ïras been claimed to be the result of internal oxidation(83) ,.,i,:i,

or impurity clustering. ( 8z)

20
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Figrure 4.47 =. Skin Depth 4 as a Funct,ion of Temperature
( IOMHz ) .
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The reduction of the echo ampli-tude with al.loying

or deformation in other materials is equivalent to a

change of the t,emperature, i.e. it reduces.the echo

through an increase of the resistívíty.
The gradual increase of the echo amplitude with

annealing time for AlFn (Fig. 4.27) can be e>q>lained

the same way. Sr¡bstituted l"ln Ïras a strong effect on

aluminu¡ri s electrical resistivity (86) ( aï/c' 3/9*/'/. 
)

'

and therefore tt¡e. strong variation of resistivity is

related to the aging process.

The stight increase of thê relaxation time T,

after annealing in A1 powder can be e>çlaj-ned by an

increase of the Q factor by annealing due to the

removal of the d.islocatiors introduced by ddo.rmation.

T1 in ottrer sanpJ-es is fuJ-J.y determined by tl.e 
.

irregrular shape and. does not reflect any intrinsic
property.

Ttre reduction of'the relâxation time at large H

is a consêí¿arênce of the losses by induced eddy currents.

The vibration of a particle in the pnesence

of H is equivalent to a stationary particle in'a variabtre field

æ (in normal metals B s H)

2( = Xo"iÉ d- nu(t) - Hrro"itr (5.e)

where u(t) is a surface displacement.

The proportionality factor in Eq. (5.9) depends on the

sl.ape and vibrational mode of the particle and the geometry

of the e><¡reriment.
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The induced eddy currents rlt in the particle are

proportional to >( o . The dissipated 
"rergy Eo is

proportional to V2 anð, hence >ej '+.

r/.

The logarl-Èruul-c decrement d is defined by

(Eq. 2.3g) as-the ratio of the energy dissipated per

cycle ( E f 
.x ,4: ) to the tot¡l energy t ,* ,u! )

Èneretór" tftã logaritm." ì""r"ment' d is amplitìãe. *,r
independent. The relaxation time of the oscillators is

f-,
a = ir|*l*) = f,J'rcx') (4.L2)

{, is e>rpected to decrease with increasing o/o ratio.
Ttris can be seen in Fig. 4.48 where

t(L t. l'
ç \ 1 H= so Ko¿ T*--{ (4.r3)

is pJ-otted for different frequencies( f,9 +ze)

For illustration, the relative energiy losq for

. .a: ,spherical partíc1e as a function of a/6 is ehown in'
Fig. 4.4g (Normalized to 1 for % -- 1O).

The angular dependen:" of the echo amplitude .

shows that the maximal ampJ-itude of the echo occurs

#Footnote: For simple shapes the problem can be solvedexactly (85).
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when ¡¡ J. Ìr. In this geometry the transversal vibrations

are preferably excited.

Orígin of the echo:

For large amplitudes of vibration almost any

system can produce some nonlinearity which can J-ead ,j,,:.,..

to an echo. The similar properties of the echo from

all metals suggest that tl.e echo tras the same origin
in alJ- samples.

ïn the m¿icroscopic approximatj-on the drivipg force 
:tt':

' ,'.': tr,.

can be modulated on1y through the modulation of the ::'::i

eddy currents ( or mass density, which is unlikely)
This can be due to particle deformation (affecting

the path of the. eddy currents) or due to modulation of r

the specific resistivity of the materíal by vibrations.

loZD4O.60
FREOUENCY (MHz¡

Figure 4.48 Magnetic contribution to the Loss for At powder as a
Function of Frequency.
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Ivlodulation of the elastic constants by the Rf

field can also lead to an echo. The fírst and last
processes are not sensitive to the material, apart

from its resj-stivity and therefore, íf they are

responsible for an echo, it should be present in aJ-J.

good conductors.

The second process, i.e. modulation of the specific
resistívity by the deformatíon, can be sensitive to
the mäterial. Tab. 4.3 lists the stress dependent

coefficient of the resistivity for the nobJ-e metal

groups, (tu' 
+?-. The specifi-c resistivity

can be written in form

g,o) = Ç,(,, î.'#.ri#r*F æ + - -'' ) =

(4.L4')

Tl.e specific resistivity is a tensor, but for
cubic materials it is a scalar and i, has onJ.y two

independent components 9!u anq 9,, index indicates
re]-ative dinection of Lb.e current and elastic stress.

Table 4.3

Piezoresistivity Coefficients For Noble lvtetal" 60 )

Material

Inverse /.
Elastic --n
Modul us (2,^ì. (ä#ì,,,;" GIili;"

Au

Ag

6u

0.81

1.26

I .25

l0-10

t0-l 0

ì0-t0

1.25

2.86

3. 87

-2.4

-0.04

-4.8
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Instead of the stress dependent resistivity
it is convenient to introduce the straín dependent

resist,ivity !(e) . In the simple one riimensional case.

t,le) = Ê*q,t-)
(4.rs')

that !,re) differs strongly

9,(e) is of the order

orders magnitude less

The equation of motion has the form

::: ?::):::::..1:l:::r:Ìit:::ì:t:::

From Tab. 4.3 one can see

for I and ll directions and

of unity for Au and Cu and two

for Ag.

'+,
4., * c^t'L < F(e,A) n î,ú

e- (4.L6)
where + = a-(¿) (.;a't* c.c ).¿t y'ate., \ (. - r.Ç ¿lo

The relationship between ttre resisLivity g(¿)ana
+

force F(e,t) is not clear, because i is distributed.
through the volume of the particles and therefore ttre
relationship between fie,t) and the Lorentz forceâ
t*^ B is not known.

T,he modulation of t av the shape variation leads
to the sarne echo as a modulation of the sr¡ecifi-c
resistivity.

Note: .The 
echo can be formed only if the right

side of equation (4.L6) contains a term ín ,¡.tg) varying

"" "it4. For example, if QJ1.lcontains a component

proportional to .ß,2, or S,fr) = 9,('¿) ". in the case of
transversal vibrations
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The modulation of the elastj-c constants, C by the

RF field is descríbed by

c = co¡ t * ri)
(4.L7 )

therefore the equati-on of motion has the form

ï, aj( ,* ,É1 = F(L) < 4/-
( 4.18 )

The force on the right, síde does not contribute

to the echo and therefore Eq. (4.18) is identical to

Eq.. (2.15).

None of the mechanisms described above can definitely
be selected as responsible for an echo. The resistivíty
variation in the higher order approximations is not known

The modulation of the eddy currents by the variation

of shape of the particles is e>çected to be similar for
particles of the similar shape and the sarne is true about

the variation of the elastic constants. Thus tLe experimentat \

evidence suggests, that modulation of some internal

variable cause the echo in most cases.

As far as the magnitudd=of the different effects

is concerned the 9, te) is of the order of unity (Tob \'3) '

i.e.
!(e)= 9"(r+e) (4.1e)

the same is true about tl.e change of the surface

resistivity due to change of the shape.

f"tz) or higher terms are not known. The variat.ion

of the elastic constant is approximately c -Co * t6c 
tçs)

at l,-,o"0" . i.e. t 5-n Eq. (4.18) is of thg
-1^order of lO-t*. All these effects are too weak to

J.ead t,o the strong echo e>çerimentaly observed'



: :. ..:,.. -. :: ¡: probably the origin of the echo must be sought

in a mícroscopic model for the excit,ation of acoustic
waves. However, the microscopic model has not been

solved for a real material and therefore a further discussion'
, ,, o{ possible nonlínearities is premature . .ì .

..a..t_.- ..
. ,t:

Propêrties of the members of the noble metal
group are similar, and it is doubtful that, a sÍmple.
moder can di stinguish between its various members. 

.

Torque acting on the particres (EÇ. 2.gg) was : '

'.',i recently proposed as the excitation mechanisms in ,.,,..r.

, connection wi-th the collective modes of the vibrat,iorrr. (16)

i rhe authors proposed collective modes to e>çlai-n the

I echo from particles smaller then the crj-tical size 
:

:-
I , o . i , where v is the velocity of sound and )r

] t" tÏ¡e acoustic wavelength and q- is the radius of
i the particles). fnteraction between particles is

necessary for the j-ntroduction of the restoring force
to maintain the vibrations.

tt ta-..,..'':

'.', For the collective vibrations one e>q)ects that 1,,.','',",'.

..'.a)Theincreasingregu14rityoft}repartic1es'shape
, \Â¡i11 reduce the echo ampritude (less interaction).

The opposite is true

.,, b) Rigid motion of the particles is insensitive to 
i-..,,,.,,.,..,.,,-:'ì their intrinsic properties, that is, in the case of 
-':':'-:-l

t5î
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the colrective vibrations the relaxation time cannot

reveal any information about the volume energy ross
of the particles. this point is inconclusive. Filings
Ìrave short relaxation time and no really regular 

,,.,.,particles were used in this study. The smarl differences :....,:

in the relaxation time for annealed and deformed A1 are
just outside of the ex¡rerimental error.

fn'extremely pure materials, in the anomalous ,,.:,,;:,

skin effect regionrtl.e elasÈic vibrations can be excíted
: 
':'l 

t:l : 'in the absence of an externar fierd. H, becauæ phonons '|-.

can be generated by surface scattering of the erectrons. 
(87'88)

rt is possible that in this region an echo can also
beobservedwit}routpreserfceofH.Echoessimi1art'o

these reported here were observed from superconducting
powders in a magnetic riela(9) (HcH.^). Thís echo was

d.iscussed in terms of the víbrat,ior.i'*ou"r of.fluxoid.s.
This echo can also be e:<plained through processes

analogous to those in other normal metal powders. rn
materiars with a large resistivity in the normal state,
direct echo excitation is weak but it suddenly increases
as the material becomes superconductive. since the AC

conductivity of a superconductor is finite -but large,
ttre transition suddenly enhances the excitation process"



As in normal metals both echo processess described

by Eq's (4.41 and (4.5) are possible. The RF field is

coupled to the particles by the piezomagnetic coefficient,

d, which is highly nonlinear and depends on the

microscopic distributions and pinning of ferromagnetic

domains and domain wa]-]-s-

The dependence of ttre elastic modulus , Én, oD

t¡e external magnetic field (ÁE, effect) is also

closely related to the domain dynamics. Aç. = E (l'l)-EJo)

rlpicalrlr is of the order of to-2-10-1Í*l;t";t" the:

frequency shift is considerable and probably different

part.icles are tuned. into resonance at different stages

of maginetization.

Formally the force, produced by the interaction

.gf h on ttre particle is expressed through thé stress,

6l-, which follows from the dependence of the free energv

of .the particles V on the strain e and
I ! - - ñ---1 ^..magnetization Iv1. V can be e>çandended' in a Taylor

series of the form

/57

v-_v. .?v
dQ_

9-+

0

t?vzffiz ii" " : '

o
(4.20)

be writtenwhere the coefficients

in the form.

of the expansl-on can

dv t-
.ài.----2Ll o-

I.e. tv\

v-Vo*(i,rt * ãtt 22. + ".' )ññ 
+

(4.2]-)

(4.22\

The echo from ferromagnetic materials:

,.\', å à P â ãrÐ t)

ß^ 
o 

1"1 tr4 r Bn t"lt"1 Yì1"1* . .

(H*)
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The magnetization, M can be e>çandent in powers of
the externaL field h.

(4.23'Í
rh"r" 7, is the suseepti-bility tensor and { --- Xn
are higher order susceptibility tensors. Assuming
otiolt\ = .A,oe and substituting Eq. (a.Zt} j-nto Eq. (a.tz1

leads to

.; +! .¡7. - ^:, "7 
i¿r{v- vo *(Bt.e *Br"tï +--.)(-r1"lo'?Í,t9"h. 

.,_

,(zh-:i.*î,7,)tié;ut*.... )+ (4.24)
The stress ã is obtained from Eq. (4.23)as

æ_H
This d.erivatiorrtårortrates, that even if one includes
only the lowest term i.e.

^1 
,

F = #1,= ã,r(Ë.Fí,+2ts,not1,J.'otr ;'o(, -. )*./.
the stress and therefore force acting on particles
contains nrany harmonics.
Excitation of higher harmonics by the RF field in
ferromagnetic substances is observed e>q>erimental1y. (eo¡

The derivation above has on1y a formal value,
because none of the,i are known; they depend on the
shape, size and history of tl.e particles

-|'{M=IU
o
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An illustration of the strong dependence of the
coupling between the RF fie].d, h, and the produced

stress,t, oÍt the intensity of h is shown in Fig.. 4.5O.(9O)

The dependence of the echo amplitude on the biasing
fíeia H is qualitatively similar to that of coupling
constant, d..#

Ferromagrnetic materiars consist of furry saturated.

domains, each Ïraving a deformation 2s. fn the fuJ-J-y

demagnetized sÈate, since there ís a random distribution of
domai-ns, the average deformation is e, = I Lo (cubic case).

A redj-stribution of the domains leads to a3"Ïralg" j-r, the value

of t, and in the ,saturated state ß- - Ls. nisplacement of
9Oo or 71o domain wal-J.s leads to a net change in the

deformation, whi-l-e that of '!.9Oo ryal1s has no effect. In

polycrystalline materials d.ifferent tlpes of d.omains, '

initially equally distributed, di-sappear at different degrees

of saturation trltvt, ( tU, is the saturation magnetization) as

can be seen from Table 4.4. -

j:-l-'._-- -----

: i:::-:j--.r:

#Footnote: d is an 3-ord.er tensor, ã, relating i toI uut because the whole discussion is only go-iitative,
it is assumed that d is scalar.
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Tabre a.n(52¡
u/Ms varues for Disappearance of Different rlpes of Domains

(ror Polycrystarline cubic Material<111> Easy Axis)

Angl.e of 9ta11 vt/Ms

16t

180
109

90

7L

0.5
o.79
0.85
0.91

d is related to the d.ifferential magnetostriction,
therefore, one expects the excitation to be weakest

at 1ow induction and strongest close to saturation
(o-7 - o.9 of IvI,) where all l8oo domains are removed

and the maginetization process cantinr,res through ¡,,:,:,:.,,:.:

;:i: -'::;'.::.:magnetization rotatíon and./or dispracement of other . ,',,

wal]-s and. þ varies strorgly -w-ith rr. , ,,', ,

For example, d(Eq.l,.l0â.) for domain rctation is

d=3ü'K, (4.26)
where â is the magnetostrictive constant and K is
an anisotropy constant



The variation of straj-n with H is discussed by chikazumi !sl)'
The dependence of d on H varies with domain arrangement in ,.:,,..

that d is small in the demagnetized.state, peaks close to
saturation, and d.rops to zero .if all domain warls are removed.. ïf
the external Rr'-fierd, h, is perl>endi-curar to H then excitation .'.,.

tion, Ëy.magnetization rotation. 
::': '

:,-..:.'.,t,

and decreases as h . !;-:'.'
' :.'::':

F
The field dependence of the echo ampritude is ress

pronouncedfrqrrtheuniaxiaImateria1s(Co,YCo")

Figs. 4-31 and 4.33 than for the cubic materials
:(Ni, Fe, Ferrite Fig's 4.28,. 4.32 and, 4.3O.)_ fn uniaxial

materials only magnetization rotation reads to net
magnetostriction;'in cubíc materials both the inagnetizati-on

:

rotation and domain wall motion lead to the elastic
excitations. Direct comparison of the degree of magnetic ir,.,
saturation with the echo amplitud.e, Fig. 4.2g, indi-cates ,,,,,,:.,

that magn'etization rotation is dominant also in cubic ':"
materials.

rn order of strengthrthe echo was strongest from
Ni fol].owed by ferrites, Fe, Co, RCoU ( at optimal bias

^H and at 7l"X).

t62
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4- Fe.O" produced an echo onJ.y in the ferromagnetj-c

region (above ZOOox).

A strong echo from Ni can be e>q>ected because Ní

has a large ì' and small K,(Eq. 4.26\ . YCoç on the other

hand has a large K, The echo amplitude as a function
of H for Ni, Fig. 4.28, can be compared with the field
dependence of the electromechanical coupling coefficient

0,{4, Fig. 4.5L w}rich is defined as a ratio of the

magnetoelastic energy to the geometrical mean of the

maþetic and elastic energy

A=
EPwhere 5. is the elastic constant and l^-./

permeability.

.--..-:.---

F.æ '+
ol t l-l

ç@1"" (4.27 )

the magnetic

¡t
R.
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Figure 4.5!

r 2 5, 4 5

tuurcTton.to
_ :-.

Electromeichanical CoupJ-ing Coefficíent k as a
Eunctigq ef Induction for Ni Ring (after Huston
et al . (77') )
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The formation of an e.èho from a bulk sample

(rig. 4.29) is interesting. When we reported this
effect originally(69)we proposed that burk elastic modes

( very high harmonics) are responsible for the echo.

This conclusíon was based on the fact that the echo

depended on the boundary conditions of the bulk sample.

A subsequent search for an echo in other burk mat,eriars,
single crystars of e1- F., ag , mangianese ferrite or Rochelle
sart did not show an echo from bulk, while aIl these
materials produced an ectro in powder form.
' This leads to the conclusion that the presence

of an echo in sintered ferrite is related to its graín
structure and that the echo oríginates from the
excitation and refocussi-ngof modes localized in the
individual grains of porycrystal materiar. Thjrs is
une>çected, because the echo rela:<aLion time is
approximately 6O7sec (at 15MHz), suggesting the e

factor is of the order 3 x lO3,which .means that
individual grains are effectivery decoupled at this
frequency

A very large e related to the higl. fi.equency

resonance modes in bulk materials was reported. previously
from cvr e>çeri¡nents on piezoelectric material". ( 91)
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The variation of E(H) with orient.ation Ís due to
the large demagnetization factor of the sample.

The internal fieJ-d i-sîr' = É-ü; where $ is ttre 
:,.:.::,

demagnetization factor ahd is dependent on the shape of ';::.";

the sample. This contributes t,o the different behavior of the
samp]-es for H tl h and HJ-h. For bulk samples, since

tl e ratio of the sample's diameter to its length is t.,,.,,.,,

. approximate Ly 4, -the demagnetization factors are 
')"""

,.:.;,:,i..,_

; -,: ' :':3L æ 6 e x. O.5
ll

.Loose1ypackedpowder.samplestraveademagnetizationfactor
'which depends only on particre shap"(se) 

"rra therefore 
,

Ð for ínhomogeous samplesis not well defined.
The temperature dependence of the ecl¡o:

The variation of d with temperature is very comprex

The anisotropy constant K, saturation magnetosiriction
ì!, and domain wal.J-s mobility affects d.

In Nirwhere ), is constant for T13OOoK, K,

linearly decreases with temperature and the coercive :..-.1...:
': , ". :..::..

fiel-d Fl" is very snall, one rÐ uld e>rpect the echo 
:'!:':;':

amplitude to increase wj-th increasíng temperature. This
is not experimentally observed' 

...:.-.:,:....
The strong variation of the echo amplitude with :i...,..'

temperature in YCoror Co is not understood. The

magnetostriction constant is temperature independent,

K decreases with temperature and therefore the
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¡:,: t,'.:,t,..'1

magnetostrictive excitation is again expêcted to increase
with temperáture. The echo decreases with temperature,
thus the e>cperimental results indicate that the
coefficient ¿ , describing the echo process must be

..:1..::r..::., :a,

:.;t: -::r,:rj ì:temperature dependent

' Again it is necessary to poínt out, that the
elcitation in magnetic conductors is limited to the
skin depth, which varies with temperature and the biasing ,,i,.,,:.1.

fie]-d (,u">>l )./ 
(/t)Rubinstein and stauss reported that the initial

qcl.o amplitude from lithium ferrite is temperature
independent . (4.2 3OOoK).

All of the metar sampres sl.ow a dependence of ttre
relaxat,ion time on the biasing field. The variation

' of ï with H in al1 samples has the same behavior and

varies very little at low H and thàn increases.with
an increase in magnetization and sa_turates at large

magrnetization
:

The fact that the attenua'ti on is maximal at H : O

and decreases with increasing H indicates that the
variat.ion oflwith H is due to microeddy currents. As

can be seen from nq.(2.rQ6lthis process has a relaxation
character wiÈh the characteristic frequency fc given
by Eq.(z.lo5).
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At room temperature bulk polycrystaline Ni has

a'clraracteristic 'frequency (f" of tos ,rcolaue to domain

rotation)) whic¡¡- corresponds to domains of a size ot , {=
5o'2oo7m- since the 3o-7oy'm particles used here
are nultidomains particres, a smaller f and hence

a higher characteristic frequency can bê e>rpected.

Ttre relaxation time in the saturated. state increases
witå decreasing temperature. ( Fig. 4.3s') This 'can 

be

caused either by a reduction in eddy current losses
(increased conductivity) or by. a reduction of the
losses due to magnetization moduration. This process
$/as studied. by Simon , 

(n') 
"r, acoustic wave travelling

through a magnetically saturated crystal causes a

small variation of the magnetization, which relaxes
tl.rough eddy currents. An e><perimental verifióation
of tJre p="Ä".r"e of this process in Ni is given by
sakuray- (93) This process can also be viewed as a
reraxation process with the characteristic frequen"". ( 92 )

{ =rur%,tr . z.t;5
(4.2e)

where l/- is a sound velocity (cm,/sec). In the saturated
state / r = ! and for o-¿ æ to3- Éõcr,^, this freguency
is 1o5 - 1o8 nz.
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One can calcu1'ate the magnetic contribution to
the tlogarithmic decreament from tl-e relaxation time

c I tJ I \ - ?dr, = F( I *-o- Ix¡-4,.o*íon J' a plot of è- vs

frequency shguld approximate the broad relaxàtion peak :: : .: : .:.:,.1
-:'-: ì 1 :_.:.j.:.:_ : :.i :
.\--i'.: i--.:.'-:.: -- :. 

_.-:.

descrj-bed by Eq. (2..106). In r,igure 4.52 4 is shown

as a function of f for Ni at various temperatures.#l

At.room temperature the peak is at a frequency of 
:

approximately 10 MHz. From Eq. (2.øS¡ thj-s leads to , ' ""' '
-:..:. : : :

a dOmain.SiZe l*5¡r^ WhiCh iS far leSS than that fOr ,,a.,,,,:;.,;,',t,.',.'.:;',,;t.;,,,',:,

bulk materials. Howevei this estimation'agrees in order of

ñagrnitude, with the estimation made from the equilibrium
spacing of planar domains in a sphere ( 57 )..",r*irrg

that the total energly of a sphere consists of magnetostatj-c , ,.

V^, and domain wa1J- energ;y, V*. The equilibrium spacingS-

of the domains is given bV #Z

Z( v. +v*) = oa3- "

with the result

(4.29)

(4.30)

l= ''(æ)'
#lFootnote: The daÈa at 10 MHz and. 20 lvfHz are taken
from different measurements on large particles. At
2oMHzTcoincideswit}rt]remeasurementinFig"(4.34)|
#2Footnote:Themode1aboveassumesuniaxia1materia1
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wlrere '/ ís Line domain(ääTt energy (erg/crrr2). For Ni

b ã O. 5 erg/.c,' and M" = 45O G. For particles

of size a = Up* this l-eads a" 
5 

æ !O'4cm(L/^n). TÏ¡e

increase in electrical cônductívity with decreasing

temperature reduces f" and tl.e maximum in d¡tl is

shifted toward lower frequencies (curves for 77ox

and 4.2oK in Fi-gure 4.5L).

Dqformation grea,tly reduces the relaxation time

and al.so its dependence on the biasing fieJ-d. This

effect cannot be e>çlained on the basis of magnetic

structure (for example by domain wall pinning) because

it is independent of H (fig. 4.35). A similar reduction

of T, by deformation can be seen in Figute 4.36. ThisI

reduction in the relaxation time is probably caused

by de€ormation induced losses as in other normal metals.:

ofi
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The relaxation time in all samples was independent

of the echo amplitude. Since Ïrysteresis losses increase
sharply at deformatj-ons of the grder 10-6 Io-5(95)

'-\'
-1':' a vibrational amplitude,e, less that 10 r is proposed.

The strong acoustic attenuation in hematite
(d--Fe,o"¡ was reported previously. It originates

' from relaxation processes relateà to the motion
...1

of other than l8oo domain ,.11rÍ71, 72)
.'

In the ferromagnetic region (above ZOOoX) the

i magnetic moment lies in the plane with a very sniall

I anisotropy and any direction in the plane is possible,
I therefore a random orientation of magnetic domains.

is possible.

, rn _pure hematite the domains are removed by a

small field (H< roooe¡ in the plane. This field can

sharply increase if some domain pinning process is
,,,,ì present- Two tlpes of domaj-ns can be obserrr"d(96)
,'': '
: in hematite (free and pinned), this, together with the

,

'', Tandom orientation of particres,rcauses a. relati-very
wide in_terval for an echo observation. The magrnetii

moment is in the plane l- to the c-axis. When the

ll "-axis is ll to H the effective field in the plane is
zeTo.
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The relaxation t,ime of the echo from l -f , O" ís
the sarne as the decay of the free induction from a'
few big pieces (rig. 4.37 )n indi_c-ating that T, = TO.

Thi-s supports the previous conclusion that the first
echo is due to the third order process. (Eq. 2.44)

The elimination of the echo by deformation is
a-consequence of the increase of the coercive field, Fl"

which reduces tfre mobility of the domains and domain

wa11s.Annea1ingrofìtheotherhand,réducesthe

Ïrysteresis of the echo amþlitude (rig. 4.32) as a
-consequence of ttre reduction of H".

The reduction of the echo amplitude by annealing

(r'ig. A.3z)supports the amplitude dependent force as

an echo origin. The reduction of the pinning of
magrretízation by annealing makes the linear response

between the e]-astic stress o- and RF magnetic field h

donrinerrtrreducing the echo formatiol prlocess.

Let us assume a d.omain waJ.J- at equilibrium. The

pressure due to the e>çternal fieId, Ph, and the elastic
strain Pe, acting on the domain wall i.s balanced

by a pressure associat,ed with tl..e wall displacement

t,'.-- - :. -. .-...-.,...-.i:,.. . :. r. :. : : -.:,
:J..:.. -.....:?.: ....,"..:.-.:. :: ...

Pe*?tr=* = pcx't (4. 31)
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,t-tt,' ,

-| "lti'
or t-- ß (?e *?t')

vrhere R(x) is some.function relating the pressure and

displacement i.e. Pe and ph are mixed by the nonrinear
response of the domaín wall. :ft ca¡ be mentioned, that ,,,r,.ì,- '1.,t1.,,

for an infinitessimal displacement

ãV- ) V-
ãx ,L

àx

andy.< ?r,+ P..- -the response (x ) i.s 1inear.,and no

parametric mixing occurs. similar mixing appears
when both the elasticstrain and external RF field
produce torques actÍng on magrnetic domains simultaneously
(domain roÈation).

The Echo Origin ;

As shown in Eq- (4.2tr )_, the magnetic energy .contains
terms by the form êtn , 4, ß integersrwhich can lead
to an echo. .

unlike normal metars, femomagnetic substances
d.o not Ïrave a universal relationship between the
variation of elastic constants and t].e magnetic field.
E- (elastic mod.ulus) as a function of h or H dependsm

on size and shape of particles, as werl as on mechanical
thermal or maç[netic history of the samp1e

. av_l

-l 

=Ðx 1",* n

+

xo

l!1

I X, + cÞ"^s}
lx, (4..32)
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.The equation of motion has the form (one
dimensional case)

n . c,J(p,-1,) a -. T(e,L)
(4.33)

where both terms crt2(erh) or Út(e,h) can lead to an
echo. In the lowest order suitable t"r*" 

"re(Eq. 4.24).

BrrQh',i, *i,F)ø-tIl (4.34\

ãrr(,i,i,) ¿ri-I
( 4.35)

The term (4.34) can be visualized as a field dependent
- elastic ionstant, wn-ile the term (A.35) as a

deformation dependent driving force
The echo formation is related to tl.e character

of the magnetization change with the RF magnetic field.
For a given H the magnetiza.t-ion ha.e some equilibrir¡Ír

value M(H). The change of M with h and. therefore d
depends on the shape of the energv werl. For other
than a paraboric welr the change in M is nonlinearry
related to h (Eq. 4.31) and therefore a simultaneous
variation of t{ by the RF field and deformation can lead
to their parametric nuixing

or
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The presence of harmonics in x or Ïr automatically
leads to an echo. .This trívial echo process wourd

lead to an identical ectro pattern in arl materials,
as well as to the same nr/E, ratio. The presence of
Ïrarmonics in e is certain, and therefore it ís
desirable to study the spectrum of tl'e sample

response to one puJ-se.

From the e>çeri¡¡¡6¡tal evidence it is not possible
to determine between the echo formation processes in
Eg. 4.4 and,4.5 because d as ê functlon of H is not

\2known and therefore one cannot determine. if 8,4 d
l-

_4oro

the dependence /,
€,

is elusive since þ varj.es practically wíth arl parameters.

Torc¡ue on Particles -.

The direct torque on particles by the RF field shourd

aJ.so be considered as a possible excitation pro"""r(16)
since, unlike'normal metalq, ferromagnetic particles in a

static magnetic field e:q>erience a torquel* * ñ'(ú* is a

particre's total magnetic moment) which can be considered

as a restoring force. The eguation of motion Ïras the form

r'{rE sinf = -JP (4.36)
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inertia of the parti-cle.
is

lfhe resonant
where ,f is the moment of
frequency of the system

--r= 1 l/ul"
21l t J

SmalJ- particles of radius
resonant freguency of 2 x
t9t, require the presence

effect can be neglected.

Rare Earth lvlaterials :
The anomalous aftereffect in RCou materials is

directly related to the echo but is reflected on

echo amplitude.

As can be -seen in Figs. 4.40 and 4.42 the echo ampritude
increases'with decreasing svseep speed of Hror ùhen the
sweep stops. This indicates that the coupling
coefficient, d, and therefore the domains or domain
wallsl mobility increases with time once the sample is
brought into a given stage of magrretization.

This behavior is opposite to the behavior of the
majority of other materials, where the mobility of
dom¿iinsor domain warls decreases with time.

Formally, this effect can be described as an

"inverse pinningi' process, where the concentration
of obstacles pinning the domain wall is a decreasing
function of time.

(4.37 )

5L7ra in a field of 5 KOe have a
A10- Hz. Since echo excitation d.oes

of static magnetic fieJ.ds, . this

-..ii;,

not

the

i'.¿



The eguilibrium position

9V = O where V = V magnetic +
dx

V magnetic = -IVlHx

V domain wall = Vo(x)

The above conditi_on leads to
-t/

2¡4I = d VD

ã
If the appJ-ication of a smal1

a Taylor expansion of d Vo i-s

t76

of the walJ. is given by

V domain wal1 '

-l

(4.38)

(+.gg )

f ie].d h leads to a wal]. devíajron,fu
given by

j

Using Q,.Zg ), equation ( +.Ad reduces to
2r,h. = J""" lt

-l^/

. ò*' f * = *
and the domain displacement is given by

.! 2tûa f

&l
à*t 

' 
x=*o

Let VO be time dependent; ttre VO can be divided into
independent V OO and a time deÞendent part VDT,

2m(H + h) =âVD
ax

usins )'Voo
à*2

Eq. (4.42) can be written.

,àtVp, I = {3rttI aÇr to
X. : zItft1

(+.+o )

( 4.4r)

( 4.42).

a time

(t. +s ¡
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For most materiats /3(Ð is an íncreasing function of time,
leading to a time decrease of * and hence

magnetic susceptibility. A comrnon form for ß (r) is
fttt) -- ß" (r - "-t/c )

which usual.ly originate from thermally
walls through defects. In these cases

c - 1o" d/þ.

where eY is d.ependent on H.

Qx = úo - MHx

Since in rare earth -cobalt compou.nds

decreasirg, one can write, in a¡alogy

to a decrease in the

ø.aa)
activated motion of

(a.+s )

for þ is

¡3kt
introducing

xft)

and !^

=

/Lo"-t/e
= ê,^, )

xo d-

The simplest form

=l o then from

(4.46)

/!(t) must be rime

to Egr. (4.44)

( +.+)
Eq. ( 4.13 )

Q.qa)

h.As )

E>rperimentally, however, a reration,sinrilar to (a.as) does not
hold and the dependence of tfre ecio amplitoa. o'H ¡s fþs'salne at
77oX and 3OOoX (,¡ordan aftereffebt).. See Figrure 4.42 .

Moving hlal-l z

A simple model, 'for this moving walr, can be introd.uced
by making ß (t) verocity dependent. This can be accomplished,
for example, by assuming that the concentration of pinning
defects insid.e the domain warl decreases at,. a constant.,rate.,

. :' .-rn the time interval ¿ t, 
-the 

eoncentration of defects decreases
to coe- ¿'t/t and the domai-n warl travers a distance Ft E.



average concentratj-on of pinning.
d

G : 1 f I --a
ã | "(x)dx ='oIL_ ( r" ,/ ---ã-

where d is the domain wa]-l width. If
to õ rlren ( þ(Ð, *[i¿)

aft) - fro

178

= lYT
,T

er?

þ(r) is

sites is then given by.

ae.

Let

&
Xt

"1t'

| +/ti
I

-1) I y(t - "-l/Y) ,. yt'

þ and. Ero-7o

) (4.so )

proportional

(¿. sr)

(4.52)

.o

"il"i

10 
dH
dt (0"-érr) to

Figure 4-53: Depend.ence of the Echo Amplitud.e
of Sweep of the Biasing field (V

on the Speed
Co6, 77oR LO ¡'nZ )J
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Tlre e>rperimental points and pJ-ot 
"t ä 

- I , Eg. (4.12) ,
for tlre Y CoU sample are on Figure 4.5 A, Equatíon (4.48)

can be compared to any quantity which is J-inearJ.y

related to domain waJ-J- displacement. The echo amplitude

(at least theoretically) is relat,ed to higher powers

of the domain or domain waJ-l dísplacement. However,

the e>çeriments already described show that for equa1

pu1ses intensities the echo is linearly related to

the strength of the driving force. The velocity of

the domain walls is related to the rate of chqnge of

the mangetization and hence to the sweeping field.

The rate of change of the magnetization is given by

IM+ ã Z,t- 4., M-à+s (4.53)

where m is the number of domain wa1ls, A theitî area and v their
velocity. For a rough estimation let t].e domains walls have

a spacing ( t ) of yn and a widrh d. of to-3 / ^ and. ter the
- particle size (a) be So¡m, then for a sweep field (dH) of ,,,.,,,,.,/ dt :.'::.::.

60 oe/sec, the correspondlng magnetization change (oti i" .,.,.,i
dt .:.: :.: .

l"f saturat¿ga 9tr r 0.6 Gauss/cc sec and the wall vefãcityH saturation dt
(v) Â; gxiõ=a .*7""". From Figure 4.53 the corresponding value
of y (gq.4.52 ) is approximately o.5 and I is of the order of

.-. t'

Ìii,..' 
'''l o sec- ..i. .:i
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The model presented above shows that the assumption of '' '

a time decreasing concentration of pinning defects can explain
the observed effect. One physical possibility is that
oscillatory domain wall vibrations pustr defects (hydrogen 

.,....

intersticials ) out of the region swept by the wal.l ( diffusion 
..,.,,

aftereffect); the other possibility is that the hydrogen

atoms are forced into positions where their interactions with
domain walf.s. are weak (orientation aftereffect).

rt is necessary to remember that an echo excitation requires
large RF-pulse intensities ( h ¡u IOO Oe) and therefore
_x
Q- in Eq. ft. ¿rc ) cannot . be conside'red to be constant but

ut
O^= O; - M( H(t) + h(r) ) x(r) (4.53)

and instead of thermar act,ivation the work is performed by
the RF-field which lead.s to a *"a",rr"d relaxation ti¡re, which 

:r,,:,,,,:,

is temperature independent 
.._ _ 

-----i - ',

.- :-:, i :,_.:. As can be seen the echo amplitude is sensitive to '1'' ',

intrinsic properties associated with the domain wall
mobirity which is consistent with the magnetostrictive

:,:,'_:.:::l:excitations of the elastic vibrations. ::.:.:..:
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As in the prevíous cases, botl. mechanisms of the
. eclro formation Eq.'s (4.4) and (4.5) are possible, C

and d depend on e and h. Both c(h) and d(e)
depend on the temperature/biasing or RF erectric fierd.,
as well as the history of the saniple .(97,98) Therefòre,
from the e>rperimental evidence one carÐot . d.istinguish
between the two possibilities.

Quau-tativery, the temperature dependence of the
echo E, (rig- 4.44) follows the variation of d(Tl lgel
(Fig-4- 54r - euantit-tirr"ry, however, the comparison
with theory is poor. d(T) shown in Fig. 4.54 changes
the same order of magnitude as the echo while according
to the theory E,n d' o= ol9d"p"rrding on the echo prioéess.

Thed(T)depends.strong1yonttreintençityofthe
RF field- The intensÍty used for the echo excitation
is f7 tooo'/*, which is more than the intensity
requirqd for the removal of the domains, and therefore
a direct comparirrn of the echo amplitude Er(T) wj-th
published values of d(T) is irqpossible. rn addition.

.¡É..

tl.e particl.es are oriented fandomly relative to the
directio4 of the RF field and therefore they are
excited. d.ifferently.
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Both the field variation of the elastic constants
C{h) and t}re amplitude variation of the coupling d(e)
are expected to be much stronger in the ferroerectric
phase, where the presence of ferroerectric domains has

a large effect. (99) 
1r"*orral of the domains is analogous

to the Á.Er,,r effect in the ferromagnetics ) .

The C(h) in the ferroelectric phase is strongly
dependent on the biasing electric f,ield (100, J'01)

I
while the echo varies qnly slightly (Fig. 4.45)

" rhe relaxation time'of Rochelre sart is .strongly
temperature dependent and at low temperatures is the

largest from all samples used in this study.

-4o -20 0
Temperolure. cC

Fig. 4.5t1: Temperature dependence of the various
components of the d tsr sor for Roêhel.'le salt.
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. 4 Character of ttre elastic modesl
The presence of an echo i-n a situation when particles

do not mutually interact clear'r.y points out its single
part5-cle origin (Sectíon e a & c) in ferromagnetic
or piezoelectric powders. rn normal metals the long
relaxation time of the echo from regular particres also
indicates the single particle ori.gin oì the echg.

The e>q>eriments described in section Eb (echo

observed during the vibrations of the sample) aJ.so

reveal that interaction between particles is not
required for the echo formation.

4.4 Conc].usion Z

Experimentally, the properties of the echo from
different types of powders behave similarly;,aè can be

seen from the e>periments described in group A.

The ecl.o patterns folrowing the RF purse excitation
in all powders (metals, ferromagnetics, piezoelectrics)
àre si¡nilar; the dependence of the echo amplitudes on

intensities of the driving puJ.ses açe identical; and 
;

the ratios of ttre relaxation times of different echoes

are the same.

This leads to the conclusion that the echo in 
1,,:,;,,;

al-l cases has a simiJ.ar origin and the differences i"'"'-'

between different materials are d.ue to different
driving forces. '

:

comparison of the e>çerimertal data with t.?¡e various
echo models-in chapter rr selects the parametric mode ,. ,

...,...:_a -

mixing as the dominant echo process
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. The ratio of the relaxation times of different
echoesr âs well as comparison of the echo relaxation
with the relaxati-on.of the i-nd.uction following the
pulse (Fig. 4.37), ind.icates that the lowest order
mixing processes for given echoês are dominant (3rd
for the first, s-th for the second etc). The shape

of the echo is determined by the width of thê nr po¿""
and the echo is modurated by transient responses at
onset and offset of the RF pulses.

Ttre echo wid'th is not..simply related to the RF

pulses width and does not reveal any conclusi.gn about
the mixing proc.""r,described. by Eqs. (2.25) and (2.Zgr.

The best shaped echoes are obtained by RF pulses
of the same width- This is e>çected because in trrese
cases the Fourier transform of both pulses is the
same.

Two different 3rd. -order processes are possible.
one process, derived from a term in the hamirtonian
of the form LiL: , can be visualized as a mod,ration
of eJ-astic constants during the second pulse.

C= (.(trxh")
( 4.s4)

The second process, derived from a term in the
hamiltonian of the form 4Ar, can be visualized as a
modu-lation of the coupling coefficienÈ between the
force acting on the particle and the externar ':

RF field of the form

fl = d"(t*€.¿)
(4.55)
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""";'t. 
' '":.- .': -'.:;: : '

For echoes due to higher than 3-rd order process

the division into C(h) and d(e) is completely

artificial and in aiJ. real materials'both d(e) and

C(h) exist .simultaneousiy.
. ._ -:. . :.: 

:..:.. 
..

The echo from normal met,als increases with H and -',,..,"."-":

does not saturate at H = 50 KOe and 1. = IOO Oe. ft
is extremely sensitive to the mat,eria.l-rs resisÈivity

..:.....
and impurity content. ivlost properties of the echo are 

',,,r,. 
.r:.

similar for all normal metals. The echo amplitude ,, ,, ,',

for sma1l values of h, and h-, can be described in terms

of the driving pul ses by a power dependence of the tlpe

E n Å:.1,: H*'n *' (4.56)

The first echo, Irt = 1, tt = 2, is formed by a

third order process and at low intensities of h, and

hZ it,s amp1itude varies as {*t1 
A*j;g¡ 

ß =z-f -tr for i

à11 metals, Nonrinearities descrtbed by Eq. (4.54 leads tolL
E, n, H- - wÌ¡ile. Eq. (4.5s) Ieads to E,n H4.

¿Thus dependence E, -< Hð with ß > Z supports the
d(e) as a dominant echo plîocess " 

j::'.'

'..For normal metals the echo in a].l samples, except
Ag' hras strongest for the pure sampre.s. There is no

,.j.,, 
t..lt. ,'t-, t;açJreement between the e:çerimental results of different :..:::::::.::..

_L_. (r4,2O)oþservers'- as far as the echo from Ag is concerned.
In this study no echo was observed from purê Ag at
H = lo Koe which agress with Snodgrras (?Ol
Because c(h) is insensitive to the materiar the absence

'/ 
;'i,.',..,,,,..t,,

procesF.
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Purely geometrical effects, which could e>çlain
the close relation.between the samplers resistivity
and echo amplítude as well as its dependence on H and
h, can'ot e><¡rlain the anomalous ]ow temperature
behavior for some samples (Mg) or the impuríty
enhancement in Agi.

On thè other hand, the modulation of some internal
variable can bê sensitive to the material and be

reflected on the echo properties.
rn the macroscopic descríption of the driving force

through eddy currents the only possible variable i_s

the resistivity

The description of the drivíng force through
eddy currents is an over-simplification of the actual
microscopic process. speculation about the modulation
of microscopic quantities, involved in microscopic
theories of þeneration of acoustic waves in metals would.

be premature ãt this time.

Generally, the comparison of experimental results
with the consequences of the echo ¡nodel .iç poor. E.or

equal RF pulses intensities the echo L- , ^ H7* . This
relationship contrasts with the dependence of E.r on Ïr1,I
and hr. The same is true about the constant ratio of
Ez/E¡ which is const,ant instead of havíng an HtA" or
HA' d.ependence.

rtre echo formation from normal metals reguires
long RF purses {-* f - to åsec, w}rose duraÉ,ion is

::::..'-..:'

.'1;:i-:.

t. .;:.:': lr-.1 .11
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comparable with the relaxation time T, of the first
echo from filings. (I È zo -tofsec). T, of the filings
is determined by ttre extrinsic rosses and does not
reflect any intrinsic losses, which in normal metals
are small-. For the regular particJ.es T, is limited
by the losses due to induced eddy currents, which are
proportional Eo u2. This principal limítation of T,

leaves little hope that.Ëhe echo in normar metars can 
-.-be used to monitor their.intrinsic losses.

The echo amplitude in ferromagnetic metals as a
function of H qualitatively follows the expected
dependencerwhire its temperature variation is unexpected,
the echo decreases fast in the region where the
magn:etic properties change is very small. This requires
the factor Ð describing the echo formation to be

temperature d.epend.ent.

one possibility is that the domai-ns or the domaín

walls are moving under the influence of the RF field
and the elastic deformation. Pinning at
-J.ow tem¡reratures causes this motion l

,': to be highly nonlinear and therefore read.s to an
echo- pinning is reduced by increasing the temperature
(thermal activation) and the echo decreases. Annealing

'also reduces the pinning and therefore reduces the ecÏ¡o.
The process above can affect both, d, or EOn. The

dependence .c,f d, on the biasing fie].d, H, is
complex and not known in detail, therefore E, (H)

/. ..'.'
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cannot be compared with e><pected d2 or d4 dependencies
following from Eq,s. (4.54) and (4.55) for the different
processes of the echo formation.

As in the normal metals, the echo amplitude,
E, r ês a function of h, and h, varies with the
magrnitudes of ha, hZ or H. For h, = h2 the
and rati6 L/E,

modeL presented.
is constant which disagrees with the

,/lThe dependence E*d must therefore
be taken with caution, because /t depend.s on h' h2
or H for h, = hZ one e><pects in analogy with normal
metals that F, a d'

The reraxation time of ferromagnetic conductors
is determined by microeddy currerls, and the echo
relaxation can be used to monitor these rosses.

From polycrystaline ferrites an.echo was also
observed from burk sampres, which behaved simirar{yas
the echoes from powd.ers

The echo from the ferromagrnetic powders is tlpicarry
stronger, less temperature dependent and requires shorter
RF pulses than the echo from normal metars. ÍLre coupling
coefficient d is L. 2 0rders of magnitudes stronger i-n
ferromagrnetics and also the field dependence. of the
elastic constarts is more pronourr""UÍtt)*e coupling
coefficient d(.O) and elastic constants C(h) are sensitive
to the domain structure and therefore to the history
of the sample.
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fn v:l_ew of the present observations, one can identify
the strong variation of relaxation time with
temperature in lithium ferrite reported by Rubinstein

_ ( t5 )and stauss' 1 as Ïraving an intrinsic origin. The

ferrites Ïrave strongly Lemperature dependent losses,
which are probably caused by transition of the transition
ions between the two.states with different valen"o(toz¡

The echo from piezoelastic powder does not differ
from the previous two. The echo properties are id.entical
in both the ferro and piezoelectric phases, índicati-ng
that the echo formation is independent of the domain

structure. popov and Krainik (11) reported an echo

from bulk SbSi (ferroelectric) and proposed the
excitationandrefocussingoftheosci11ationsof

ferroelectric domains as the mecfranism responsibLe for :

ttre echo. This process is not import,ant in the powder

of Rochelþ salt.

, The presence of a strong second echo in all mat,eriars,
with the amptitud"€r/Érxat ís interesting. Ttre large

Érratio -'/€, indicates either that the nonlinearity
causíng the echo is not sam].]-r or that the higher order
terms in the hanriltonian are present. The d.ependence of
EZ on h, , h2 and. H is complex. tor !.r= *n, , Er4 Hq-r.
for normal metals . while for A, = In Ern H2, and
'r
t'}.e=/g, ratio is independent of H or h for all powders.

Ttre presence of harmonics in .Í, for the ampritude
d'ependent coupring coefficient Eq. (A.ss) can read to
an observed echo pattern.

metal.
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As can be seen, the e>rperimental evidence is
inconclusive as to the selection between the echo

fornation by the amplitude dependent force or the

field dependent elastic constants. Howeverrthe first
is preferred.

cruciaL informatíon required.for a better under-
standing of the echo is an estimatíon of the echo in-
tensity with respect to the amplitude of the vibration

E1
i.e. */E^. A comparison of the ini-tial amplitude of the.U

induction during or inunediately after the RF pulse

would be very valuable. The lowest limit /q/8.> tõf , 
'ii

based'on the fact that, no inducti-on was observed

from a few partícles and an echo was observed from a

^.?sample containing æ 10" 10' particle's.

The goal of the e:çeriments related to the echo

excitation from large RocheJ-J.e salt crystals was to
compare the echo ampJ.itude with the free induction from

one partic'Le. As was pointed out in section Ar rro

echowasobservedfrom1argepartic1esofRoche11e

salt. This suggests that only tl.e basic, or J.ow

harmonics, vibrational modes of the particles are

responsible for an echo.

free
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHERSTUDY

The problern associated with echo generation has 3 parts.

(a) Establishing the coupling mechanisms between the RF field
and the elastic vibration of the particles

(b) Deternining the vibrational modes.

(c) Selecting the physical nonlinearity fesponsible for an echo.

Fron the foregoing discussion, the answers for a - c are:

(a) the coupling nechanisrn is due to direct excitation of sound

in normal metals, via the Lorentz force in the skin depth, nagnetostrictive

excitation of sound in ferromagnetic metals (chapter rv. B, c, D) and

piezoelectric excitation in piezo or ferroelectrics;

(b)- in -all-powders single, particle- vibrational modes- are- --

responsible for an echo (Chapter IV) and probably the transversal

component of the modes is doninant;

(c) the nonlinearity of the coupling originates fron the sinul-

taneous effects of elastic defornations and RF fields on some internal

' variable of the rnaterial (donain distribution in ferromagnetics and

, electron structure in normal netals).

The nodel introduced in Chapter II is general and can be used to

describe the echo from various multioscillator systems

r Due to the rnultinode- origin of the echo the echo process iS not séi-

sitive to the detailed description of the coupling. For example, in

ferronagnetic powders the echo from cubic and uniaxial materials behaves
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similarly' rn the forrner, both wall displacernent and domain rotation
cause excitation of elastic vibrations, while in the latter onry dornain
rotation can contribute to the excitation process. Echoes fron different
normal metals also behave sirnilarly, while their crystarlographic and
electronic stïucture is very different.

To generate an echo, large vibrational anplitudes are necessary.
This requires a large driving force; thereforen good electrical conduciivity
in nornar metals and row coercivity in ferronagnets are necessaïy.

The relaxation tiine of the echo reflects both the extrinsic and
intrinsic losses in the systen. rn nornal metals the extrinsic losses
doninate in nost câs€s¡ rn ferromagnetic metals the relaxation time is
determined by nicroeddy losses.

Apart frorn the study of particle kinetics the observation of the
relaxation ti¡ne can reveal sorne infornation about the loss mechanisns in
materials which cannot be studied in bulk or have losses too large to be

studied by the stándard ultrasonic technique.#

The sensitivity of the echo rnethod is rinited by the a of the
powder sample- The Q's for the different sanples estimated fron the
present experirnents are in Table V.I.

#Footnote: The rèlaxation time of the first echo, T1, is rerated to thearrenuation coefficienr, A, obtaineá inrár".,rãriiig *r'ruexperirnents by

A=fu
v is the velocity of sound in the material (cn/sec).

(

lNp/cnl
where
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Quality

TABLE V.I

Factor for Different Samples
T1 ,Â.rSec).at.f = 10 lfrIz. .Q 

=
Material
intered Powders
(Ferrite)

Sintered Bulk
Ferrite

Polycrystaline Metals
Regular Shape

Filings
Single Crystal Poi,\,ders

Rochelle SaIt
Lithiun Ferrite*

T1

20 600

I 800

5000

1800

25000

40000

60

160

50

800

1500

* Reference 15

No dependence of the echo relaxation time on pulse ¡nplitude was

observed, therefore the relaxation tirne of the first echo can be used to

measure the acoustic losses in powder samples even if the specific nixing

process responsible for the echo is not known.

The nethod is especially useful for powders with a large internal

loss since these losses will dominate and no great care has to be taken

in powder preparation.

One 5arnFle can be used to measure the attenuation in a wide

frequency range. In this work the application of the nethod was demon-

strated for Ni powder.

There is potentially a large group of rnaterials in which an echo

can be excited, therefore this nethod can have a wide application.

A quantitative estimation of the magnitude of the nonlinearity,
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Êr, responsible for echo' is difficult. The large uncertainity arises

in the estimation of: a) the number of particles inyolyed in the echo

fo:mation (those which have a reson¿rnce frequency in the bandwidth of
the RF-pulse), and b) the magnitude of the effective coupling between

the elastic vibration and the RF-field.

A direct estination could be made from a comparison of the echo

amflitude to the vibrational anplitudes of the particles (Initia1 anplitude

of the rrfree inductiontr). ïhis could not be done on the apparatus used

in this sfudy (See Chaprer III).

The uncertainty in the coupring could be reduced by conparing

the echo anplitudes with the amplitude of vibrations from bulk samples,

where a simple geonetry allort¡s one to estimate 
'the 

coupling coefficient.
Lu and Fedd""i"Jtartated that nonl.inear tern in the hamiltonian

for bulk ferroelectrics to be of the order of L0-7 times the totar
energy, but this estimation is very crrrde. rt 

"orrr¿ 
be desirable to

obtain some knowledge about the nixing terîm from sone direct experiments.

'A conparison of the free induction and echo from the same volume of bulk

and powdered Rochelle salt excited by one or tvro RF pulses of the s¿une

intensity'äd durarion indicates El/Eo : 0.1. This direct comparison

yields to an upper boundl which is próbably several orders of nagnitude off,

because the vibrations in these two cases are different.

For the najority of the samples, the variation of the echo

anplitude with the experimental cond.itions can be qualitatively explained

as being due to a change of the amFlitudes of elastic vibrations, which

are linearly related to the RF-field, i.e. they do not reflect the
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.: 
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specific properties of the nixing process. However, there are exceptions,

which rule out ¿rn extlinsic origin of the echo. rn all the experi¡nents

described here the aurplitude of the RF-field cannot be considered to be snall,
and therefore, higher order terns in the coupling between RF field and elastic

-_- -_*-" --- 
t" t't': vibrations are' always present. 'rr., 

.,

The quantum mechanical treatnent of the problen (Appendix II) is
included nore for its forsral elegance than practicar value.. The dependence 

,.
ll, of the echo on a large number of externar parameters makes this fotmalisn :,::,;';

i.;i.,.=.:,-

'ri 
of little value at this tine' 

;:::.:,,.::,1

excited in bulk naterials by'the s¿rme coupling nech*irr(101). There is
at present a large interest in the study of naterial properties through

i ttre echo nerhod(rz' 97' 103-107). ï?ris is especiauy tr.r" for the
stinulated echo in bulk naterials, because the energy dependent process

of echo fornation can relax only through nultiphonon scattering. Echo

observation from powders indicatès the possibility of producing a sinilar
echo in bulk normal metals. rt was not'possible to observe an echo from

:::r . bulk Al' at 4.2"K and 10 Koe. A stronger biasi.ng field i-s probably ,i:,;."t,
,, :. :: :.-

necessarI. 
::,,,,;,:,'' 

Mode excitation in butk solids does not need to be spatially : :

localized. rnteresting effects may be observed from the study of inter-
, actions between elastic ú¡aves travelling in different directions, or

....:,:.... 
.:a.

. .:__j... l,:.',l having different polarization. ,',.,',,,,

' solids.- Generally, an echo can be formed only under coherent

excitation.In.thecaseofRFexcitationthisiswe11
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satisfied because the sarnple is usually nuch smaller than the RF wave-

length and it would be interesting to try to form an echo by different

means

All of the discussions of the echo properties are only qualitative

and are based on a one-dinensional analogy. In reality the particles are

3-diurensional, the vibrational enFlitude is the strain,'i'.u. â ten-

sor quantity and tems like u3h or u2h2 are described by ã 7-th or

6-th rank tensor.

The echo fo:ntation process points put the presence of nonlinear

responses in the materials which are otherwise hidden behind a Large

linear response. Because the echo is insensitive to- the physical processes

causing the nonlinearities, they nust be studied,by different nethods.

quantitative understanding of the.eçho formation process requires

simultaneous infomation about the linear as well as the nonlinear

response. Therefo". . further study of the echo phenomenon should go

toward -à ,microscopic understanding of the process. This requires. a

sensitive measurement of the material properties. for example, the effect

of the uniaxial deformation in bulk nornal metals on the direct generation

of ultrasound.

The specification of the elastic modes could also lead to a better

understanding of the echo process.

It would be worthwhile to stud¡r an echo spectrun of a sample of

regular, almost identical, simply-shaped partiêles (spheres) for which

a node spectrum is knorm.

. It is desirable to extend the measurements to lower frequencres.
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The relaxation tine, T1, is inversely prôportional to the frequency and

longer relaxation times lead to snaller experimental error, therefore,

snall changes in Tl, as a îesult of the different treatment of powders,

could be measured.

Most inportant of all is the estimation of the nagnitudes of the

nonlinearity èausing' the echo. The sinplest way of arriving at this

would be to nake a comparison of the amplitude of the free induction

with that of the echo.

In the observations presented it is impossible to distinguish

between the two processes of echo fo:mation (C(h). or d(e)). Feasible

experinents which could be conducted to discrininate between the two

possibilities could be perfo:med on nonnal metatrs by using a pulsed

electromagnet as opposed to the steady current electromagnet. Then a

DC nagnetic field could be applied only during the first RF pulsq. If

the second RF pulse applied without the DC field, excited an echo, then

the field dependent elastic cortst¿urts would be responsible for the echo;

if not, then the nonlinear driving force would be responsible.

A problen of some interest is the strong temperature dependence

of the relaxation tiue. Rr¡binstein 4lrd St".rrr(15) reported a strong

decrease of the relaxation time of lithirm ferrite with tenperature. A

similar decrease is observed in this study fron Rochelle salt or saturated

Ni powder.

, The Rochelle salt and Ni powders aïe the only samples which do

not have a relaxation time li:nited by-the irregular shape and which

produce an echo in a wide temperature range. Therefore it would be



interesting to knolt whether this reduction of the relaxation tine with

tetnperature is a universal relationship or whether it is the specific
property of selected sanples.
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APPENDIX I

NORIVjAL MoDES F0RMULATION( f'o ,ttt )

Let us consider a lossless system with haniltonian .H(prq). The , .,:,,: ,.,,

equations of motion for the canonical coordinates have the forn 
:':':";:::':':

ô=s, p=_3Hdp'. a4

Define a=Ap+iBq

a =Ap_iBq

then H can be written as H(a, a*) and (r.1) has the fonn

(r.1)

. (r.2)

(r.3)

(r.4)

- :ì.:':...-..:i.: t ..... . .: : ...

.._... .: ::..:
:.; : : 

':: l:--': '.:

. XIJa= i2A B ""ç
ãa

' o¡t aHa --i2ABä

For a harmonic oscillator H = aa and 2 AB = o (r.J) has the form

.' :.4 : :. r:

**a=ioa a =-iala

with solutions

" = ,(o)uirt .* = "*(o)e-i,t

For a many nodes system

Fl = I H. = f, a.a.*' ;"i-i*i-i (r.s)
*

where ^i, ^i represent normal modes rotating in opposite directions.
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Let us assume 
\ 
that the systen supports two different kinds of nodes ,i

and b..
1

Then the paranetric coupling between a and b can be introduced

by the interaction hamiltonian Hir,a containing the products of a. , ,r*,,
* -ttt l' J '

b,- an'd b^ 
-. , "'' .'

t\ L 'tt";:

H.. = E a.T¿ 
*s' m' :ln-int - 

ijxs ^i "i t¡ o 
g

rsnn

(r.6)

where r, s, lI], n are integers.

The echo fo:cmation can be formulated as follows:

Let bi have the fom

ir, (t - t)
i = bo" G.7)

and
ir¡. t

a.=aelo

then H,_- of the fonn
r_nE

*)?*)Hinr = I "i 
- bt- or x a.a. o b, (r.B)

1-

can lead to an echo.

The hanittonian of the system has the form

**
"=l"t"t 

*fbibi *Hint (r-e)
L L 

i:::::i::.:
solving (r.51 with (r.9) for .a* 

and sr:nning through all i-s tead to :,i.i:.'.

an echo.

In powders- nodes a represent the elastic vibrations folLowing the
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pulse I and b the RF field during the second

fonnulation does not introduce any nek¡ physi.cs,

recognition of the terms leading to an echo.

A sinilar approach can be used for travetling $¡aves

The generation of the modes is introduied by including the inter_
action with the external force in the haniltonian.

llnfortunately, the haniltonian of the real system is not known; there-
fore this direct approach has rittre varue. However, the terms of Hirra
in rr'8 are the lorriest order processes leading to an echo and are independent
of the actual hamiltonian.

pulse. Although this

its advantage is the easy
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APPENDIX II

QUAI,ITLIM IvÍECHANICAI FORMUTATION

Replace a, a* in Appendix I by-the annihilation and creation of

boson operators (", 
"*) where

H -rIlSIDn^r^s^+m^+ntirrt = H, n aí 
"j-% - al ' + complex conjugate (II.2) .

For the harmonic oscillator.

[a, a*] = 1

The haniltonian has the for¡r

- Ho = lu (a+a + N)

The expectation value a(t) is

(rr .1)

(r r .3)

(rr. s)

(rr.6)

(rr.7)

. . a(r) > = Tr (p(t) a(o)) (rr.4)

where p(t) is the density matrix

p(t)=Lp(o)t-L

t = t-í/ñ Ht'

Rearranging (II.4) and usi.ng (II.5J

Ttre echo process is fo::nulated as follows:



(rr.8)

L2 = e-i/ä Hirrt t*,

Ls'= e-i.ftr Ho(t-t-t"r)

(rr . s)

tt describes the developing of an after pulse r, Lz the iinteraction
. il. -1 -: -. .-.during the short pulse II of duration t-- and LS the tine developnent ,,..,,;1.1,r.,'.*Zó--E------

after Pulse II. ::: :..;........i..

Using (II.5) GLz) ':¡;¡"':': 
:'
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< a(t) > = ¡ < a,(t)..i

and. L = KrKrK, with L, = s-ilä Hot

Therefore, aîy interaction described by H. , which trairsforms a into- ir.{}E - t¡
,* and vice'versa will forn terms ai(oj-it'' and hence give an echo

at t=2t.

A suitable forn of Hirra is

(a)

(b)

Hint=r'(az *a*2)

Hirrt=Kzça*a*72

For exam¡rle, (II.11b) transform(ll¿) a as

(rr.10)

(Ir.11)

eiKT/t 1r*a*.72 e-rK2/À(a+a+¡ 
2 

=' çL-zt*r1Ð à_z*r/a a*

Eq. (II.11a) was discussed by U.K. Kopvillen in detait in (114) 
assuming



,.::^. rhe echo a:npritude is 

:'

o
t*,

N P A sinh (-- r. \o o - h- olJ (rr.12)

where A^ is an initial arnplitude, which was excited by pulse I and N :.:.,.o 
Ì ncnirr.-^-: 

-- 

-:^'"^*^ -:'^ 

- 

r' ^o"* -" '':';'is the nunber of oscillators. The same author applied this k:i.nd of analysis

of the response o, r"rry different uultioscirlator systens to a pulse

excitation(10, 113' r15).

A sinilar casè for travelring waves is discusr"d ir(12) The 
: 

',;'.

obseryable (defo:mation) is ',;'"

e(t)=(e^(t)=e^(t))
Y-Y

where

eo(r) = ao(r) -"0"{t)

and a suitable hamiltonian, giving one echo after two pulse excitation is
of the forr

Hi.ra ("0"-o * 
"o*"*-o) (rr.13)

which can be derived fron the coupling between the external field h and

deformation of the form .2h, and leads to an h.h^z dependence of theLZ

echo "rnFlitude.

The above choices of Hirra (II.tl), (II.l5) tead to onty one echo

after two pulsçsr The excitation of more echoes requires higher order

te:ms of d, 4t in the haniltonian.

rn conplete analogy with the classical case, the mode a2 after
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pulse I rotates with frequency 2 4¡ At the time of the second pulse,

suitable interaction containing ,*3 terms will transfot r^2 into 
^*

and at t = 3r (2r after pulse II) this process will give rise to an

echo.

T'his boson echo, in contrast to the spin echo, does not have an

upper linit in amplitude. The spin echo anplitude varies period.ically

with the turning angle of spins, and the maximum contribution of one spin

.is 1i¡nited.

This variation is a conseguence of the finite number of spin energy

levels. In the boson case there is no restriction on the naxintrm energy.

This can be seen in Eq. IT.L7, which is sinilar to the spin echo case

except for the fact that the trigonometric funbtion is replaced by a

hyperbólic function.not knorr'n; therefore this direct approach has little
value.' However, the te:ns of 

"irra 
in II.8 are the lowest order

processes leading to an echo and are independent of the actual

hamiltonian.
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APPE|'¡ÐIX III

Permanently Stored Echoes in Por.rdered. Materials

S" Kupca, I. Maartense, H-P. Kunkel and. C-Vü- Sear1e

Ðepartment of Physics

University of l4anitoba

Winnipeg, Canad.a

Abstract

The perrnanent echo recently reported by G-4. Sarvatzky

and S. Huizinga. from piezoelectric powd.ers was observed, from

other tlpes of powders. It ís shown that a simpJ-e mod.e1 in 
,

v¡hictr the echo originates from the mechanical al.ignment' of

particles is consist.ent with all knorvn echo properties.
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Echoes, follorving an RF multi-pulse sequence have been

observed. from many types of poi.rdered, materiat= (1 
'2') . The echoes

are produced, by a non-] inear parametric in'teraction between the

pulsed.-RF field and, the elastic vibrations of the particles- RF

pulses applied, at times t - 0r'r anC T lead. to ec.hoes ElrÊ2, -..8n

and. e rlre Lzr.-.entm which appear at X:2tr3t-.-'nr and. T * t.

T + 2t, .. .mT t nr'respectively. These echoes in general. decrease

with different relaxation times Tr rT, ,...T* and. Tr r rT lzr -.. ,Tmtn

which depend on the mechanical quality factor, Q, of the particles ""''':::''"

and. decrease inversel¡z wiLh the frequency. At 10 MHz Q is

typica11yto3-105whichlead-storelaxationtimesoftheord'er

of 10 1000 Usec

Recently Kuindersna "t u.l(3), and Sa-wa:czky and Hui="rrgu.(4)

lhave reported that, in ad.dition to these normal echoes, a tvro

, pulse excitation can lead to a permanently stored echo, Ep, in

, piezoelectric mat,erials, which can be reca1led. nondestructively

.j Read. out requires the application of a third. pulse at t : ti 
ii,ì,;:,r;ir':...i i'-..1 :' :: t't;

, (t*
, t-j- -l' !! - p l- ..:,.:,,:.,:ì:::::::
.l : ..:.:.. ::. ::...: . t:

contrast to trt, lvhich requires that T fu Tr, ti can be on the : :: :::'

ord.er of days or weeks. P-rovided. tha-t the spacing betv¡een read

out pulses satisfies the condition t,.. t.
' r+¡ r I 

l? ,¡l :'.:"':";t';;:1'1'r

:r pulse forms an echo, e.1f,, ât t: ti + T- The aJroVe authofs(5¡+' ""''"''' "',:',"',

j suggested that some process r¡ith an extremely long relaxation tinre

i"reSponsib1eforep.!Vehaveo}:servedthisstorec1echofroma

'tt'tt"-' 
ìtt't'

'.;'j .l 'r." 1.' .' .
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ferroelectric polvd.er (Rochelle Salt) at 300oK as r¡¡ell as from a
normal metal (41) at 77"K in a biasing magnetic field, of I0 Koe.

The observed echo, rp, has the follov¡ing propertiesl
a) It remains stored. in the sample as long as the sample is not 

.,1,'..1.,,.'..,,

disLurbed. by mechanical vibrations or the aÞpliç¿tion of RF

field.s of excessive intensity during the read. out pulses-
b)Afterstoragebytheinitia1twopulseSequence(pulse

.,...1,..,,.....,. .'.

separation r) en decreases rapidly (on the order of minutes)

to approximately one half of the initial value- After this "1'Ì"':' '

rp is only weakry d.ependent on time as shown in Fig- l-
c) If the initial two pulse write in seguence is mad.e in the

nrêsêrrcê of a DC electric field, Erv (Rochelle SaIt), Êp

d.epend.s on the intensity of the electric field., E, -nnì-r.u
:

during the read, out pulse - . ep gioes through a maximum rvhen

E: E* as shorvn in Fig.2. The actual shape of en vs. E

depend.s on the pulse separation r and. is narïoi4rer for
lafgef t. 

...,,,..,,.:..:...1,,:.:.

Are1ative1y1ongre1axationtimeT,,forä,,canbe
..-_-.1-.,.

expected if energy, after the initial tvo pulse excitation, is ''''" 
"

stored. in some static fornr(s). This mechanisrûr'hovrever, ean not
explain the non d.estructive. recall of .o by the application of a

-:.,' 
:;.-. '.' . ',.-..,., ,',recall pulse at t - Li i.:,:i..,'-..::,,.,

All the observed properties of rp can be understood. on

the basis of Gould,'s model. for echo formation from a nrurti-
oscillator =y"t.*(6) if one includes the possibility of a varia-
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tion of the effective coupling constant between the piF field. and.

the vibrating particles during the second. pulse- Gould.,s moclel
consi'd'ers sets of particles l.¡ith vibrational mod.es which are in
phase, rvith a phase angle 0 (t) at a Èime t = T after the first
purse- This particurar set of particles, which can be called. a
^ruclass' Itave a 0(t) related to the individual angular vibrational
frequencies, okr of the particles in the set by

0 (t) = rk. - k2n 0k= 0 (r) + k?n (1)

where k -. 0r1r3r.__ . The individ.ual-

.class, 0('r), are given by (for t

phases of this particular

0k=rkt= 0 (t) * k2r
(2',/,

Equation 2 shows thaL the members of this gcrass a.re generaîly
out of phase exeept at times t = DT, where n is an inÈeger, rvhen

all members of 0(t) refocus. This is a necessary.Jrut not
sufficient conditÍon for the formation of an echo, since the
linear response to a tv¡o pulse sequence can not lead, to an echo-

fi, consicleration of nonrinear terms lead.s to the normal echo
phenomenon mentioned, earrier, but it can not d.escribe ,p_

Consid.er a Oclass, 0o(t), v¡hich hapnens to be in phase

rvith the RF fietd at the time of ttre second. pulse -r (shorter than
T, )' Although 0o (t) is in phase with the p.F field.. the d.irections

t



' ': ::: : : :.

:: of vibrations of the. individual modes are randomly distributed. in ":" '

the multiparticle sample. The duration of the second pulse, tüle,

is assumed to be short enough so that 0o (t) remains in phase

d.uring t.._. The second. RF pulse exerts torques on the vibrating

,, particles of all 0 classes but obviously the maximum torques aré .,',.,',:, ,.,

exeried on 0o (t) v¡hose particles are preferentially lined. up by

the RF fie1d. The information about the pulse separation, T,

.,. is now stored. in the sample because of the preferential orien- ""'

:.: tation of 0o(t). Because the amplitud.e of the particle vibration .,..,.....:.:
. :- .:'.r'..1.r:..: .'

: .: 
'::' 

.:1 " ' lì

isreIated'totheirphaseduringthesecond'pu1se,d'ifferent0

.c}asseswi11experiencedifferenteffectsontheirenvironment

which also can lead. to permanently stored information about the

pulse separation,

The application of a síngle pulse at a time much longer

than the particle's relaxation times will again excite all

0c}asses.Thearnp1itudeof0o(r)wi11betheIargest,howeVer,

. because of its prefereritial alignment during the original trvo
'r'' 

r1ôñ^^ lFærr¡'f- i nn ? ehat.re + - itt;tttt':t;t't-t:":ttl"
,:,';,, pulse sequence. Equation 2 shows that 0o(t) wil-I refocus at 1,.,..1,,:,.,..:::.,.

,i,. time t - nr after the application of this single pulse. The ''i,';t',
.,,,,. -,...,,

oscillating dipole mo¡nent due to 0o('r) at t =.nr \^rill not be :

cancelled out by the ranclo¡n distri¡-¡-ution of the other 0 classes

,,',. because of the preferential excitation of 0o('r). This leaCs to ..j:.,:.,.::.,:;.:,:

a linear echo, .p, ât t = ti + nr after any single pulse, rvhich

has been read out non-des'b.ructively- The effective relaxation

time is infinite. Any reduction in e* arises because of externalp
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vibrations, i,¡hich tend to d.estroy the preferential alignment of

0o (t) .

The model presented. above is consi.stent v¡itlr all our

avaitable d.ata- The fast initiat decrease of tp, shor'¡n in Fig- I'

is due to the relaxing of the initial alignment to some quasi-

equilibrium alignment which is .then only weakly d'ependent on

time. The d.epend,ence of e* ol:1 the biasing field can be explained'
p

as follows. The elast.ic constants of this ferroelectric maÈerial

are strongly field d.epend.ent and. the resonant frequencies t'r,. forK

the individual particles, to first ord,er in É' carr. be written as

do.,,
oo(n) = ,r,lo * ær lot

dt¡r-
v¡here # t= different from particle to particle ' Consiöer a

the

(3)

(4)

Oclass Oo(t,Errr) wtrose particles are in phase at the time'of

second pulse and are also in phase wittr the RF fiel-d' of the

second. pulse,' A combinaLion of equations I, 2 and' 3 lead's to the

follorving expression for the individual phases of the particles

in Oo(trEw). as,a function Õf E at any time, tr after the applica-

tion of a read out Pulse.

0o (t,8") * kzn dt¡r-
!'tllt-Ftook= (n-nr) t

Ideally the 0O's

pulse only when

is equal to Er.

are in phase at a time t after the read' out

E (ttre biasing field during the 'read. out pulse)

This occurs because of the continuous distribu-
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dt¡,-
tion "f ãu5 lo among the particles in 0o(t,Ero) and accounts for

the peal< in rp at E: Ero. The finite rvidth of en(E) is due to

the fact that the pulse ivid.ths are finite rvhich resulLs in a

fini'Le band \^/idth associatecL rvith 'the tk'=
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dt¡,-
tion "f ãu5 lo among the particles in 0o(t,Ero) and accounts for

the peal< in rp at E: Ero. The finite rvidth of en(E) is due to

the fact that the pulse ivid.ths are finite rvhich resulLs in a

fini'Le band \^/idth associatecL rvith 'the tk'=
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Figure Captions

ligure 1: Amplitude of the echo, €p, âs a function of the time

*, , ryhen the read.ing prrf =" is applied. The first :.: : . .

;:;";;=;;=,.;;=",;";";".; .;";.".

Figure 2z Amplitud.e of the echo , €p, when a DC electrj-c field',

E, is applied. during the read out pulse. The initial

two pulse rvrite in sequence is mad.e in the presence

of a DC electric field, Evr, af 0r'6, 9, Lz KVr/cm- '

.Thepu1seseparation,a¡usedvras2op=."..'
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